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Holocaust remembered, 
expressed through art
photo by Jim Klinger ’03
Poet and writer Linda Zisquit speaks in Feinstein on on Wednesday.
By Rebecca Piro
News Editor
Yom Hashoah, a 
Hebrew holiday in 
May, is a day for 
Holocaust remem- 
berance. Yom Hash­
oah 2000 brought 
together Providence 
College and the 
surrounding com­
munity this week in a 
commemoration of 
Holocaust victims 
and survivors. How­
ever, this com­
memoration of Yom 
Hashoah is parti­
cularly meaningful 
for Dr. Joan Branham, 
Associate Professor 
of Art History, 
because actual 
survivors of the 
Holocaust are still 
here to remember 
with us.
“For me, Yom Hashoah is 
something unique right now, 
because we actually have 
people who remember it. We 
will have the unique advantage 
of being able to come into 
contact with those people, “ said 
Branham, who has overseen the 
planning and execution of this 
week’s events.
Two survivors who escaped 
the mass murders at a young age 
by train were present at 
Wednesday night’s staged 
reading of the play 
“Kindertransport” by Diane 
Samuels. In addition, the Hunt 
Cavanagh exhibit, titled 
“Mirrors and Memories, 
Three basketball players 
face new assault charges
College plans to investigate whether the alienation of basketball players is a cause of recent behavior
by Ryan Ainscough ’02
News Editor
Days after three basketball 
players were arraigned in court 
on more severe assault charges, 
The Boston Globe published an 
article suggesting that the 
incident was caused by a “gap 
between the student body and 
the basketball team.” This 
accusation, along with another 
recent disciplinary charge at a
of character in college 
tics under close
Each of the three students, 
wellyn Cole ’00, David 
Images of the Holocaust”, 
features works by artist Alice 
Lok Cahana, a survivor of 
Auschwitz concentration camp.
A unique assortment of 
musicians, scholars and artists 
are taking part in PC’s first 
major commemoration of the 
Holocaust, said Branham. 
Speaker James E. Young, a 
Professor at University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst, 
performance artist Claudia 
Stevens, poet and writer Linda 
Stem Zisquit, and visual artist 
Alice Lok Cahana are among 
the many distinguished guests at 
Providence College for Yom 
Hashoah 2000. In addition, this 
is the first commemoration
Murray ’01, and Donta Wade 
’01, now face three felony 
charges instead of the 
misdemeanor charges for which 
they were previously arraigned. 
Major Martin F. Hames, of the 
Providence Police Department, 
reported to the Providence 
Journal that the charges were 
increased because the Police 
were unaware of the severity of 
the injuries Thomas Cook ’00 
suffered. After learning that 
Cook will undergo surgery for 
a broken nose and fractured jaw, 
the police charged the three with 
felony assault, assault with a 
dangerous weapon, namely a 
shoed foot, and conspiracy to 
which has taken an arts 
approach, said Branham.
Past commemorations, 
coordinated by Professor of 
English Jane Lunin Perel, have 
been much smaller. “Jane Perel 
has single-handedly in the past 
invited one outside speaker and 
possibly a survivor here,” 
Branham said. “It’s been very 
meaningful, even though small 
and intimate.”
In light of Pope John Paul H’s 
recent apology to the murdered 
Jews of the Holocaust, it 
seemed an appropriate year to 
remember the Holocaust 
victims in a different way, 
Branham said. An arts
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assault. They pleaded not guilty 
to all charges.
The April 10 assault that 
resulted in these charges 
occurred as a consequence of a 
disagreement three nights 
earlier at the Prime Time Cafe, 
where Cook works as a bouncer, 
according to printed sources. 
Cook turned away a basketball 
player who could not show 
proper identification.
This increase in charges, 
however, will not affect the 
sanctions levied by the six 
person disciplinary committee. 
These sanctions, including
Athlete, page 6
PC community 
rallies against 
sexual assault
By Kristin DiQuollo ’02
Asst. News Editor
Gathering at the foot of the 
Slavin staircase late last 
Thursday evening, over 100 
students and faculty listened as 
members of the PC community 
shared personal stories about 
their experiences with sexual 
assault.
The annual Take Back the 
Night Rally, sponsored by 
Women Will, “is becoming a 
tradition at PC,” commented 
Michelle Smith ’01. a member 
of the organization. “It has 
been going on for the past 
seven or eight years,” she 
continued, “because on this 
It's one of those events where 
your eyes are really forced 
open and they will never shut 
again.
-PC senior
campus women don't have 
many outlets to speak out.”
“The significance of the 
night is that it raises awareness 
that sexual assault and violence 
towards women exists, on this 
campus and everywhere else. 
We’re not removed from it,” 
added Megan Greco ’02, who 
helped organize the event.
With a podium set at the top 
of Slavin stairs, the rally began 
with students, faculty, and 
members of the Providence 
community approaching the 
microphone to offer first-hand 
testimonials, provide encour­
agement, and demand change.
“For those of you who are 
out here hurting, who perhaps 
have not yet found your voice 
or have not yet been able to 
speak of the pain you’ve been 
through, perhaps maybe you 
can find strength tonight 
through the voices of your 
peers. The hope and the prayer 
is that you will find ... the 
strength to come forward and 
allow yourselves to heal,” 
encouraged Dr. Anne Coleman, 
Substance Abuse Counselor in 
the Personal Counseling 
Center.
“I came to the rally last year 
... but I was too scared to say 
anything,” spoke one soph­
omore. “I sat the entire time 
and cried these silent tears.” 
This year, however, she was 
able to tell of her rape by her 
boyfriend of two and a half 
years, as well as read a poem 
she wrote about her 
experience.
Another student shared her 
words and experience.
“People that have been 
sexually assaulted ... I hold 
them close to my heart because 
I went through that twice, and 
both times were at this school. 
A lot of the responses I have 
gotten were, ‘Well, you should 
have learned the first time,’... 
but I think the two men who 
assaulted me have something 
to learn,” she said.
Several men also took the 
podium, offering their opinions 
on sexual assault.
“I don’t think 1 can think of 
anything more despicable than 
violence of a sexual nature,” 
spoke a recent PC graduate. He 
then addressed the men in the 
crowd. “I think it’s really 
important, gentlemen, to think 
about the way that we act, the 
way that we speak, and the way 
that we treat people. Men have 
a huge responsibility to all 
women. Don’t contribute to 
the perpetuation of this 
madness. Be strong and be 
intolerant.”
In reference to his first 
experience at the Take Back the 
Night rally, one senior said, 
“It’s one of those events where 
your eyes are really forced 
open and they will never shut 
again.”
He also spoke to the men in 
attendance.
“A message to all the males 
out there - Whatever it takes at 
some point, hopefully your 
eyes will be open too.” He 
added, “One of the most 
wonderful, beautiful things 
I’ve learned through feminism 
is that everything we do has an 
impact. Everything that’s 
personal is political. Take that 
and embrace that in . . . our 
lives.”
As the testimonials 
concluded, those at the rally 
participated in a candle-lit
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H
For more Yom Hashoah 
2000 coverage, A&E 
has the review of 
“Kindertransport,” 
page 20.
PC track team moves into a 
month of Championships. 
Sports has the coverage on 
page 32.
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Latino Expo
promotes culture
Hiring policy questioned
Concern over rejection of a faculty candidate prompts 
Political Science Department’s Family Day absence
by Lyn Soderlvnd ’03
News Staef
Sponsored by Amigos Unidos, the 
eighth annual Latino Expo not only 
consisted of dinner and dancing, but 
also focused on the Latino community 
as a whole and educated the attendees 
about the past, present and future of 
Latinos in the United States.
“The Expo helps bring the abstract 
idea of Latino-only people in Central 
and South America ... to something 
more real,” said Oscar Mayorga '01, 
Student Advisor of Amigos Unidos. 
“People can see the flags and eat the 
cuisine. It brings a more tangible 
example to people and helps avoid 
stereotypes like, ‘All Mexicans eat 
tacos.’”
Amigos Unidos President 
Jacqueline Ferrer ’01 echoed 
Mayorga’s thoughts. “The Latino 
culture is not really represented on 
campus. The Expo lets people 
experience something different.”
Not only did Amigos Unidos 
members aim to bring the Latin culture 
to Providence College, but they also 
planned the event around student life. 
“We want to promote our culture, but 
we also try to provide PC with 
something that’s not there. If you enjoy 
dancing, you can. If you enjoy eating, 
we have good food. It gives you 
something to do on a Saturday night,” 
explained Ferrer.
“We encourage people to come. We 
put up a lot of publicity and it’s free. 
We have an open door so they can come 
in and enjoy,” Mayorga said.
Those who attended the Expo were 
The Latino culture is not really represented on 
campus. The Expo lets people experience 
something different.
-Jacqueline Ferrer ’01
entertained with salsa and merengue 
dances performed by “Lo Nuevo Del 
Milenio” dance group, heard Latino 
poetry and ate Latino food provided by 
Superior Buffet Restaurant.
Even the decor was used to educate 
those in attendance. The “Latino Wall 
of Respect” showed the diversity of the 
Latino culture with signs and flags for 
all of the Latin American countries.
The Expo’s theme, “La Vida Latina- 
De Antes, Hoy y Del Future” (The Life 
of Latinos- Past, Present and Future,) 
was addressed by guest speaker Patricia 
Martinez, Executive Director of 
Progreso Latino in Providence.
Progreso Latino is a Latino 
advocacy group that strives to meet the 
needs of Latinos in the local 
community. They help immigrants 
adjust to living in the United States and 
protect their rights and privileges.
Introducing the topic of Latino 
culture’s present and future, Martinez 
stated to the Latino students in 
attendance that “you need to know 
where you came from and the history
A Latina dancer
of Latinos.”
In her speech, Martinez focused on 
the Latino culture in Rhode Island. 
Immigration to Rhode Island began in 
the mid-!950’s and followed what 
Martinez called the “pull and push” 
pattern. “Textile groups went to Latin 
America to get workers for their: 
factories and at the same time, Latinos 
were being pushed from their 
countries,” she said.
Martinez urged the Latino students 
in the audience to relate their feelings 
upon entering Providence College to 
the feelings of their parents and 
grandparents when they immigrated to 
the U.S.
"They were happy to be moving 
away and starting a new life, but they 
were still scared. But you had an 
advantage. You knew the language and 
culture here and you could call home 
if you needed anything. They came 
here to give you a better life,” 
explained Martinez.
Martinez encouraged Latino 
students to carry on the dreams of their 
ancestors. “The future lies in you to 
give us a voice and to continue 
carrying that voice. Don’t forget your 
heritage and where you came from. 
Help educate the Latino youth of 
today. You may carry cell phones and 
drive nice cars, but that’s not why your 
parents came here. They came here 
for an education,” said Martinez.
Amigos Unidos sponsors the 
Latino Expo every year. Members of 
the club hope to bring a better 
awareness to the campus, and invite 
the entire Providence College 
community to enjoy the multiple 
aspects of Latino culture.
by Caitlin Fitzpatrick ’01
News Staff
The Political Science Department 
decided to abstain from participating in 
both Family Day activities and the 
annual phoning of incoming freshmen 
due to its concern over the 
Administration’s hiring policy.
The Political Science Department is 
frustrated over a lack of communication 
on the part of the Administration, since 
a candidate for a position in the 
Department who was recently presented 
to the Administration for approval was 
rejected without explanation.
“Communication is always a good 
thing, but we’re still not sure why this 
candidate was rejected,” said Dr. Mark 
S. Hyde, Professor of Political Science. 
“This was a wonderful candidate and I 
can see no reason why the candidate 
would be rejected. This individual had 
a Ph.D. from an outstanding Political 
Science department.”
“The department felt unanimously 
that this person was an outstanding 
candidate in every respect” stated Dr. 
Douglas W. Blum, Professor of Political 
Science. “There was no dialogue 
whatsoever, and the lack of dialogue 
raised very serious doubt in our minds 
as to the extent to which we are included 
in the decision-making situation,” he 
said.
Blum explained that applicants are 
reviewed very thoroughly. Their 
transcripts, academic records, and 
research are assessed. The candidates 
are also required to submit a short 
response to the College’s mission 
statement. They are interviewed by the 
Department several times before 
meeting with the Administration.
Hyde noted that candidates do not 
meet with the Administration unless their
transcript, writing sample and other 
documents have been improved. The 
candidate’s rejection is more difficult to 
understand because he/she went through 
an involved “narrowing-down” process.
The absence of an explanation for the 
rejection has raised serious concerns 
Twenty-Third Annual Undergraduate 
Conference on Bioethics
Hosted by the Mendel Society of Boston College, the Twenty- 
Third Annual Undergraduate Conference on Bioethics took place 
in Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts on March 25.
Providence College students delivered and defended their 
original research papers (left to right): Erin Hubbard, Maria 
Olohan, Gwen Brassard, Dr. John Millard, Jessica Butt, Christie 
Jacobs, and Rich Zabbo. Additional participants included Angelo 
Simone, Jessica Mariany, Seamus Higgins, Christina DaPrato, 
Mary Finucane, Catherine Couture, and Lauren Ricci.
The keynote address was delivered by Louis Lasagna, M.D., 
ScD., Dean, Sackler School of Graduate Biomedical Sciences, 
Tufts University School of Medicine.
Retraction
In a recent issue of The Cowl, it was reported that the 
new identification system will result in the absence of 
photographs on school id’s. In actuality, the id’s will 
continue to feature photographs.
feel that the lack of communication 
about the cause for rejection is evidence 
that the Administration does not trust 
members of the faculty.
“As a faculty member, I am very 
concerned over current trends,” said Dr. 
Joseph Cammarano, Professor of 
Political Science. “I am troubled at the 
mistrust at both sides of the divide,” he 
said.
These concerns prompted the 
Political Science Department to forego 
Family Day activities. In addition, the 
Department refrained from phoning 
incoming members of the freshmen 
class, an activity that they have 
participated in for years.
“If we are not trusted at that level, 
prior to reaching a decision, then we feel 
marginalized in a way that makes us 
unwilling to participate in campus 
activities,” Blum stated.
Hyde explained that by not offering 
an explanation, the Administration raised 
questions among members of the 
Political Science Department.
“It would be helpful to know what 
the problem was with the candidate who 
was rejected,” Hyde said. He then 
explained that knowing exactly why a 
particular candidate was rejected would 
help the Department know who to look 
for in the future.
Blum said that Rev. Philip A. Smith, 
O.P., President, had not responded to the 
Political Science Department directly, 
but had addressed the issue of hiring 
practices in the Faculty Meeting on April 
12.
In his address, Fr. Smith discussed the 
concern over the College’s hiring policy.
“In some cases (when a candidate has 
been rejected by the Administration) the 
College chose to hire an equally 
qualified woman or minority candidate 
instead of the Department’s first choice,” 
Smith said.
He added, “Some department chairs 
have even submitted a written 
recommendation supporting the 
Department’s candidate but have later 
intervened verbally and privately with 
the Administration to request that the 
recommended candidate not be hired.”
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PC spreads spirit of giving
Over 250 students volunteer across Providence for Christmas in April, a day of service
by Laura Meneses ’03
Asst. News Editor
As outlined in the mission statement, 
“Providence College prepares its 
students to be responsible and productive 
citizens to serve in their own society and 
the greater world community.” Over 250 
PC Christmas in April volunteers aspired 
to this goal of service on April 29, 
National Rebuilding Day, by repairing 
six homes in surrounding neighborhoods 
of Providence.
Organized by Deanna Duggan ’00 
and Jeff Scaia ’00, the volunteer turnout 
was the highest to date. Scaia attributed 
the increased student participation to 
word-of-mouth and web-site publicity 
about the event.
“(Christmas in April) has always been 
a success,” said Scaia, who noted that 
the 2000 student showing was “our best 
turnout.”
“They had a lot more (people) than 
expected,” added volunteer Melissa 
Melone ’02. “I think that says a lot about 
our school.”
A nationwide organization, Christmas 
in April is a leading volunteer home 
repair program. Volunteers reach out to 
homeowners, especially the elderly and 
disabled, who are unable to finance the 
renovation of their homes. With the help 
of community members, as well as 
business and non-profit organization 
funding, the program meets the needs of 
many low-income families.
“We make (the homes) more pleasing 
to the people to live here.. .they couldn’t 
afford to do it (repair the homes) 
themselves,” said volunteer Kathleen 
Pantaleo ’02.
The main PC student site was located 
at 1692 Chalkstone Avenue. According 
to Louise Mauro, Director of 
Community Relations and Coordinator 
of the PC effort of Christmas in April, 
volunteers had been scraping the exterior 
paint and priming the surface during the
Admissions Ambassadors Caity Alexander ’02 and Gary Lausin ’02 apply a coat of paint (left) while another volun 
teer (right) fixes a sink at the St. Pius site.
two weeks prior to the event. In addition 
to painting the entire house on April 29, 
volunteers installed a new stove and new 
doors, and revamped the electrical 
system. “You name it, they’re doing it,” 
said Scaia.
Members of the PC community 
extended their effort at five additional 
homes in Providence. South Providence 
sites included 31 Elma Street, where 
many PC alumni worked, and 16 Depew 
Street, the designated site of the PC 
Men’s Hockey team. Social Work Club 
members, along with three faculty 
representatives, repaired a home at One 
Louisa Street (the official site of Eastern 
Paint Company), while students, 
including members of Students 
Organized Against Racism (SOAR), 
painted and built new stairs at the 
Serenity House on 196 Congress 
Avenue. The basement of the St. Pius 
Rectory received a fresh coat of paint by 
Admissions Ambassadors as well.
Although volunteers rose early and 
worked throughout the entire day, they 
found the experience rewarding. “It’s a 
great opportunity to help the 
community,” said Admissions 
Ambassador Jozefien Lerou ’02.
Melone, who also volunteered at the 
St. Pius Rectory site, also enjoyed the 
day. “We’re giving back to the 
community and having fun at the same 
time,” she said.
“Everybody has a good time doing 
it,” added Scaia.
Founded at Providence College in 
1994 with the aid of the President’s 
Council, the Christmas in 
April*Providence affiliate remains the 
first campus chapter of the national 
organization. “We’re the only campus 
chapter in the Christmas in April 
organization,” said Scaia.
During the past six years, the local 
affiliate, which has expanded to include 
Brown University, Johnson and Wales 
University, and Rhode Island School of 
Design, has repaired more than 138 
properties (37 this year) with the help of 
4,600 volunteers and 110 business and 
non-profit organizations. This year’s 
Christmas in April*Providence sponsors 
include Citizen’s Bank. AM 550 WPNW, 
and the Greater Providence Chamber of 
Commerce.
Following a full day of work, student 
volunteers were invited to reflect on their 
experience during a picnic at Waterplace 
Park.
“Everyone pulled together to do a 
great job,” concluded Pantaleo.
Students fast to raise 
hunger relief money
by Jennifer Moran ’02
News Staff
Instead of heading to Raymond 
Cafeteria this past Friday, several PC 
students, in an attempt to acknowledge 
and aid the millions of starving and 
impoverished people, especially 
children, around the globe, opted to join 
together and fast for 30 hours.
There are about 32,000 children who 
die every day due to starvation and 
malnutrition. In response to this startling 
statistic, students who participated in this 
year’s “30 Hour Famine,” not only gave 
up their time to fast, but they also 
volunteered in several soup kitchens, 
food banks and shelters in the 
Providence area during the thirty-hour 
period. The 30 hours of fasting began at 
12 a.m. on Friday and lasted until 6 p.m. 
on Saturday.
World Vision, a non-profit, non­
governmental Christian Relief and 
Development Organization which aids 
over 60 million starving and 
impoverished people across the globe, 
sponsored the event. Students raised 
funds for the organization from sponsors 
who donated money in proportion to the 
time the volunteers fasted.
Dan Novak ’01, who organized the 
event, estimated that this year’s fast 
broke last year’s record, which was 
fifteen hundred dollars. The money is 
allocated to relief and crisis response 
funds. This year the money is going to 
Rwanda, Kenya, North Korea, Tanzania 
and Peru.
According to Novak, the money is not 
strictly for famine relief, but also goes 
into famine prevention. It is used, for 
example, in setting up schools, 
purchasing seeds for planting, and 
creating and maintaining health centers.
Novak said that the event was mainly 
an independent one. The Environmental 
Club, however, was heavily involved in 
the advertising and organizing of it. He 
stated that about thirty people 
participated.
Kristina Chilinski ’02 participated in 
the event because she said it sounded like 
a great cause. During the famine, 
Chilinski volunteered in a Warwick 
shelter, helping to refinish a basement. 
Chilinski said the experience as a whole 
made her aware of the fact that people 
live (hungry) all of the time.
“It is such a humbling event. You 
don’t realize how much you have until 
you think about it,” she stated. Chilinski 
added that participating in an event like 
this makes you feel good about yourself 
and humanity.
Ryan Healey ’01 also participated in 
the event for the second time. He said 
that last year Novak and he, both resident 
assistants, ran the event as a Wellness 
Program. According to Healey, “this 
year was even better,” adding, “helping 
feed children is a good cause.” Healey 
also said that the event was not only a 
good awareness tool, but was also fun. 
“It was worth all the headaches and the 
tummy rumbling,” he added.
Library Hours
Reading and Exam Periods
Saturday, May 6.......................... 8:00 a.m. - 11:45 p.m.
Sunday, May 7 - Fri. May 12..... 8:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Saturday, May 13........................ 8:00 a.m. - 11:45 p.m.
Sunday, May 14 - Mon. May 15..8:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Tuesday, May. 16........................ 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Chapel Update
* With the completion of the final 
block wall on the west side of the 
building, the steel erectors have been 
able to complete the steel structure for 
the lower roof.
* Stone work continues on the west 
wall and around the main entrance of 
the Chapel. Next week the arch of 
limestone will be installed completing 
the stone work on the north entrance.
* Mechanical contractors have begun 
to install the steam and water lines 
from Aquinas basement to the site.
* The site contractor is connecting 
lines to the fire main located in the 
middle of Grotto Lane.
* Glazing materials and the copper 
roof have been received by the 
contractor and are being stored off site 
until the installation date.
*Electrical, mechanical and plumbing 
work continue in the lower level.
* The first shipment of roof trusses are 
to arrive on site next week. The high 
roof will follow in a few weeks.
Compiled by Caylen Macera ’01
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The new Executive Board for the 51st Student Congress was 
inducted. The first meeting of the 51st Student Congress was 
held.
Legislation-
Activity Status was passed with two amendments. Clube 
Portugues and Women Will have been put on probation for the 
year, instead of declaring inactivity.
Two other pieces of legislation passed. The Executive Board 
recommended that the President give a formal State of the College 
Address every school year. The Executive Board also had a piece 
of legislation passed concerning the judicial process and promotion 
of educational activity within the judicial process.
-Compiled by Marybeth Campbell '00
A message to all students
Charge:
1. Possession of an Open Container (page 42)
GUILTY
Sanctions:
1. Disciplinary probation until 12/22/00
2. $100.00 fine
Summertime and 
the livin’s easy?
Students scramble over high-paying, career-related jobs
by Juliana Patsourakos ’02
News Staff
As the days get longer, final exams 
approach, and frisbees fly across the 
quad, there is no doubt that summer is 
in the air. However, the freedom of the 
end of classes is accompanied by 
responsibility: finding a summer job or 
internship. For many students, it is 
important to both make money and, if 
possible, find a summer job that relates 
to one’s future career path.
“Today, you almost have to have an 
internship to be competitive,” said Sheri 
Ziccardi, Assistant Director of Career 
Services. Because the market for jobs 
is so competitive, it is vital for students 
to get hands-on-experience in their fields 
of interest according to Ziccardi.
Some PC students have already found 
internships or career-related jobs for the 
summer. One student had success 
finding an accounting position for the 
summer at PricewaterhouseCoopers
interested in and will probably include 
tasks such as public relations and 
answering phones. Although DuBois 
will not be paid for her internship, she 
will gain academic credit for the 
position. She will work part-time for the 
Senator and will continue to hold a part- 
time position at Filene’s.
Although some students have lined 
up desirable jobs for the summer, there 
are still students who may be looking for 
a job and do not know where to begin.
These students should immediately 
think about what they want to do over 
the summer, and if they desire a career - 
related position they should go to the 
career center.
“They certainly need to come down 
to our office,” said Ziccardi, who 
stressed that there are a number of 
resources students could take advantage 
of in the office, including internship 
binders, books, and Efriars.
Ziccardi understands that many 
students cannot participate in an unpaid
For students who wish to gain career experience 
without having a full-time internship position, 
Ziccardi suggests that these students work for 20- 
30 hours a week at a paid position and volunteer 
at an internship position for 10 hours a week.
Charge:
1. Use of kegs or balls of beer is prohibited in the Residence 
Halls (page 40, VII)
GUILTY
Sanction:
1. $250.00 fine
The Cowl news staff would like to thank 
the outgoing seniors for all the hard 
work and energy they invested in this 
paper.
A special thank you goes to Rebecca 
Piro. Your guidance, patience and wis­
dom kept the section sharp through a 
busy news year. Good luck in all that the 
future brings.
accounting firm in New York, after 
participating in PC’s shadow program.
Kerry Anderson ’01, an elementary- 
special education major, is tutoring 
children in her hometown elementary 
schools to gain more experience working 
with elementary school students.
Anderson looks forward to gaining 
experience in her future teaching career, 
and added that it is important to establish 
“good relationships with kids.”
Anderson is looking forward to her 
part-time summer job as a tutor in the 
elementary schools. She acknowledges, 
however, that she needs to make money 
and is waitressing on the weekends to 
do so.
Other students are also dividing their 
time between paid positions and unpaid 
internships to obtain career-related 
experience.
Stephanie DuBois ’02, a political 
science major, is one such example. She 
acquired an internship at a Senator’s 
office in Manchester, New Hampshire, 
near her hometown by scanning through 
the internship binders at Career Services. 
The internships will allow her to explore 
internship due to financial obligations for 
college and life expenses.
For students who wish to gain career 
experience without having a full-time 
internship position, Ziccardi suggests 
that these students work for 20-30 hours 
a week at a paid position and volunteer 
at an internship position for 10 hours a 
week.
Many students’ primary focus, 
especially for underclassmen, is making 
money since their college careers are just 
unfolding.
Steve Muzrall ’02, a history major, 
is doing some landscaping at the 
beginning of the summer and then 
working at a summer camp instead of 
obtaining a career-related internship. 
“It’s my last year of fun,” commented 
Muzrall.
Craig MacLellan, ’02, agreed with 
Muzrall, and is working at a golf course 
for the summer.
Ziccardi said that those interested in 
meeting with her or Kathleen Clarkin of 
Career Services should make an 
appointment as soon as possible before 
the end of the year.
a field of political science that she is
~ Local News Update ~
• On Monday, as many as 50 people took turns arguing against the State Ethics commission plan which would allow politicians to accept lavish gifts in the form 
of dinners, trips, golf outings, concert tickets and more. The proposal would allow government officials to accept one or more items worth as much as $ 150 each, 
and up to $750 in gifts each year.
• A lawsuit filed by 10 communities in Rhode Island has been thrown out by a state Superior Court Judge. Judge Patricia Hurst said school financing is up to the 
state General Assembly, not the courts. The suit claims that the General Assembly’s allocation of state aid for education is unconstitutional because it favors and 
poorer, urban school districts.
• For the second time in a row the Rhode Island House of Representatives has approved a bill to make it easier for gun owners to renew their permits to carry 
concealed weapons. If the House clears the bill, the Attorney General would no longer be allowed to consider whether the people seeking to renew their permits 
still have a legitimate reason to carry a concealed handgun or weapon. Cunent law requires renewal of permits every four years. The bill would make renewals 
automatic unless the person has been convicted of a crime of violence such as rape or murder, or institutionalized for alcoholism, drug abuse, or mental illness.
• Those refusing to take a breathalizer to detect alcohol could soon face doubled penalties for the civil violation. A Senate Judiciary Committee unanimously 
approved the bill that would increase the fine to $400 to $500 instead of $200 to $400. They would have their licenses suspended for six months to one year 
instead ot three months to six months, and would have to perform 120 hours of community service instead of 60 hours. This comes in the wake of the House’s 
overwhelming approval of legislation to reduce the legal limit for intoxication from .10 blood-alcohol concentration to .08.
Sources:
ABC 6 News
The Providence Journal -Compiled by Kristin Stanley '01
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Senate hopeful visits campus
photo by Ryan Ainscough ’02
Democrat Bob Weygand spoke in the soft lounge Friday
by Ryan Ainscough ’02
News Staff
Three weeks after John McCain 
traveled to Bristol to promote Lincoln 
Chafee, and just two days after Richard 
Licht spoke at PC, the third candidate 
for U.S. Senate from Rhode Island, 
current U.S. House Representative Bob 
Weygand, addressed a small group of PC 
students Friday.
Weygand explained that he prefers 
close meetings like this one, rather than 
larger lectures. The meeting between 
himself and the College Democrats was 
held in Slavin’s soft lounge.
“I love this 
format,” he said. 
“You can really see 
the candidate this 
way. The old debate 
style doesn’t give the 
public a good idea of 
what the candidates 
are about.”
Meetings like 
this one are aimed at 
encouraging support 
for Weygand during 
his close primary 
race against fellow 
Democrat, Richard 
Licht, who has 
received the state 
Democratic Party’s 
endorsement. Rather 
than seeing this 
endorsement as a 
setback, as many 
would, Weygand 
contends that it will 
not affect his 
chances.
In fact, he faced 
the same situation 
running for the 
House of Represent­
atives position he
currently holds. “I think I used it in my 
favor,” he said.
Also, Weygand reports that his 
support comes from the “rank and file” 
Democrats rather than those who make 
the official party endorsement.
“I feel very confident about this race,” 
he reported, “but never overconfident.” 
Even if he wins the Democratic 
primary, though, Weygand will face 
another tough race against Republican 
Lincoln Chafee. Chafee has held the 
position that the three have been running 
for since November, when his father 
John Chafee died, leaving the position 
OgemjDneHa^
name recognition, since Chafee’s father 
was a long-time, popular senator. “I’d 
be willing to bet there are people in the 
State of Rhode Island who think John’s 
Chafee’s still alive,” Weygand said. “I 
think it has a big effect on the campaign.” 
To try to overcome this disadvantage, 
Weygand plans to point out the 
differences between father and son. “He 
is not the same candidate,” Weygand 
said. Rather than attack Chafee,
however, he plans point out the 
differences by “engaging him in a 
positive way.”
In 
addition to 
pointing out 
the differ­
ences bet­
ween Chafee 
and his father, 
Weygand 
acknowledged 
that pointing 
out the diff- 
e r e n c e s 
between the three candidates is also 
important, since the three overlap on 
many of the important issues.
One such difference is background, 
according to Weygand. “My background 
is very different from my opposition,” 
he said. Weygand was raised by a 
working class family in Rhode Island. 
His parents “struggled in ways that we 
didn’t recognize when we were kids,” 
he said. By doing so, they instilled 
Weygand with the importance of taking 
care of his family, taking care of his 
neighbors and building a community 
around him. His father, in particular, 
taught him to “never give up (on) what 
you believe in.”
To give an example of these values, 
Weygand recounted the impeachment 
trial of President Clinton. Unlike many 
Democrats, Weygand voted for an 
“We have to at least have a full hearing 
on it,” he explained, citing that “our 
responsibility as a Congress is to be a 
jury-”
According to Weygand, he received 
a slew of criticism from fellow 
Democrats for his decision. He refused 
to back down, though. After hearing the 
evidence he concluded, “I felt in my 
heart that it was not an impeachable 
offense.”
“I did the right thing. That’s the 
difference between both of my 
candidates (and myself.) I'm willing to 
take those hits 
for what I 
believe in.”
The main 
issues Wey­
gand discuss­
ed with the 
group includ­
ed health care, 
campaign 
finance re­
form, gun 
control, reconstructing schools and the 
environment.
“I believe that we should have 
everyone covered with a bare bones 
coverage,” he said on the topic of health 
care. As a result of the current health care 
system, according to Weygand, the 
attitude is to “do the minimalist health 
care procedures because (the hospitals) 
have to worry about the bottom line.”
In another related issue, Weygand 
supported government involvement in 
paying for prescription drugs for the 
elderly. He suggested that the 
government “leverage their buying 
power,” by purchasing drugs from the 
pharmaceutical companies. The result, 
he reported, would be a 40 to 45 percent 
decrease in the price of the drugs.
On the issue of campaign finance 
Weygand, page 6
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Take Back the Night
-Continued from page 1-
march around campus, which, according 
to Greco, “is important for 
empowerment. The idea is to take back 
a night that may have been dangerous to 
us and to be able to march and not be 
afraid,” she said.
During last year’s rally, water bal­
loons were thrown at marchers from the 
windows of St. Joseph’s, and the song 
“Rape Me” by Nirvana was also played 
out a window. This year, however, only 
a few muffled yells came from St. Joe’s, 
Guzman, and Aquinas Halls.
“We took precautions,” explained 
Greco. “We had the cooperation of Resi­
dence Life,” whose staff was on in­
creased guard in the residence halls, and 
a letter to the editor was printed in The 
Cowl asking for additional support for 
the event.
The march ended by returning to the 
front of Slavin, and as the participants 
departed, some wrote notes on a mes­
sage board made available by the Per­
sonal Counseling Center to record per­
sonal comments, experiences, and opin­
ions regarding sexual assault. The mes­
sage board is now on display in Slavin.
Despite the success of the event, 
many were disappointed at the number 
of people in attendance.
“I’m completely grateful for the 
people who are here, but be a little bit 
angry about not a lot of people being 
here,” said the aforementioned PC 
graduate during the rally. “I think it’s a 
little ridiculous that there’s approxi­
mately 4,000 (students at PC) and we’re 
not even filling the cement steps of 
Slavin.”
Dr. Coleman believes student and fac­
ulty attendance is important “to increase 
the sensitivity and awareness of the is­
sue of sexual assault.” She continued, 
“I’m just pleased to see a show of sup­
port. To see males in the audience is also 
. . . touching. If there’s more people, 
that’s an indication that the campus is 
more supportive.”
Women Will is currently the only spe­
cifically women’s group on campus, 
which members recognize as important 
because the student population is 57% 
female. The organization raises aware­
ness and support for women’s issues and 
promotes gender equality.
The Cowl hits the web, again.
Check out The Cowl online at 
www.providence.edu/thecowl for 
quick and easy access to campus 
news, movie listings, sports stats 
and more.
Athlete alienation examined
-Continued from page 1-
expulsion, suspension and disciplinary 
probation, were made with full 
knowledge of the injuries Cook recieved, 
according to Rev. J. Stuart McPhail, O.P., 
Vice President of Student Services.
Fr. McPhail stressed, though, that 
“the assault is what is important.”
The civil trial, moreover, is separate 
from the school sanctions. “The city is 
responding because they believe the civil 
code has been violated. We’re 
responding because the handbook of the 
College has been violated,” he said. “In 
some cases (the school code) can be 
higher than the civil code would expect.” 
All eight students who received 
school sanctions are at some point in the 
appeals process, according to Fr. 
McPhail. “Rarely does a student not 
appeal a suspension or dismissal.”
According to the appeals process, 
students with a sanction as severe as this 
have ten days to contact Fr. McPhail after 
they receive their letter of sanction. After 
Fr. McPhail hears their petition for 
appeal, he has the choice of denying it 
or passing it on to Rev. Philip A. Smith, 
O.P., College President. “If I do not 
recommend it, the appeal stops here,” 
said Fr. McPhail.
Although Fr. McPhail cannot com­
ment on the process, as it is still ongoing, 
he said, “I hope to have everything done 
certainly before exams. That’s no 
guarantee, though.”
In the wake of this incident, the 
Athletic Department has begun to look 
into the probable causes of such 
behavior. The department has addressed, 
in particular, the issue of a divide 
between the basketball team and the rest 
of the student body. “We actually started 
focusing on this issue in the last few 
weeks,” said John Marinatto, Vice 
President of Athletics.
“I’ve always acknowledged that
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(athletes) are different because there’s so 
many demands placed on them,” he said. 
“You (the athlete) don’t always have the 
free time to get involved in many social 
events because of your travel 
commitments, your academic 
commitments and your basketball 
responsibilities.”
One factor Marinatto believes 
prevents a divide, on the other hand, is 
the nature of PC itself. “Providence 
College is, in and of itself, a small 
community, so it is inherently difficult 
for any particular group to be distant 
from the rest of the community,” he said.
As for the issue of race, Marinatto 
said, “I’d like to think it doesn’t (have 
an effect on the issue.)” The 
departments’s examination will, 
however, “look at all aspects.”
The inquiry into this issue will 
progress from the discussion stage into 
the formal stage after the appeals process 
is complete. “We are going to examine 
this question in the upcoming month and 
determine with the administration of the 
College what can be done to better 
incorporate athletes into the 
community,” said Marinatto. “Asking 
students their perception,” according to 
Marinatto, will be a large part of this 
examination.
While PC investigates its student­
athlete problem, another school in the 
Big East, the University of Connecticut, 
faced its own athletic problem this 
weekend. A freshman basketball player 
on scholarship, Doug Wrenn, was 
dismissed from the team on Saturday 
after a campus arrest due to a breach of 
peace Friday evening.
Unlike UConn basketball coach Jim 
Calhoun, Welsh did not take immediate 
action because, according to Marinatto, 
“I asked him not to take any action until 
the College made its final 
determination.”
In regards to whether these incidents, 
along with others that have occurred in 
college sport this year, are indicative of 
a larger trend, Marinatto said “I hope this 
is not what college sports is becoming.” 
Marinatto contends that increased 
attention on character in the recruitment 
process is not the solution to this 
problem. “We do that anyway,” he said.
He also said the recent assault does 
not indicate that the recruitment system 
currently in place has failed. “I think we 
do a good job focusing on the students,” 
he said.
Also, Marinatto feels it is not 
appropriate to fully evaluate the 
recruitment system until the appeals 
process is complete. “I don’t know why 
people feel they have to rush to judge,” 
he said. “I think it is appropriate to wait 
until the (disciplinary) process is 
complete.”
Weygand 
visits
-Continued from page 5- 
reform, Weygand observed that the 
founding fathers “never envisioned the 
millions and millions of dollars that go 
into the system and bastardize it.” As a 
result, Weygand supports a reform of the 
system so that candidates run “on issues, 
not (worry) about running around 
drumming up money.”
Of the students involved in the 
meeting, opinion remained divided on 
whom to vote for in this race.
“I think (Weygand’s) the better 
candidate,” said Shannon Reynolds ’02. 
“He seems to be the more genuine 
candidate, rather than wrapped up in the 
politics of it.”
Another attendee, Lisa Kenyan ’02, 
said she plans to vote for Licht. “The 
biggest difference is that Licht’s main 
issue is education, but Weygand is bigger 
on health care.”
John Mansella ’01, President of the 
College Democrats, said he has not yet 
decided which candidate will receive his 
vote.
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Yom Hashoah 2000 commemorates the Holocaust
-Continued from page 1-
commemoration is a unique way to 
honor this event, she added, because it 
is expressive of Jewish life, not only of 
its destruction.
“We wanted to reach PC students and 
faculty, but go beyond that and reach the 
whole community. This year, we have 
a stronger public reach, and more 
scholarly and academic events,” she 
said. “We could have opted for only 
speakers, but we decided on an arts 
commemoration of the Holocaust.”
“Using the arts to commemorate the 
Holocaust is a more emotional 
approach,” agreed Mary Tinti ’00, a 
student who has been very active in Yom 
Hashoah 2000 preparations. “I think it’s 
absolutely fabulous, because the arts 
scene at PC has been growing, and the 
Yom Hashoah events coincide with our 
own art department and draw attention 
to it,” she said.
Providence College has long been 
preparing for this school-wide event, and 
involvement of the faculty and students, 
as well as the support from the 
Administration, has been a crucial 
element in seeing this event to fruition. 
“We’ve had very strong funding from 
“It has really served to get the 
community talking to each other,” said 
Johnson, who has overseen the 
coordination of the Cahana exhibit.
“The students have been so 
motivated, “ said Tinti. “They’ve come 
away more moved than they ever 
thought they would from the 
experience.”
Despite racial tensions on-campus 
resulting from the swastika incidents and 
other offenses going back several 
months, Branham has not been 
concerned about problems during the 
commemoration. “Everything has been 
so positive, and there has not been any 
negative reaction from the student body. 
I’m not overly concerned because of all 
the positive forces that have been 
involved in this project.” However, she 
added, it is necessary to take precautions. 
Hunt Cavanagh has been monitored by 
security officers to ensure safety of the 
art pieces on display, and video 
surveillance cameras were installed for 
the event.
“I personally feel that any gallery 
exhibit with expensive works should be 
protected. I am always cautious with Professor James E. Young, who delivered the week’s keynote address, poses 
with Dr. Joan Brahnam of the Art History Department.
The performers
the Administration,” said Branham. 
“Many departments in the school 
contributed (to the program), as well as 
Jewish organizations and art institutions. 
There has been a wonderful link between 
PC and the outside community for this 
program,” she said.
That link goes back as far as PC’s 
earliest days as a college. “For Catholics 
and Jews that sometimes found it 
difficult to get into other schools in the 
area, PC embraced them,” said Branham. 
As a result, PC has had substantial 
Jewish alumni for quite some time. “The 
Jewish alumni have been very 
supportive, and many want to see the 
relationship between Catholics and Jews 
realized,” she added.
The turnout at events thus far 
suggests that that hope will someday be 
actualized. While the commemoration 
has a focused intention of Holocaust 
education, explained Dr. Deborah 
Johnson, Professor of Art History, it also 
has a broader goal of bringing people 
together who would not normally 
converse. Since the beginning of the 
week, the student body has had the 
opportunity to interact with visitors from 
the outside community at the daily 
events. The Jewish and Christian 
communities have really come together 
as well, she added, citing PC Dominicans 
who have participated in multiple events.
Rabbi Michael Z. Cahana and 
Cantor Ida Rae Cahana, read­
ing and musical artists (left,) 
poet Linda Zisquit (bottom 
left,) and performance artist 
Claudia Stevens (bottom 
right) were among the many 
talented performers at Yom 
Hashoah.
anything that has a wide public audience, 
because you never know,” Branham said.
Yom Hashoah 2000 has given PC a 
positive reason to be in the news lately, 
Branham added, commenting on the 
radio and newspaper coverage the event 
has gotten thus far. “It’s something 
positive to see about PC, and it’s been 
handled very well,” she said.
“It’s good for a Catholic school to 
acknowledge (the Holocaust),” said 
Cristina Bauer ’00, another student who 
was involved behind the scenes of Yom 
Hashoah 2000. “This really sheds 
positive light on PC.”
The turnout thus far has been 
overwhelming, said Branham, and she 
expects the remaining events to be well 
attended. Bauer, who coordinated 
reservations for the student body and the 
outside community, said that well over 
200 people are expected for Thursday 
evening’s events. The Cahana exhibit 
and gallery talk, as well as the vocal 
performance “Through My Mother’s 
Eyes” has attracted the greatest response.
This unique Yom Hashoah 2000 
commemoration will benefit this 
generation of survivors, as well as those 
who follow in their footsteps, said 
Branham. “We can have this memory 
and then transfer it onto the generations 
to come to continue the narrative,” she 
said.
The Sister Thea 
Bowman Award
by Dr. Laura Landen, Professor of Philosophy
Have you heard anything 
about diversity at Providence College? 
I would like to bring to your attention 
a positive aspect of diversity on our 
campus. Please allow me to introduce 
you to Sister Thea Bowman. Sister 
Thea was bom in Canton, Mississippi. 
Her father was a physician, and her 
grandfather a slave. Her parents sent 
her to Catholic school because there 
was no public school for blacks in their 
county. Eventually Thea converted to 
the Catholic faith. Upon graduation 
from high school, she went to 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin to become a 
Franciscan Sister in an all-white reli­
gious congregation. She earned a 
Ph.D. in English at Catholic Univer­
sity during the ’60s. In time, she was 
drawn to preaching and singing her 
message: “Every person—black or 
white, Hispanic or Jew, child or 
adult—is special because each is ‘a 
child of God.’” Mike Wallace inter­
viewed Thea for CBS’s “60 Minutes” 
in 1987. The University of Notre 
Dame awarded its prestigious Laetare 
Medal to Sister Thea in May 1990; this 
award was received posthumously, as 
Thea died two months earlier of can­
cer at the age of 52.
Sr. Laura Landen, O.P., Pro­
fessor of Philosophy, established the 
Sister Thea Bowman Award at Provi­
dence College in 1992. The award is 
given to a graduating senior whose 
service to the College and local com­
munity exhibits the openness to and 
respect for others that characterized 
Thea’s life. Nominees come from four 
sources: the Dean of Multicultural 
Affairs, Campus Ministry, the Vice 
President for Student Services, and the 
Undergraduate Dean. The Dean’s Of­
fice notifies the recipient of this and 
all other awards in April. I would like 
to introduce you to the nominees from 
the Class of 2000, in alphabetical or­
der.
Catherine M. Laflamme, 
Biology. Cathy came to Providence 
College all the way from North 
Smithfield, RI. Since her freshman 
year at PC, she has been actively in­
volved in a wide variety of activities. 
Through PSO, Catherine has been en­
gaged in tutoring many elementary 
school students and has coordinated 
volunteers at Camden Elementary 
School. She has taught CCD and has 
served in the Friars Club. A lover of 
the environment, Cathy worked last 
summer at W. Alton Jones as a counse­
lor at Farm Camp and EcoZone, teach­
ing children aged 5 through 12. Her 
love of music finds expression in the 
Saxophone Quartet, Wind Ensemble 
and Concert Band. Cathy attributes 
much of her enthusiasm for helping and 
working with others to her family, 
which has always enthusiastically 
adopted a family for Christmas. Cathy 
hopes to work in an environmental edu­
cation center next year, and eventually 
to pursue a MA in teaching or a MS in 
marine biology.
Candice A. Webster, El- 
ementary/Spccial Education. Bom in 
Jamaica, but hailing from Connecticut 
for eleven years. Candice’s parents now 
live in Florida. She. too, attributes her 
attitude to her family, especially her 
mother. “I want to make them proud,” 
she says of her parents. Candice has 
been engaged in many speaking en­
gagements at elementary schools, edu­
cating children on Black History, the 
West Indies, and values. Her patience 
and resilience have served her well. 
Having found her freshman year a dif­
ficult adjustment, she persevered at PC, 
finding each year better and better. 
Becoming an RA in her junior year was 
a watershed move for her, opening up 
new experiences with a wide variety of 
students. As she came to know more 
people on campus her self-confidence 
also grew. Currently doing her student 
teaching in the fourth grade, Candice 
hopes to begin her career in education 
in Hartford, Connecticut or Boston, 
Massachusetts.
Previous recipients of the Sis­
ter Thea Bowman Award are Diana 
Cruz ’92, Kathleen Beaucher ’93, 
Veronica Silva ’94, Gloriluz Alonso 
’95, Aris Vasquez '96, Danielle 
Panneton ’97, Rosemary Fernandes 
’98, and Gloria Anglon ’99.
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The World 
in brief...
International
In London, anti-capitalist protesters 
clashed with police Monday, 
overshadowing international labor’s 
traditional May Day celebrations. 
Rioters tore down the golden arches of 
a McDonald’s restaurant and spray- 
painted a sickle and hammer on a statue 
of Winston Churchill. Meanwhile, in 
Cuba the May Day parade was led by 
Fidel Castro, who with a Cuban flag led 
thousands of people in a march focused 
on the returnEIian Gonzalez back to 
Cuba.
National
The long-awaited report on what 
caused the Texas A&M University 
bonfire stack to collapse last fall is 
expected to be released Tuesday. The 
report is two months late and $1 million 
over budget. The $2 million 
investigation is expected to pinpoint 
what caused the nearly 60-foot-tall stack 
to collapse Nov. 18,1999,killing 12and 
injuring 27.
Business
In April, American car dealerships 
reported an increase in sales of cars and 
light trucks by 11%. Sales rates were 
boosted by low rate financing 
agreements and cash rebates that may 
not hold in the future. At current rates, 
the auto industry is projecting sales of 
18.2 million light vehicles by the end 
of the year. Even though sales increases 
were high in April, they did not reach 
larger rates reported by Asian 
automakers.
U.S. warships loomed offshore 
Vieques Island, Puerto Rico amid 
reports that federal agents were 
planning to evict protesters from a 
contested U.S. Navy bombing range. 
Tensions increased Tuesday with 
reports that the ships picked up 1,000 
Marines in North Carolina en route to 
Vieques. Navy exercises that had been 
held for 60 years on the island were 
suspended a year ago after stray bombs 
killed a civilian security guard, 
releasing pent-up resentment in the U.S. 
territory.
According to a USATODAY/CNN/ 
Gallup Poll conducted last weekend, 
Texas Gov. George W. Bush has a thin, 
49%-44% lead over Vice President 
Gore in the race for the White House. 
The poll found that 41% of 
independents said they would be more 
likely to vote for Bush if he tapped John 
McCain for the vice presidential slot. 
Bush already leads Gore 47 percent to 
40 percent among independents, a 
group that is usually pivotal in 
presidental elections.
Science
Scientists have discovered cracks on 
the Atlantic Ocean floor that could be 
warning signs of devastating tidal 
waves that could swamp the mid­
Atlantic coast. Virginia, North Carolina 
and the lower Chesapeake Bay would 
be most at risk. Water heights could 
range from two to more than 20 feet, 
the same heights as the storm surge 
generated by a category 3 or 4 
hurricane. The potential waves could be 
similar to the 1929 tsunami that hit 
Newfoundland, killing 51 people.
compiled by Jay Higgins ’03 
Source: USA Today
US companies 
compensate Nazi 
regime victims
by Alicia Nidetz ’02
World Editor
American companies that owned fac­
tories in Germany during the time of 
Nazi rule are planning to create a fund 
in aid of those who suffered. The impe­
tus for the fund is the realization that 
American corporations benefited from 
slave labor before and during World War 
II.
The fund is to be established under 
the United States Chamber of Com­
merce, and will put an end to class-ac­
tion lawsuits against U.S. companies 
who had subsidiaries in Germany dur­
ing the war,
Exxon-Mobil, Ford, General Motors, 
and Kodak are just a few of the Ameri­
can multinational corporations found to 
have used slave labor. However, the 
companies claim slave labor was utilized 
while they did not have much control 
over the factories.
While this is the first American fund 
to recognize the evils of Nazi slave la­
bor, it is not the first to compensate those 
who suffered. In December 1999, the 
German government and German busi­
ness leaders paid $5.1 billion to some 
slave laborers. Johannes Rau, President 
of Germany, apologized to the sufferers 
by saying, “I pay tribute to all those who 
were subjected to slave and forced labor 
under German rule, and, in the name of 
Germany, beg forgiveness.” The money 
allocated equally by German govern­
ment and German industry was divided 
between those kept in concentration 
camps and those who were forced to la­
bor, but were kept under better condi­
tions.
When Nazi rule began in 1933, at 
least fifty American companies operated 
factories in Germany. Even after the war 
broke out in 1939 and until the entrance 
of the United States into the war in 1941, 
U.S. companies continued to do business 
in these factories. At that point, the Ger­
man government took over the factories 
in support of their war effort. When the 
war ended, the factories were returned, 
the majority in poor condition, to their 
previous U.S. owners. A small number 
of the factories inhabited by slave la­
borers were kept in working condition, 
and, upon their return to U.S. companies, 
were quickly repaired and able to restart 
business.
At this point, it has not been deter­
mined who will be contributing to the 
new American fund. However, one or­
ganizer stated that several companies 
have announced their willingness to con­
tribute $100 million. Some said this 
number was too high and that only a 
small number of companies are educated 
about the fund thus far. Formal fund-rais­
ing, which has not yet begun, is predicted 
to bring in a large number of supporters.
Melvyn Weiss, a New York class-ac­
tion lawyer, is in strong support of the 
American fund. Weiss agreed that if Ford 
and General Motors contributed to the 
fund, he would drop all lawsuits he has 
filed against the two giants. In addition 
to bringing lawsuits against Ford and 
General Motors, Weiss has threatened 40 
other American companies whom he 
claims benefited from slave labor.
The fund started as a brainchild of the 
Chamber of Commerce, whose original 
aim was to set up a fund in aid of vic­
tims of natural disasters. But, several 
American companies made it clear they 
wanted the fund to become an Ameri­
can aid for victims of Hitler’s Germany.
Ford spokesman, Ron Iori, said his 
company sees the Chamber of Com­
merce fund as a broad humanitarian 
mandate, in addition to raising money 
for victims of the Nazis. Ford has de­
cided its parent company will make a do­
nation separate from that of its German 
subsidiary. “It is important to have an 
American component to this,” added 
Iori. Ford has been the defendant of 
many lawsuits due to its founder’s early 
compassion for Hitler and the large size 
of its German subsidiary.
Some American companies have 
hired experts to research the history of 
their German operations in order to re­
veal any past use of slave labor. Exxon­
Mobil, which discovered Nazis might 
have used slave labor to continue pro­
duction at some of their refineries, has 
not yet made a decision about contribut­
ing to the fund.
The Clinton administration is in full 
support of the fund and is pushing 
American companies to add to it. The 
administration has been noted as saying 
the amount of money paid to survivors 
of Nazi horror is not sufficient, and there 
should be a great motivation for contrib­
uting to this fund.
Source: NY Times
WORLD 
is looking for 
writers...
Please stop 
by The Cowl 
office in
Slavin 104a 
to pick up an 
application 
today.
.Who 
do you 
t'sw 
.that- I am 7 I Mil III
Jems* Invited We disciples to 
serve the Gospel. If you are 
exploring a cell to ministry, 
we Invite you to consider 
Aqulnaa Institute of Theology.
3642 Lindell Boulevard
St. Louis, M0 63108
email: aqulnas@slu.edu 
www.al.edu
~ Contact the Admissions office
8004774869
314-977-3869
Generous Financial Aid Available
I Master of Divinity
■ Master of Arts In Theology
I Mastef of Arts In Pastoral Studies
I Master of Social Work/ 
Pastoral Studies (Dual Degree)
■ Doctor of Ministry In Preaching
V Graduate Certificate In Spiritual
Direction
■ Graduate Certificate In Pastoral Care
* Sabbatical Program
* Summer Preaching Institute
Located on the campus of Saint Louis University
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High Security 
<’ Storage
Packaging Store at 754 N. Main Street 
is now offering summer storage for 
students from now through Sept.
Limited space is available on a 
first come, first-served basis.
*FREE Pick-Up April - May 
*FREE Delivery Aug. - Sept.
$30 Unit (1 unit: 24” x 20” x 18” box) 
Trunks, Bicycles, etc. are 1 1/2 units ($45.00)
* Furniture quoted separately!
* Alarmed and air conditioned
*Insured
Packing Store 
754 N. Main St
401-273-7225
Providence Place
One Providence Place
401-270-4345
Attention: Graduating Seniors
Immediate Job Openings!
Brer get the feeling that
‘ Wiener is code for “Boring Grunt Work ?
Not at Lynx. We’re one of Boston’s most respected Software ano 
Information Technology search and placement firms. As a Placement 
Consultant with Lynx, you’ll hunt for the best technology candidates, 
connect them with great opportunities, and be a key recruiting 
resource to top managers.
Arc you tired of being turned away because you don’t have the experience some 
companies are looking for? Let us change all that! Communities For People is 
willing to help you gain the valuable hands on experience you will need to build a 
strong foundation in the Human Service Industry.
Communities for People is a non-profit organization that sendees adolescents in a 
variety of community settings. We’re seeking foil time and child care 
professionals who are able to communicate effectively, work well in a team 
environment, and provide a safe, nurturing alternative to home based care.
We offer a competitive benefit package, including medical and dental along with 
the opportunity for professional growth and development. Juniors seeking part- 
time or summer employment are welcome to apply. For more information contact:
Communities For People 
221 Waterman Street 
Providence, R.I.02906 
(401)273-7103 
Attention: Joan Valcourt
www.lynxinc.com
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Letters to the Editor
Roving controversy
Each week in The Cowl, Roving 
Photographer comes around asking 
people to respond to whatever question 
is being posed for that particular issue. 
Typically the responses are comical, or 
at least attempts to be comical. As a 
matter of fact, funny answers are 
encouraged by the Roving Photographer 
staff. So when we (as individuals, not 
as representatives of the Board of 
Programmers) were asked a question 
regarding Elian Gonzalez, we came up 
with what we thought to be a funny 
response, but in ABSOLUTELY NO 
WAY SERIOUS. None of us really think 
that we should send a six year kid out 
with the sharks. So if we offended 
anyone at all, then we apologize. There 
was never any intention in doing so. 
Ben Nadeau ’00 
Kevin Gallagher ’00 
Bill Sugg ’01
Kate Antonucci ’00 
Kate Sweeney ’02 
Liz Brunell ’02 
Erin Harrell ’02
I would like to start by stating my 
disappointment with the students who 
chose to answer the Roving 
Photographer’s question concerning the 
Elian Gonzalez situation with insensitive 
and racist remarks. This year at 
Providence College, we have dealt with 
many issues concerning racism. The 
comments printed in last week’s Cowl 
push Providence College back in terms 
of progress. Although there have been 
many marches and rallies in order to 
open the minds of faculty and 
administration, the comments prove that 
in order for us to be united as students 
against the racism, the students of 
Providence College need to have their 
minds opened as well. Many people may 
have read the comments and not thought 
twice about it. They may have even 
laughed at it. But to me, someone of 
Puerto Rican descent, the comments 
stereotyped Latinos in general. One 
comment that stands out in my mind is 
the one that states, “ tell Elian to work 
on his fastball and swim back in 10 
years.” This comment is infuriating. 
Does this person think that Latinos only 
contribute to our society in the role of 
an athlete or entertainer? If that is the 
case, I would like to remind everyone of 
the story that captivated millions of 
Americans in the spring of 1999. Three 
Americans were held hostage in 
Yugoslavia. Two of those Americans 
who were in danger of losing their lives 
were Latinos. This is just one example 
of many that proves just how valuable 
Latinos are to our society.
1 am not only expressing my disgust 
for the racism displayed but also for the 
insensitivity. I believe that the Elian 
Gonzalez situation has been dragged out 
far beyond what it should have. 
However, I feel that regardless of how 
you feel about Elian Gonzalez and his 
situation, the fact remains that it is a six 
year old little boy and his family in 
turmoil here. The comment stating to 
“put him back on a raft and let the sharks 
decide,” was not only cruel but 
insensitive as well. What bothered me 
the most is the fact that the president of 
BOP is one of the seven who was quoted. 
Supposedly a a student leader, he is 
quoted as saying one of the crudest 
things I have ever read. I am not sure 
how these students could have viewed a 
six year old little boy being killed by 
sharks as being funny, or the fact that he 
and his mother came to America on a 
raft in search of freedom.
I hope that students, having time to 
think about what was said, see where 
there is room for concern. We, as college 
students, need to think about how we 
represent ourselves. We need to think 
about what we do because sensitivity is 
key in anybusiness, and in anything that 
has to do with life.
Jacqueline Ferrer ’01
Upon seeing the last edition of The 
Cowl, I felt deeply wronged by a 
community that I have grown to love 
over the past three years. Specifically 
the comments on page 14 showed me 
that on this campus exists an ignorance 
that pervades the student body even at 
levels of key leadership.
What most hurt was that the people 
who made these statements are people I 
have made acquaintances with and even 
worse, they assumed they would not be 
offending any of the student body.
In fact, three members of the class of 
2000, and myself, were deeply offended, 
as were other students of both white and 
Latin-American backgrounds. When 
examining the statements, I realized that 
although the remarks may have been said 
in a joking manner, they reveal 
underlying stereotypes which the 
students have of Cubans and most likely 
other Latin-Americans.
The statement “Put him back on a raft 
and let the sharks decide,” was deeply 
offensive because it tries to make light 
of the situation of a little boy who has 
witnessed the death of his mother, been 
separated from his father in Cuba, and 
made the center of a media spectacle. 
Although some people may feel sick of 
this spectacle, in no way does it allow a 
person to dismiss it by making such 
remarks. If you really disliked the 
politicization and media coverage of the 
Elian case, why not just say so, and turn 
off the radio and TV (although this would 
show you wish to remain ignorant of the 
case and the political forces at play, 
which turned it into a media spectacle). 
Reading the “Tell him to work on his 
fastball and swim back in ten years” 
comment, I see a belief that Cuban and 
other Latin-Americans are unwanted 
except when our achievements in sports 
are required and our other 
accomplishments and contributions 
disappear or are denied. The last 
statement, “Start a New Fox Show: Who 
wants to adopt a Cuban?” merely 
expresses the same sentiment to a greater 
degree. It shows that Cubans are 
unwanted and of little value, and 
therefore a white man’s burden.
As a result, all these statements in 
sum represent a variety of things.
First, it is an indication that Cuban- 
Americans and others similar to them are 
not wanted as members of the PC 
community. Second, it shows 
prospective students and their families 
that students of diverse racial and ethnic 
backgrounds will face an ignorant and 
intolerant student body, and should 
perhaps look elsewhere for a college 
education.
Third, it shows a lack of sensitivity, 
a lack of responsibility as student leaders
Crosses intended to disturb, not offend
This letter is in regard to the 
Cemetery of the Innocents Cross Display 
and the subsequent Cowl articles that 
ensued. First and foremost, the members 
of PC for Life deeply apologize to 
anyone who felt offended by our 
demonstration. Though our actions were 
without malice or ill intent, we 
understand that some people did not 
appreciate the display. Though some 
may have felt disturbed or 
uncomfortable with the display, such 
reactions are the intended product of 
witnessing this visual representation of 
a simple statistic. It should disturb us all 
that 4,400 abortions occur in this country 
every single day. A demonstration such 
as this is not intended to offend, but 
instead to help us all realize the gravity 
of this silent tragedy.
Those who have had some degree of 
personal experience with abortion may 
have been especially sensitive to the 
display, perhaps even conjuring up old 
wounds that have yet to fully heal. Yet 
consider that perhaps women of sexual 
assault may have recalled terrible 
and consequently representatives of the 
school, and a sign of ignorance. This 
therefore, is a sign of disrespect not only 
to the sensible students on-campus, but 
also the growing Latin-American 
community which is now beginning to 
become more comfortable flexing its 
economic and political muscle, of which 
I am proud to be a representative of. 
Events like these produce a negative 
image and they are in direct conflict with 
the type of atmosphere PC says it 
promotes, and reflects poorly on the type 
of student the institution produces.
To conclude, these remarks show a 
poor sense of judgment on the students’ 
part, the person responsible for Roving 
Photographer, and on part of The Cowl's 
Editor-In-Chief. I therefore, respectfully 
request that a written apology from all 
responsible parties be displayed in this 
issue of The Cowl, and that the PC 
administration take a pro-active 
approach to this matter and hold a forum 
focusing on stereotypes and effect they 
have on people.
My sincere hope is that an 
opportunity to make this a “teachable 
moment,” and ultimately a positive 
learning experience for all.
Caesar D. Alvarez ’01
An apology
On behalf of the 2000-2001 Cowl 
staff, we would like to apologize for 
the content of the April 27 Roving sec­
tion. By no means did we intend to 
offend any of our readers and we re­
gret printing the insensitive comments. 
We would like to remind our readers, 
though, that remarks made by both 
The Cowl staff member and members 
of other groups do not represent the 
opinions of The Cowl or the other, or­
ganizations.
In regards to the graphics used in 
place of the actual photos, the pictures 
simply developed poorly. The graph­
ics did not by any means represent a 
particular culture or race.
Also, even though Matt 
Duchnowski ’01 was erroneously 
listed in the staff box as a Roving Pho­
tographer, he did not participate in the 
Roving section last week.
The Cowl strives to respect all 
members of the PC community from 
all diverse backgrounds. We consider 
thia to be a lapse of judgment, not an 
overall attitude of “intolerance.” The 
Cowl maintains that all students are 
welcomed to join our staff, and are 
welcomed to our campus community. 
The Cowl appreciates the understand­
ing of its readers.
Caylen Macera ’01 Joe Creamer ’01 
EIC AEIC
memories at last week’s most powerful 
and inspirational Take Back the Night 
Rally on Slavin steps. Perhaps a Jewish 
child may be especially sensitive to 
viewing the Holocaust Victims 
Memorial in Boston knowing that it was 
her own people that were mindlessly 
slaughtered en masse. Perhaps an aged 
war veteran may be disturbed when 
memories of dying comrades are evoked 
at the Vietnam War Memorial Wall in 
Washington DC. All of these events and 
displays are meant to disturb those who 
bear witness to them and to help us truly 
understand the severity of the tragedies 
that they represent. Does a negative 
response or even offense taken at any one 
of these memorials or events detract 
from their value or validity?
We hope that the display helped 
remind everyone of how abhorrent and 
tragic the modem holocaust of abortion 
truly is, and how subtly the deaths of 
millions of innocent victims can slip out 
of our collective conscience in silence. 
PC for Life
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More letters... A little closure...
Respect the 
dignity of 
peers
Throughout the course of the year, 
various manifestations of racism and 
sexism have occurred in the residence 
halls and in various other locations 
around campus. These have most 
frequently taken the form of offensive 
graffiti, lewd pictures of both men and 
women, and degrading remarks shouted 
at women. This type of behavior is 
unacceptable in any setting, but is 
especially deplorable in a college 
dedicated to the promotion of Judeo- 
Christian values and ideals.
While my staff and I have made many 
attempts to address individual incidents 
and to encourage students to respect the 
dignity and sacredness of each person, 
the problem has continued. To those who 
have been responsible, I would urge you 
to consider the shame and the hurt you 
have caused. While this behavior may 
be sporadic, it is still insulting and 
demeaning, both to the recipients, and 
to many other students who share the 
values and ideals for which the College 
stands.
The Providence College family 
celebrates the sacredness of each student, 
and attempts to provide an atmosphere 
that is safe, secure, and respectful of 
diversity. We rely on your cooperation 
to accomplish these objectives. We 
encourage students, particularly in the 
residence halls, to create an atmosphere 
that is supportive of the dignity of each 
person, and to make it clear to those 
around them that hateful, demeaning 
behavior will not be tolerated.
Rev. Kenneth Sicard, O.P. 
Executive Director, Residence Life
Rugby appreciation
There are many groups and 
organizations that do wonderful things 
for this school and the community, 
without looking for widespread 
recognition from their peers. They just 
do their thing, organizing various guest 
speakers, stags, coffeehouses, campus 
tours, concerts, athletic leagues and 
events etc. Very few organizations ever 
get any credit for their selfless acts. I 
would like to take this opportunity to 
thank Patrick Bench, a junior on Student 
Congress who will be president of the 
school next year. Pat has organized 
countless events on this campus from 
bar-b-q’s complete with Jamaican style 
steel drummers to microbrewery taste 
tests. He also worked closely with 
seniors Steven Allard and J. Hanley, 
President and Vice President of the 
Men’s Rugby Club, to allow for the use 
of the old baseball field for practices and 
home games. The team was in dire 
straits following our fall season because 
the City of Providence would not renew 
our contract to allow us the use of Veazie 
Field, located about a half a mile off 
campus. Pat was instrumental in aiding 
our efforts to find a place to play our 
spring season. As it turned out, not only 
were we given a place to practice and 
host our matches, but we were also given 
the use of a locker room in Alumni. 
Without Pat and his ability to rally the 
Congress behind us, our season would 
definitely have been in jeopardy. 
President of Student Services Father 
McPhail, Assistant Vice President of 
Student Services Dr. Kirk Brague and 
Associate Athletic Director J. Gerald 
Alaimo are also given our deepest thanks 
for helping us out when we needed it 
most. Because of these efforts, our team 
had a very successful season and won 
the Beast of the East Rugby Tournament 
last weekend. The entire Rugby Team 
wished to express a very sincere Thank 
You to Pat and the others for all of their 
hard work.
Brian Piantedosi '01
Vice President PC RFC
College should join 
Worker Rights 
Consortium
Pope John Paul II has declared the 
year 2000 a special “year of the Lord’s 
favour”. Celebrated around the world, 
this Jubilee Year has indeed been one of 
dramatic milestones both within the 
Church and beyond. One distinct ele­
ment of the Jubilee 2000 has been a new 
covenant with the poor of this nation and 
the world. The jubilee of our Lord’s birth 
calls us “to bring glad tidings to the poor. 
... to proclaim liberty to captives and 
recovery of sight to the blind, to let the 
oppressed go free” (Lk 4:18).
Through our living mission, our prac­
ticed curriculum, and our unparalleled 
student volunteer effort, Providence 
College remains committed to the en­
couragement of “the deepest respect for 
the essential dignity, freedom and equal­
ity of every person”. Therefore, I am 
writing to urge Providence College to 
continue in the celebration of the Jubi­
lee and to further its commitment to the 
essentially dignity of every human 
through membership in the Worker 
Rights Consortium.
In recent years, the degrading and 
immoral labor practices of many athletic 
and casual apparel companies have be­
come less clandestine due to the efforts 
of independent media outlets and student 
initiated organizations like the Worker 
Rights Consortium (WRC). The WRC 
is a non-profit organization that supports 
and verifies licensee compliance with 
production codes of conduct. These 
codes of conduct have been developed 
by colleges and universities across the 
country to ensure that goods are pro­
duced under conditions that respect the 
basic rights of workers. WRC is devel­
oping a network of local organizations 
in regions where licensed goods are pro­
duced. This network will allow the WRC 
to inform workers of their rights under 
applicable codes of conduct and will al­
low workers to report conditions se­
curely and confidentially.
In an effort to ensure that our rich 
commitment to human rights endures 
without impunity, Providence College 
must vow never to allow our licensed 
apparel to be manufactured or assembled 
under conditions that fail to respect nei­
ther the basic human rights nor the dig­
nity and beauty of the human person. 
Furthermore, Providence College is ob­
ligated to guarantee that our athletic 
teams never compete in athletic apparel 
manufactured and assembled under con­
ditions wholly demeaning of inviolable 
human rights. In an effort to pledge a 
reaffirmation of our timeless commit­
ment to dignity and human rights, I trust 
that Providence College will join fellow 
distinguished Catholic institutions such 
as Boston College, the College of the 
Holy Cross, Georgetown University, and 
Loyola University of Chicago as well as 
Brown University, the entire University 
of California system, the University of 
Michigan at Ann Arbor and other secu­
lar colleges and universities in joining 
the Worker Rights Consortium.
While the WRC is indeed in its most 
infant and fledgling state, Providence 
College should not fail to join in this 
ambitious effort to protect the world’s 
most vulnerable workers from injustice 
and abuse.
Further information on the Worker 
Right Consortium can be obtained at 
their website: www.workersrights.org, or 
through contacting Maria Roeper at: 
Worker Rights Consortium, Judson 
House, 237 Thompson Street, New York, 
NY 10012, Phone: 212-529-2873
Please feel free to contact me with 
any questions or concerns as 1 will be 
more than willing to assist in this worth­
while and urgent cause. A benefit may 
exist in the creation of a standing com­
mittee of students, faculty, staff, and ad­
ministrators to provide assistance and 
future compliance on matters of this 
kind.
Brendan Hurson ’()()
by Marcus Dowmng ’00 
Commentary Staff
The time has come for my closure 
giving way to what I hope is a brand 
new beginning. Within four years on 
this campus, I feel that I have become 
politically motivated in the progressive 
tradition. It was not just enough to be a 
liberal. To be a progressive, in my 
definition, is to acknowledge the 
existence of an idealistic situation while 
mired in an uncomfortable reality.
As a freshman redundant, 1 became 
involved in a movement attempting to 
empower minorities on the Providence 
College campus. The goals were 
manifold: to gain cultural respect 
through culture specific education, to 
heighten minority representation 
through scholarship increases, and 
finally, to forge a union based on mutual 
respect between minority and majority 
groups on campus.
In my four years here, I have seen 
these three goals accomplished. 
However, the spirit of constructive 
conflict continues to bum within me. 
My more conservative leaning 
colleagues may slate that our Black 
Studies Program, the recently enacted 
MLK scholarship increase, and the New 
Students for a Democratic Society 
(more later) show that I should become 
complacent in my actions and go drink 
a cool Long Island Iced Tea at the 
Trinity Brewhouse to calm my nerves.
I stay vigilant only out of respect for 
the future. Many liberals are perfectly 
content to rest upon their laurels and 
call a single victory a titanic triumph. 
The Black Studies Program has existed 
for five years without yet being 
considered worthy of status as a major 
by the college. Black Studies can only 
be pursued as a minor. Reverend Philip 
A. Smith, O.P., President of the College, 
has proven before that he can veto 
diversity legislation without as much as 
blinking an eyelash. Finally, the NSDS 
eventually fragmented into a quasi­
Socialist group advocating UNNICO 
rights. This is a far cry from being 
denounced by Father Smith in a letter 
received before winter break 1999 for 
having unreasonable demands for 
diversity.
The point regarding the New 
Students for a Democratic Society must 
be further examined. The NSDS 
attempted to combine the “Black 
Power” elements of earlier movements 
with the liberal ideal that equality is a 
generally respected moral imperative. 
The goals were set too high and the 
struggle expected to be too brief for 
there to be success.
Furthermore, issues endemic within 
the group spelled certain failure. At the 
first meeting, 250 motivated and able 
individuals materialized in Slavin Pit. 
Upon gathering, an amorphous 
discussion took place, meandering 
through many necessary digressions. 
At no point was charismatic leadership 
crystallized within the organization. 
Yes, that was the point, but in making 
this the point many individuals caught
Thanks neighborhood volunteers
There are many volunteers who go 
unrecognized throughout the school year. 
Each week they come, give their time, and 
make life just a little bit nicer for someone 
along the way. They are not given 
anything in return fortheirtime,other than 
maybe a smile or a hug, sometimes even 
a scowl or a shrug of the shoulders. These 
are the volunteers who make the After 
School Program at Camden Avenue 
Elementary School possible. Many of you 
may be familiar with Camden Avenue 
School, which is located on Camden Ave, 
not far from Oakland Ave, through your 
participation in Urban Action or PSO. For 
those of you who are not, it is a public 
elementary school, grades K-6. which 
serves the children of the Smith Hill 
neighborhood. The After School Program 
runs every Wednesday and Thursday from 
2:45pm until 4:15pm. Clubs are offered 
for the kids to choose from such as 
Arts&Crafts, Sports, Science. Music, 
on the fence between compassionate 
liberalism and determined, progressive 
activism were lost completely in the 
struggle.
As a minority student on campus 
active in the organization, I believe the 
lack of a vocal minority presence 
doomed the organization's goals. The 
NSDS was advocating minority 
empowerment. Perhaps the radicalism 
scared many away. Strong, charismatic 
minority leadership could have made 
more minorities aware of the necessity 
of minority involvement, which would 
have added to the power of the 
movement’s message. Curiously 
enough, white students were 
passionately fighting for these issues. 
This shocking development defines the 
failure of most all mobilization on this 
campus regarding diversity issues. In 
the lingo of rap music, there is a term 
referred to as “keeping it real,” meaning 
that one must stay true to the goals and 
ideals which are norms in the music. 
PC students and administrators have yet 
to seriously believe that whites can 
“keep it real” in the minority student 
movement. National and campus 
history having a tendency towards 
movements being led by minorities 
defeats the purpose of campus 
progressives like myself. 
Begrudgingly, the PC administration 
has acquiesced to rhe demands of 
students like myself, and stereotypes 
breed a belief that the radical students 
cannot keep up their pressure without 
significant minority student 
involvement.
Curiously enough, minority students 
make up less than five percent of the 
PC population. 3000 white students can 
break down the President’s office door, 
but the lack of a single minority student 
in that mob steals validity from the 
movement in the eyes of the 
administration. The white students are 
perceived as being caught in a 
moralistic frenzy that will subside with 
the next thirty keg off-campus ticket 
party.
The future of diversity movements 
on this campus is shaky. Like it or not. 
four black men brutally assaulted two 
white men three weeks ago. Elian 
Gonzalez was seen as shark bait in last 
week’s Cowl. If these types of events 
continue, the possibility for 
improvement declines rapidly. 
Stereotypes and archetypes of the past 
will still be true as long as there are 
suburban middle class whites and urban 
dwelling blacks compising a majority 
of the PC population. These groups 
know little about one another, making 
stereotypes the only perception 
possible. In conclusion, I would like 
to thank my friends at PC, my 
colleagues, and my far too numerous 
acquaintances. You all stand out in my 
mind because of your intelligence, 
individuality, and moral certitude. 
Break the barrier! Embrace diversity! 
It is the beginning of the 21“ 
century...let us begin anew, preaching 
a gospel of togetherness.
Memory Book and Tutoring. The clubs 
are planned and executed by the 
volunteers from PC. Some volunteers 
come on their own free time while others 
may be part of a Public Service 101 class, 
PSO or Work Study. Working with 
children is a rewarding experience, you 
just never know what you’re going to 
encounter when you walk into that 
classroom laden with snacks, and 
materials fora butterfly project! Thanks 
to all the volunteers who make this 
program possible. Without your help 
there would be no butterflies! Have a 
wonderful summer; we look forward to 
seeing you next semester. Anyone 
interested in volunteering at the Camden 
Avenue Elementary School After School 
Program look for information coming 
your way in September!
Amy Bouchard '01 
Program Co-coordinator
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April “showers,” but snow?I?
by Dave Holman ’03
Commentary Editor
You’re probably wondering why all 
the newly planted Family Day flowers 
and shrubbery around campus are not 
looking too healthy. An unlikely cause 
is the haste with which they were 
planted, seeing as the school hired a real 
nursery for the effort. A not-so- 
improbable cause is their likely diet of 
malt and hops and whatever else is fed 
to them as the bars let out late at night. 
It certainly cannot be attributed to a lack 
of water—look at the sky! It’s the end 
of April, for crying out loud! Rain is 
one thing and quite understandable in the 
spring, but snow is just a bit obnoxious. 
While I really detest weather axioms, if 
these “showers” don’t stop soon, we’ll 
get to prove “April showers, May 
flowers” wrong. However, that’s not 
enough. Us political science majors must 
look for the causes of these ailments and 
attack the revealed source!
Seeing as we study Western 
Civilization for two years here, we’re all 
quite familiar with “the gods.” 
According to Greek or Roman 
mythology, the cause for this wayward 
weather could very well be “the gods.” 
This is a nice, ambiguous way of saying 
“I don’t know, and don’t want to put too 
much energy into caring,” sort of like 
that nod or grunt you give to that vaguely 
Idiotic anti-immigrant infantry
by Kevin McPhee ’01
Commentary Staff___________________
Imagine the ranches of southern 
Arizona, a place where cattle roam and 
wanna-be Marlboro men practice their 
lasso technique. Sorry to disappoint 
you, but I am not describing City 
Slickers 3. In fact, in the ranches along 
the Arizona border between the United 
States and Mexico, particularly in the 
culturally backward community of 
Douglas, Arizona, there are vigilante 
ranchers that are taking the law into 
their own hands and herding illegal 
immigrants, as well as their cattle. The 
most prominent of these Barney Fife­
like border patrollers is Roger Barnett, 
a pistol wielding rancher whose no 
holds barred approach includes 
rounding up the illegal immigrants that 
trespass on his 22,000 acre cattle ranch.
I must admit, when I first read about 
this one-man task force tackling illegal 
immigration, I was a bit annoyed 
because of the ridiculous over­
dramatization of the Elian situation. It 
had gotten to the point that I could not 
even sit through a baseball game or read 
a paper without getting hourly updates 
on Elian’s wardrobe and what he had 
for lunch that day. However, after a 
second read, I realized this was not just 
another desperate attempt to get 
headlines about immigration problems 
to ride the Elian bandwagon. This is a 
genuine problem, because there are a 
growing number of these rag tag 
soldiers of fortune that are following the 
lead of Bamett and packing pistols to 
ward off fence-hoppers that 
unknowingly wander onto ranches that 
the owners have declared their personal 
war zones.
Mexican Consul Miguel Escobar 
has expressed concern because his 
government’s diplomatic outpost in 
Douglas has documented twenty-four 
human rights abuses by ranchers against 
Mexican immigrants. Escobar also 
pointed out two incidents where Bamett 
went above and beyond the call of duty 
and left his ranch to perform citizen’s 
arrests on a state highway. Not only 
are Mexican officials growing 
concerned, but Douglas’ mayor Ray 
Borane is “horrified” at having a bunch 
of half-wit bounty hunters trying to 
supplement United States border 
agents.  
familiar passerby whom you might or 
might not have seen at that house party 
Friday night. However, this cause is 
rather pagan and outdated. Civ has 
moved us past those days of city-states 
and emperors, and it’s a little unsafe to 
be misunderstood as spreading heresy 
around here.
The other extreme 
here within this 
Christian-pagan 
spectrum is that God 
could be causing this 
weather. After all, 
Rhode Island is His 
creation, too. Such a 
theory is too extreme, 
though. Do we want to 
endorse a system in 
which there is a 
constant dynamic 
between Him and ourselves? If this is 
some sort of punishment, then it would 
be snowing all year long right over 
campus, with the sun shining directly 
across the street at St. Pius V. 
Furthermore, if God decided from the 
beginning that it would snow this spring 
in the year 2000 A.D., he would have 
already determined all our actions.
The mystical and supernatural should 
not be completely ruled out. Some 
suggest that Aquinas Hall is cursed, 
given its rather unforntunate history. 
Could this be an omen of more tragedy
Apparently the problem has been 
brewing for years as a result of the 
Border Patrol beefing up security in El 
Paso and San Diego areas, which has 
pushed the concentrated flow of illegal 
immigrants through the gap in security 
located in rural Arizona near the Sonora 
Desert. Barnett complains how the 
once beautiful desert surrounding his 
ranch is now littered with the remnants 
of Mexicans' trek for economic bliss. 
In fact, only a fraction of the Mexicans 
who attempt to cross into the United 
States through this area ever make it, 
because of the intense climate and 
virtually impassable rocky pathway. 
Perhaps, if Barnett is as 
environmentally concerned as he 
claims, he should put down his gun and 
pick up a trash bag if he wants to make 
a difference.
The local authorities do not seem to 
mind Barnett’s radical sense of 
patriotism. One of these sage 
authorities is Cochise County Sheriff 
Larry Dever, who calls the Mexican 
immigrants “eco-terrorists.” Sheriff 
Dever, who reminds me a lot of Rosco 
P. Coltrane of Hazzard County, also 
intelligently adds that the ranchers do 
not violate any law in defending their 
property against trespassers. However, 
David Aguilar, the Border Patrol’s chief 
agent in southern Arizona warned 
Bamett in a letter that his vigilantism 
could be construed as illegal arrests of 
illegal immigrants and that he could be 
at risk for criminal prosecution.
Although Arizona Gov. Jane Hull 
won a commitment to add 180 border 
agents in Douglas by September, it may 
not be soon enough since ranchers have 
followed Barnett’s example and have 
begun to recruit people with infrared 
scopes, watchdogs, and trip wire flares. 
It is clear that something needs to be 
done about Barnett’s G.I. half-wit 
rancher infantry before we have another 
immigration skirmish on our hands. A 
few quick words of advice to Bamett, 
who brashly told the government to 
“look in the mirror to see who the hell 
to blame” —leave vigilante crime 
fighting where it belongs, Gotham City. 
If Bamett is so patriotic and concerned 
about the immigration problem, fill out 
a job application with Border Patrol 
instead of starting the local snipers club. 
to strike or that my floor, 4lh Aquinas 
South, is nearly infamous at the Office 
of Residence Life? We are graced by 
Dunbar’s presence there at least a couple 
nights a week now. Maybe there is a 
relationship between the supernatural 
and the weather over this campus. There 
is quite a bit of tension around, and the 
bad weather began around 
or shortly after these 
basketball troubles 
emerged.
It could always be real 
weather. You know— that 
stuff which naturally occurs 
through scientifically 
predictable patterns 
anyway. This isn’t a great 
explanation since the 
scientists who predict it, 
meteorologists, are never 
right (that’s why The Cowl does not have 
a weather section). Meteorologists 
should claim at least some responsibility 
at this juncture. They fail to do so at 
any other time when the weather is 
completely opposite from their 
predictions. Maybe now that they have 
been predicting “mixed rain and snow” 
and that actually occurred, they can say 
they did something right and caused this 
weather.
It is popular to blame freak weather 
on global warming these days. We have 
a hot summer. It must be global
I like my
by Erin Simmeth ’03
Commentary Staff
The Microsoft monopoly case was 
decided in favor of competition, 
innovation, and consumer choice, which 
the courts have found stunted by the 
oppressive business tactics of the giant 
software corporation. However, the 
courts have not considered the interests 
of those consumers who appreciate the 
simplicity and affordability of an 
operating system which includes 
necessary software at no extra cost or 
hassle. Instead, like persistant hyenas 
bringing down a 
massive wilde­
beest, the govern­
ment has targeted 
this large corpor­
ation in the name 
of fair trade 
without consi­
dering the mono­
poly’s importance 
to software eco­
system.
The Microsoft 
breakup is planned 
to allow consumers 
to choose which software to load on their 
personal computers rather than being 
force-fed Microsoft products when 
purchasing their Windows operating 
system. Microsoft has designed its 
software, including the word processing 
program Word, spreadsheet program 
Excel, and email program Outlook 
Express, to run best with Windows, 
leading many hardware companies to 
package these programs with Windows. 
However, more hotly contested is the 
fact that since 1995 the company has 
been pre-loading its web browser 
Internet Explorer with the Windows 
system.
Before Microsoft was packaging 
Internet Explorer along with its 
Windows system, the web browser 
Netscape Navigator dominated the 
internet software market. However, 
Windows is the most popular operating 
system available, as it runs at least 80 
percent of the world’s computers and is 
loaded onto most PC’s before sale. 
Therefore, consumers no longer needed 
to buy separate web browser software 
because the comparable program was 
already packaged with Windows.
This lack of choice has been targeted 
warming. We have a warm winter. It 
must be global warming. We have a 
really cold winter. It must be global 
warming. Come on! I really wouldn’t 
be surprised if Al Gore were to come to 
Providence for some ceremony on how 
it’s been snowing in New England for 
the last couple of weeks, and this is yet 
another effect of global warming. It 
wouldn’t matter to these folks that it is 
colder than normal, but who am I to 
object since they’ve already shown that 
common sense has no bearing on their 
decisions?
I ruled out “the gods” in part for the 
ambiguity of such a conclusion (don’t 
forget the risk of paganism) but in light 
of all the possible arguments presented, 
ambiguity is exactly what is needed. 
Mother Nature is the perfect explanation 
here. She is a mix of the scientific and 
the supernatural, not nearly as pagan as 
“the gods” but is still acceptable in the 
religious sense seeing as some could tie 
Mother Nature to Mary if they choose 
to do so. Everyone can understand and 
relate to Mother Nature since she’s a 
household name. She certainly 
encompasses a curse theory, since she’s 
just as mystical as the possibility of some 
karma relationship for the “bad vibes” 
at PC. Since the cause of this weather 
very well must be Mother Nature, I just 
have one question. What is she thinking?
Microsoft
by the courts as a hindrance both to 
industry competition and to consumer 
selectivity. The government aims to 
break up Microsoft into two entities, one 
for the operating system Windows and 
the other for software programs such as 
those controlling word processing, 
spreadsheets, and web browsing. This 
will allow consumers to select their own 
software options when purchasing a 
computer as well as allow smaller 
software companies to flourish in 
competition with Microsoft.
However, in reality, I think most 
consumers don’t mind being given free 
software, since it 
means they don’t 
have to go out and 
comparison-shop for 
another program 
that would
accomplish 
basically the exact 
same thing. So does 
the government 
really have the right 
to step in and 
determine whether 
innovation and 
competition will 
benefit business without considering the 
needs of the public?
Even though most people seem to 
prefer it, Windows as an operating 
system is not superior to its competitors. 
For example, the Apple computer system 
is just as simple to use as Windows if 
one is familiar with it. However, since 
the vast majority of the computer-using 
public is now more comfortable with the 
Windows system, most people are not 
going to switch back to Apple or any of 
its counterparts just because a court has 
labeled Microsoft a monopoly.
As for the Internet Explorer, which 
has supposedly been force-fed to 
consumers by a greedy Microsoft, this 
program is little different from any of 
the other web browsers now in existence. 
I currently have both Netscape Navigator 
and Internet Explorer on my laptop, and 
I have almost no preference between the 
two except that Netscape Navigator has 
a more attractive desktop icon with a nice 
maritime theme. However, the two 
programs are basically identical, and I 
don’t think I would have missed 
anything if I had not downloaded 
Netscape because the same thing is
Microsoft case, page 13
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Our favorite dictators
by James Kabala ’02
Commentary Staff___________________ \
Here in America, we supposedly all 
believe in freedom and democracy. We 
are always willing to fight against any 
perceived slights to our own rights. All 
too often, however, we are willing to 
excuse the misconduct of a foreign 
dictator for our own purposes. It seems 
as though every American pundit or 
politician has a favorite dictator whom 
he or she considers to be an exception 
to the general rule that all dictators are 
bad. There are many such examples 
throughout history. In more recent 
times, two in particular stand out. One 
example comes from the right, the other 
from the left. Many conservatives 
excuse the behavior of Augusto 
Pinochet, while many liberals excuse
Castro waves Cuban flag at May 
Day rally
the behavior of Fidel Castro.
Pinochet is the Chilean general who 
overthrew the democratically elected, 
but pro-Communist government of 
Chile in 1973 and ruled the country 
until he stepped down in 1990. He was 
responsible for numerous crimes, 
including an estimated 3,000 deaths. In 
1998 he was arrested by the English on 
behalf of Spain because Spanish 
citizens had been among his victims. 
He was eventually released, supposedly 
in concern of his health, though when 
he returned to Chile his health 
mysteriously got better. The response 
of many conservatives to this action 
was disheartening. Margaret Thatcher 
(not an American, of course, but former 
leader of our foremost ally) proclaimed 
that she considered Pinochet a personal 
friend and often had tea with him. 
Robert Novak thundered that Pinochet 
had been “kidnapped” and that he 
“deserved credit for saving Chile from 
Communism.” Some defended 
Pinochet on the grounds that he was the 
only absolute dictator in recent memory 
to step down voluntarily or that the 
government he had overthrown was 
also bad. However, few had considered 
repentance a ground for lowering 
punishment in the past, and the “my 
predecessors were also bad” defense 
could be used tojustify evil rulers going 
all the way back to the Reign of Terror.
To be fair, it should be noted that 
Commentary Staff would 
like to thank all of its 
seniors and wish them 
good luck!
few liberals have actually defended 
Castro the way that some conservatives 
have defended Pinochet (to my 
knowledge, none have called him a 
“personal friend”). But many have 
minimized his crimes. The National 
Council of Churches once published a 
pamphlet praising life in Castro’s Cuba. 
A supposedly responsible adult once 
told me that poverty, not lack of 
freedom, was the main difference 
between Cuba and the U.S. and that 
“there arc some political prisoners in 
Cuba, and I don’t condone that, but it 
isn’t really that bad.” During the Elian 
Gonzalez controversy, many a pundit 
condemned Miami Cubans for their 
“mindless hatred of Castro.” Well, why 
shouldn’t they hate Castro? Castro is a 
brutal dictator who is responsible for 
over 15,000 political executions in his 
forty years in power. There are more 
than “some” political prisoners. There 
is no religious freedom. Many of 
Castro’s laws would horrify liberals if 
anything like them were enforced in the 
United States. Over a hundred crimes 
arc punishable by death. Homosexuals 
are often sent to labor camps. Hardly 
any black Cubans are in positions of 
power, yet they are a large portion of 
the population. Perhaps most 
horrifying of all is his policy toward 
emigration. Elian is lucky that Castro 
did not know of his mother’s decision 
to flee Cuba beforehand, for in the past 
Castro has been known to sink rafts of 
emigrants, including children, to avoid 
embarrassment. It is true, of course, 
that Jesus Christ told us we must never 
hate our enemies, but if feeling hate 
were morally acceptable, then Castro 
would indeed be one of Earth’s most 
hatable people.
In Pinochet and Castro, then, we 
clearly have a pair of thuggish 
criminals. Why, then, do they each have 
so many apologists? The main cause 
seems to be the old belief that “the 
enemy of my enemy is my friend”. 
People like Thatcher and Novak quite 
rightly despise Communism, so anyone 
who shares that hatred gets a free pass 
even if he himself rivals the 
Communists in brutality. Similarly, 
many of Castro’s apologists are or were 
dedicated opponents of U.S. 
imperialism in Latin America and the 
Cold War-era nuclear arms race. Since . 
Castro stood opposed to “Yankee 
imperialism" and was a potential victim 
of our nuclear weapons, he couldn’t be 
so bad. This attitude is wrong. It may 
sometimes be necessary to link arms 
with an evil power for the greater good 
(e.g., the World War 11 alliance with 
Stalin against Hitler), but we should try 
to avoid such alliances when possible 
and, if such an alliance is necessary, we 
must never forget that our temporary 
“friend” is evil. We should forthrightly 
condemn his crimes, put pressure on 
him to reform, and if the opportunity 
comes, work hard to bring him to 
justice. Nothing less is acceptable.
Closing the gap
Solving the problem of gender 
inequality at PC
by Ryan McLeod ’01
Commentary Staff
Ever since her inception, America has 
grappled with a gap between her ideals 
and the actions of her institutions. Her 
ideals are embodied in the American 
Creed —liberty, individualism, and 
egalitarianism, with a hint of anti­
authoritarianism. We, as Americans, 
learn about the Creed as part of our 
socialization 
process— pled­
ging allegiance 
to the flag, 
celebrating the 
Fourth of July, 
and debating the 
finer points of 
the Bill of Rights 
in Civics class.
The other 
night, I attended 
what has become 
a staple here at 
PC every April -
- Take Back the Night. Other than a 
small problem with the sound system, 
the night achieved its dual purpose: to 
allow young women who have been 
victims of rape or sexual assault to 
continue upon, or even begin, their 
personal healing process, and to raise the 
consciousness of the PC student body 
about the many issues modem women 
deal with, from sexual attacks to gender 
roles in society and, particularly, the 
family. Many things have disturbed me 
about this event since I first attended last 
year, including the experiences of the 
young women who speak, the small 
crowds, and, most importantly, the lack 
of men at the rallies every year.
Many men on this campus feel that 
Take Back the Night is not for them 
because they think the issues behind it 
do not affect them. However, the sad 
reality is that they do affect them. 
Unfortunately, sexual assault is not rare
— it happens to one of every four women 
that a man knows. An ex-girlfriend of 
mine witnessed her father sexually 
assaulting her mother at the tender age 
There is a gap 
between the ideal 
treatment of women 
and the actual 
treatment of women 
in our society.
Microsoft case
-Continued from page 12-
already available to me, for free, with 
my Windows.
The Microsoft anti-trust case was 
decided in favor of the smaller software 
companies, which have begun to 
struggle under the weight of Microsoft’s 
staggering successes over the last 
decade. The decision is in the same spirit 
of earlier anti-big business cases such as 
those that broke up the oil monopolies 
of the 1920s and which split the 
production and distribution aspects of 
the giant film companies of the 1940s in 
order to allow the film business to 
flourish. However, the difference 
between these cases and the Microsoft 
split is that the decision of the cases does 
not positively affect either the public or 
the people employed by this company.
Although this might be a rough blow 
for Netscape, I as a consumer do not see 
why the government should be holding 
this company’s hand. If the government 
is truly concerned with fostering 
“innovation” in the software industry, 
then innovation should mean a 
of seven. Fourteen years later, she is still 
dealing with the psychological 
ramifications of that event.
Individuals, like institutions, deal 
with a gap between their beliefs and their 
actions. There is a gap between the ideal 
treatment of women and the actual 
treatment of women in our society. 
Some men realize this, yet do nothing 
about it. One of my friends, who 
constantly tells me not to objectify 
women, told me last 
year that he did not 
want to hang out 
with those “radical 
feminists.” Other 
men simply ignore 
that gap, and in 
doing so, fail to 
realize that at least 
a quarter of the 
women they know 
have been sexually 
assaulted. Sadly, I 
know of four 
occurrences of rape here at PC this 
semester alone.
Even more disturbing is the lack of 
attendance by the Dominicans of this 
College. At a college that is 
approximately fifty-seven percent 
female one would expect the priests, who 
are usually models of Catholic behavior, 
to show their support for those who have 
been sexually attacked by men. This 
year, only one Dominican priest came 
to show his support for the women of 
Providence College. Attendance at the 
rally may be symbolic in nature, but in 
an era where perception is mistaken for 
reality, it sends a powerful message.
It is comforting to know that there is 
a capacity for intellectual and emotional 
growth on the part of men: the friend of 
mine who told me he did not want to 
hang out with the “radical feminists” 
attended the rally this year. Hopefully, 
this change of opinion about those who 
organize such events will spread 
throughout the student body, thereby 
boosting turnout at such important 
events on campus.
company’s method of making its 
products more desirable than its 
counterparts and therefore, more 
competitive. If Netscape was somehow' 
superior to Internet Explorer and 
Microsoft had packaged its software just 
to squash the competition. I would better 
appreciate the court's attempt to regulate 
this business ploy. However. Netscape 
is marketing an almost identical product, 
and the fact is that consumers do not 
want to have to purchase something that 
is already available and simple to access 
in connection with their operating 
system.
Fortunately, like the lumbering, yet 
wily, wildebeest. Microsoft will not 
submit so easily to the decision of the 
courts to split the corporation. Microsoft 
has declared its determination to appeal 
the court ruling as long as possible, 
leaving me plenty of time to learn how 
to install and select software on my own 
without a giant corporation helping me 
make my decisions.
Commentary needs a cartoonist: effective and 
consise presentation necessary, drawing skill optional 
Apply at The Cowl office in Slavin 104A.
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Roving Says Bye To Seniors...
Please give us your
fflatthew Farley 
“If you eat right and work out 
you can have a body like mine!”
J. Bolt
Ben Sweeney Jill Vablonski 
“Avoid being Roved at all costs!”
“Always take care of your shoes, 
and paint euerything.”
Rebecca Piro ITIichael Spillaine 
“For Wednesday nights, remember to 
bring a pillow, sleeping bag, and a 
change of underwear.”
Jed Rukowski 
“Chances are it’s the user, 
not the computer.”
IRarcus Dowling
“mistrust authority, drink slowly and be 
nice to each other.”
Carrie Spiros IBatthew F. Stauff 
C-“Remember to breathe, sit back and enjoy. 
These are some of the best headaches, laughs, 
tears, and shining moments of your college 
career.”
m- “never stop yourself from doing what « 
feels right.”
Bamm Bamm
“You Seniors made my 
past year here. You will be 
heartily missed! Thanks 
for everything.”
IRarybeth Campbell 
‘Reep your friends close and your enemies 
closer, so you can smack ’em if you have 
to...”
Joe Ualenzano 
“Back to work you lazy bums!”
Dave Regan
“Thanks for the free tickets to the Big 
East and the Frozen Four. I really en­
joyed spending Cowl money.”
Roving Apologizes
I would like to apologize for the answer that I printed in 
last week’s issue of The Cowl. I did not mean for any of 
the comments to be offensive or hurtful to anyone. I only 
intended for it to be humorous, not distasteful. I am sorry. 
-Istvan Teleki ’01
For official apology see Commentary, page 10
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19 things 
to do off 
campus...
Fine Arts
• 2000 Annual Juried Student 
Exhibition (thru 5/5) Main Gallery, 
URI. Call for times (Free)
• Mixed Media works, prints, and 
drawings by Harriet Hache and 
Nicholas Swearer (thru 5/13) 
AS220
• Burnished Preconceptions, 
sculptures by Jeff Margolin 
(thru 6/2) Bert Gallery
• Orbit Fragments (thru 6/4) 
URI Fine Arts Galleries
Music
• Supergrass (5/4) The Met Cafe 
8PM $10
• Train with special guests Ricky 
Valente and The Complaints 
(5/5) Lupo’s $9.94
• Moxy Friivous (5/6) Lupo’s 
7-10 PM $10
• Veruca Salt (5/11) The Met $12
• Foo Fighters (5/13) FREE 
SHOW at Newbury Comics 2 PM
• Reverend Horton Heat with 
special guests Los Straightjackets 
(5/12) Lupo’s $12
• Elliott Smith (5/16) Lupo’s $12
Theatre
• Enter Laughing (5/3-S/5)
Trinity Rep Conservatory Studio
• Troilus and Cressida (5/3-5/7)
Trinity Rep Conservatory Studio
• The Cotnpleat Wrks of Wllm 
Shkspr (Abridged) (thru 5/21) 
NewGate Theatre $10
• My Fair Lady (thru 5/21)
Trinity Repertory Theatre
• Uncle Vanya (thru 5/14)
Sandra Feinstein-Gamm Theatre
• Fall (5/12-6/25) Trinity 
Repertory Theatre, PAY WHAT 
YOU CAN tickets on sale 5/11 
for the 5/16 performance
Etc.
• Figure Drawing (5/8) bring your 
own supplies, AS220 7 PM $5
• Turtles Writers Circle (5/11) 
writers come together to critique 
each other’s work AS220 7 PM 
FREE
Addresses and Phone Numbers
• AS220 115 Empire Street 
831-9327
• Bert Gallery 540 South Water St.
751-2628
• The Comedy Connection
39 Warren Ave 438-8383
• In the Square Coffee House
10 Troy Street 421 -5965
• Lupo’s 239 Westminster Prov. 
272-5876
• Newbury Comics Rte 1,
North Attleboro 508-399-9194
• New Gate Theatre
134 Matthewson St 421 -9680
• RIC 600 Mt. Pleasant Ave 
456-8194
• RISD Museum 224 Benefit St., 
454-6500
• Sandra Feinstein-Gamm Theatre 
31 Elbow St. 831-2919
• Trinity Repertory Conservatory 
Studio 201 Washington St 
521-1105 ext. 271
• Trinity Repertory Theatre
201 Washington St. 351-4242
• URI 105 Upper College Road 
874-2131
• VMA Arts & Cultural Center 
Brownell St. 831-3123
— Compiled by Jessica Tabak ’01
Family Feuds
by Jessica Tabak ’01
A&E Editor
You know you’re a part 
of a culture that places too 
much value on comedy 
when, after the curtain call 
for an effective production 
of Chekhov’s Uncle Vanya, 
some guy in the front row 
lets out a sarcastic, “Well, 
that sure was a funny one.”
It’s not supposed to be 
funny, buddy. It’s supposed 
to be moving and dynamic, 
with the occasional 
bittersweet kernel of 
humor. It’s supposed to 
remind its audience about 
what it means to be human. 
It’s supposed to tug at 
heartstrings and ring with 
that ever-elusive quality we 
call truth, and for the most 
part, Sandra Feinstein- 
Gamm Theatre’s current 
production of Uncle Vanya 
does each of these things. 
Directed by Tony Estrella,
Vanya begins slowly and gradually 
builds into a rich and satisfying story of 
love and lovelessness in one Russian 
household.
The tale unfolds on a rural estate in 
Russia during an ambiguous era. Vanya 
(Nigel Gore), his niece Sofya (Taryn 
DeVito) and her nurse Marina (Bemice 
Bronson), and his mother Mariya (Linda 
Monchik) all live on the estate, but their 
right to remain there is threatened when 
Sofya’s father Serebryakov (Sam 
Babbitt) and his beautiful young wife 
(Yelena, played by Jeanine Kane) arrive. 
As it turns out, ownership of the estate 
isn’t the only thing that is threatened by 
their arrival. Professor Serebryakov’s 
aloofly academic attitudes and 
assumptions prove antagonistic to the 
disillusioned Vanya; their differences 
culminate in a climax of shattering 
intensity. And for her own part, Yelena 
could rival Helen of Troy in the amount 
of unintentional emotional havoc she 
wreaks upon the household. Her lazy, 
undirected beauty tramples work ethic, 
breaks hearts, and emblazons desires 
with every languishing movement.
This is really Only the half of what’s 
going on in the lines of Uncle Vanya. 
The play is one of those sorts of pieces 
that is so tightly woven and interwoven 
that it’s impossible for an audience 
member who hasn’t read it before the
A new
by Adrienne Larsen-Silva ’02
A&E Staff
Since this is my final article this 
year, 1 was happy to find out that I was 
going to be able to write something I 
know a lot about: dance. And what 
better group to review than PC’s own 
Dance Company? This past week, the 
Dance Company performed their 
Spring Concert with women’s a 
capella group Anaclastic in ’64 Hall, 
and it was a night well spent.
Anaclastic opened the perfor­
mance, singing some of their best 
numbers. They began with “One Fine 
Day’’ by the Chiffons and “Nothing 
Compares to You” by Sinead 
O’Connor. “For the LongestTime” by 
Billy Joel, “Silent All These Years” by 
Tori Amos, and “Eternal Flame” by the 
Bangles followed. They finished up 
with “Tell Him” by The Exciters. As 
always, these ladies did a fantastic job, 
putting much energy and expression 
into the songs, although it may have 
been helpful for them to have had a 
microphone handy, since some of their 
soloists sing tvell but rather softly.
After Anaclastic, the Dance
—photo by Peter Goldberg
Troubled Times: Sofya (Taryn DeVito) comforts her Uncle Vanya (Nigel Gore) while in 
the background the band plays on.
Uncle Vanya
Directed By:
Tony Estrella
Currently
Playing At: 
Sandra Feinstein-Gamm 
Theatre
For Tickets, Call:
831-2919
performance to know 
what exactly is going 
on right away. I was 
one such audience 
member last Saturday, 
and I am not ashamed 
to admit that I wasn’t 
sure just how all of the 
characters got to be in 
the same house until 
the middle of Act II. 
This is not necessarily 
a bad thing for those of 
us who don’t mind using our little 
noggins while we’re out being 
“entertained.” If you’re not one of these 
people, than Vanya is probably not for 
you. It would be a crying shame, too, 
because figuring out what everyone’s 
deal is is part of what makes Vanya a 
pleasure to watch. Layer after layer of 
character is revealed in snippets and 
shadowy glimpses until the end of Act 
III, when the whole conglomeration of 
personalities and conflicting emotions 
comes to a head.
Director Tony Estrella does a good 
job capturing the mood of Vanya—one 
of impending decay looming on an 
overripe horizon. Chekhov is not a laugh 
a minute, and when it’s done badly it’s a 
flat out bore. Estrella does a nice job 
keeping the mood light whenever it can 
be, infusing even the family’s tendency
song dr dance
Company took the stage and began with 
“Mercy” by Sarah McLachlan. 
Choreographed by Dr. Wendy Oliver, the 
trio of dancers used movements that 
varied in tempo and rhythm. However, 
most of the beginning of the dance was 
done on the floor, and the impressive 
effect is lost in ’64 Hall because the 
audience is eye-level with the dancers. 
What could be seen was done well, but 
knowing the layout of the performance 
area, it might be wise for future 
choreographers not to do so much work 
on the floor.
The next piece was set to the Dave 
Matthews Band’s “The Stone,” though 
choreographer Christie Jacobs ’00 
renamed the piece “Coexistence,” for it 
depicted two sets of girls dancing in very 
different styles. One group had a 
beautiful ballet style, dancing gracefully 
and smoothly (making me want to run 
home to find my old toe shoes). The 
second group had a much more modem 
style, with sharper and less classical 
movements. The two groups 
complemented each other and managed 
to interweave themselves in some 
awesome designs. The overall effect of 
the. dance was really impressive,
toward alcoholism with 
sardonic humor. Estrella 
has also done well to make 
sure that, even before they 
know how these characters 
are technically related, the 
audience members know 
how they emotionally relate 
to each other. The feelings 
passing from person to 
person are what are most 
important in Chekhov 
plays, and the feelings are 
all palpable in this production.
Helping to make them palpable is a 
strong cast of players. Nigel Gore is 
moving as the sarcastic, emotionally spent 
Vanya, although I’m not quite sure why 
he was speaking in his native British 
accent. Also effective is Jeanine Kane as 
Yelena. In many ways, Yelena is a walking 
paradox— old and young, innocent and 
worldly, hopeful and disparaging— and 
Kane does a nice job melding the 
inconsistencies into one strong and 
surprisingly sympathetic character.
My only real gripe regarding this 
production is that the time period was 
changed. I understand the notion of 
making old, wordy plays as accessible 
to a modern audience as possible (case 
in point: the version of Uncle Vanya 
that Estrella used is adapted by David 
Uncle Vanya, page 17 
especially as it was a risky venture to 
combine the two very different styles.
The next piece lightened things up 
a bit. Choreographed by Lindsay 
Deneault ’02, it was a selection from 
the Broadway musical 42"^ Street 
entitled “We’re in the Money.” Since 
it was a tap number, the enthusiasm and 
energy were high. An interesting 
variation was to stop the song toward 
the end and have the dancers do a 
number of combinations with only the 
rhythm of the taps heard. At the very 
end, the music came back, and the 
dancers ended with a bang.
Beth Judge ’01 choreographed 
Macy Gray’s “I Try.” The fact that the 
dancers were, for a latge part, in unison 
was an interesting aspect of this dance. 
Many choreographers try to get away 
from that since it can look rather trite, 
but often, simple is better, and such was 
this case.
PC graduate and Dance Company 
alum Elizabeth Ramos '99 
choreographed the next two numbers. 
The first was danced to Creed’s 
“Higher” and the second to “Un Amor”
Dance, page 19
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Vitamin C
Vitamin C
Elektra Entertainment Group, Inc.
If you need to rely on your image 
instead of your music to catch 
someone’s attention, you know you 
might have a problem. Therefore, 
Vitamin C should be easy to remember, 
due to her shockingly citrus yellow- 
orange hair. Every song sounds like 
the last and the next. Her voice isn’t 
great, the songwriting is horrid, and she 
can’t seem to decide what style she’s 
going with, so she uses all and none at 
the same time.
She’s responsible for that song 
“Smile” that was big last summer. 
According to her, the answer to all the 
world’s ills is to “Put a smile on your 
face/Make the world a better place,” 
even though “Life—it ain’teasy/It’s so 
tough/It ain’t easy.” Sheer brilliance, 
people. And you can currently hear her 
“Graduation Song” on the radio ad 
riauseum, so don’t bother buying the 
CD if you happen to like it.
— by Julia Kenny ’01
Summer
Fun Atmosphere 
$15base/APPT 
with advancement 
in customer sales 
and service.
Scholarships are 
available.
Conditions apply 
All majors are 
welcome/ 
considered
Apply Now!
401-431-1333
Providence 
Woonsocket 
Johnston
401-849-5155
Newport 
Southern RI
www.workforstudents.com/
Sugar and spice and
everything...nice?
by Julia Kenny ’01
Asst. A&E Editor
In the longer of my two articles this 
week about young women with 
alarmingly unnatural hair colors, I bring 
you Pink. One guess as to what shade 
her coiffure is. While at first it’s hard to 
stop staring at the CD cover for Can’t 
Take Me Home, trying to figure out if 
her hair can really be that electric or if 
it’s digitally enhanced, it’s worth it to 
open it up and listen to what’s inside.
Pink is only 19. One of those 
entertainers that makes me think “Why 
can’t I be doing that?” since she’s only a 
year younger than me. So that was one 
strike against her—some petty jealousy 
on my part. But what often happens to 
these artists is one of two things: either 
they’ve got nuthin’ but a pretty face and
Pink
Can’t Take Me Home
LaFace Records
still get by due to some smartly engin­
eered musical tricks in the studio and a 
hot marketing team, or they have some 
legitimate talent but have been snapped 
up at the first sign of it, and thus fall 
victim to overly controlling producers 
and managers, producing material that 
doesn’t let their real capabilities shine 
through. I would say Pink falls into the 
second category.
She’s signed to LaFace records, the 
home of Kenneth “Babyface” Edmunds 
and such artists as TLC, OutKast, 
Usher...and Toni Braxton. That’s when 
it dawned on me: she’s Babyface’s 
answer to the need for a Teenage Toni. 
“Hey, Ms. Braxton hasn’t put anything 
out for a while—musically speaking. 
She’s not really into the pop scene, but 
she has broad appeal. Let’s find a girl 
with a good voice and wide range, throw 
her in the studio, and I’ll do the rest.” 
So Operation: Toni Two became reality 
in the girl known as Pink.
The story goes that she was 
discovered at age 14 by an MCA Records 
exec while doing open mics every Friday 
at Philadelphia’s Club Fever. She joined 
two short-lived R&B groups and got her 
foot in the door at LaFace Records. Her 
songwriting, which resulted in seven of 
her own creations on her debut album, 
impressed Darryl Simmons, L.A. Reid’ 
and other such bigwigs. She was referred 
to Babyface himself, who hooked her up 
with various writing partners, from 
She’kspeare to 112 to The Face himself.
With such high profile musical 
figures helping her, I expected a lot from 
Pink. This album takes a few songs to 
hit its stride. I wasn’t holding out much 
hope for it until I heard her first single, 
“There You Go,” four tracks in. It isn’t 
the best song on the album, but it 
displays her edge and attitude in her “pop 
R&B” style. A little tougher and a little 
less sultry-and polished than Toni. And 
each time I listen to Can’t Take Me 
Home, I like it even more.
The best songs on the album are the 
ones that let Pink unleash herself into the 
words and music, whether that be on the 
urban-sounding “Most Girls" or the
Uncle Vanya
-Continued from page 16-
Mamet, and rather effectively), but 
if the time period of a play is going 
to be transposed, I think that there 
should be a thematic reason for it. 
If it’s a means to avoid expensive 
costumes, fine, but why are people 
that are dressed in modern clothing 
riding around in horse drawn 
carriages? Small discrepancies like 
this caused me to think twice about
If looks could kill: Pink, the teenage songstress with a chip on her shouldar, 
eyes whatever stands in the way of becoming the Next Big Thing in music.
catchy “Hiccup” and fast-paced grooves 
like “You Make Me Sick,” which is the 
one I kept hitting “replay” for. Pink talks 
a lot about “female empowerment,” to 
give her theme a technical name. Think 
a one-woman TLC. Saying that “Most 
girls want a man with the mean green/ 
Don’t wanna dance if he can’t be/ 
Everything that I dream of, a man that 
understands real love and So you 
wanna talk, let’s talk/If you won’t talk 
I’ll walk, yeah it’s like that/Got a new 
man, he’s waiting out back,’ she s all 
about self-respect and not compromising 
your standards when you’re dealing with 
a man. This girl don’t take no crap. 
While she does occasionally admit to 
letting down her guard and getting hurt, 
like on “Is It Love?,” “Private Show” 
says it best with “I don’t wanna meet on 
a lonely street/Where the talk is cheap/ 
And the price is sweet/I’m not that girl.” 
A nice message, if you can get through 
all the slang. It took me a few times to 
understand what “bling-bling” and being 
“about the floss” meant. But this Shorty 
persevered because she wanted to fully 
appreciate the music and learn how to 
be fly and not need no G to take care of 
setting when I should have been 
thinking about what was actually 
happening onstage.
Despite my time-traveling gripes, 
I found Uncle Vanya to be an evening 
well spent. Well acted and 
thematically articulate, Vanya allowed 
for a night of theatre that didn’t give 
me giggles. It gave me something to 
think about instead.
her (no, that’s really what she says).
Not every song is a hit-waiting-to- 
happen. “Love Is Such a Crazy Thing” 
is repetitious with a random piano 
accompaniment. I checked the CD liner, 
but it didn’t say anything about a guest 
appearance by John Tesh. “Do What U 
Do” and “Hell Wit Ya” are so-so. Still, 
Pink handles the slower, more controlled 
songs like “Let Me Let You Know" and 
“Stop Falling” pretty well. A little 
training and she’ll be all set. Paging 
Toni’s vocal coach...
I think that Babyface may not have 
had enough faith that Pink would carry 
her album herself on her voice and 
songwriting. So what happened is that 
he over-produced Can't Take Me Home. 
There are too many techno beats and 
awkward, hesitant noise (such as on 
“Split Personality” and the title track) 
that distract from the real music itself. 
The digitally altered background vocals 
don’t always work well. Still, on a Siskel 
(a moment of silence, please) & Ebert 
scale, this CD is a thumbs-up.
Pink still has some work to do to 
prove herself as an artist with staying 
power, but she has a good foundation to 
build on. I hope that she stands up for 
herself and takes a more active role in 
the production of her next album, since 
she seems to have a good handle on 
everything else. Maybe a new produc­
tion team would help her mature into a 
respected musician, as long as she keeps 
her daring, bold, in-your-face style.
Keep your ’tude, ’cause it’s working 
for you. But in the meantime, please 
unplug your hair, Ms. Pink. I want to 
keep listening to your album, but I lost 
my sunglasses, and looking at your CD 
may cause irreparable damage to my 
eyes.
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Takes Strong Frequency
by Kevin McPhee ’03
A&E Staff
28 Days
by Adrienne Larsen-Silva ’02
\A&E Staff
You wouldn’t necessarily think that 
a movie about people with severe drug 
and alcohol problems would be funny, 
but this one manages to pull it off, albeit 
at the expense of pushing the limits a 
bit. The film is about a heavy partier, 
Gwen (Sandra Bullock), whose 
drunken antics at her sister’s wedding] 
land her in rehab. Miserable, she takes 
incredible pains to secretively feed her 
' addictions. However, when she sees 
just how dependent she has become, 
she takes notice of 
what her life has 
turned into.
OK, so up until 
now you’re 
probably won­
dering how this 
movie is at all 
amusing. The 
comedy is found 
in the other 
characters she
I encounters in the clinic, as well as in 
the daily routine of trying to get oneself 
back on the “straight and narrow.” Be 
prepared, though: there are plenty of 
serious issues in the film that 
counterbalance the laughs. In fact, this 
is more of a drama than it is a comedy. 
Bullock is believable in her role, but 
one surprise is Steve Buscemi as her 
therapist, Cornell. This role is quite 
the deviation from his usual “nut” role, 
but it makes you wish he would take 
on serious parts more often.
All in all, 28 Days is a good film, 
although not one I could sit and watch 
over and over again. Nonetheless, it 
wasn’t a waste of $8.25.
Directed By:
Betty Thomas
Running Time:
103 Min
Currently 
Playing At:
Showcase
Cinemas,
North Attleboro
So...um...how’s Mom doing? Frank Sullivan (Dennis Quaid) and son John (James 
Caviezel) have some better-Iate-than-never father-son bonding in Frequency.
radio that
American Psycho
Even though there are no 
flux capacitors and no 
DeLoreans, Frequency, the 
new thriller about changing 
the past and reinventing the 
future, is suspenseful and 
unique. At the beginning, 
you are introduced to 
firefighter Frank Sullivan, 
played excellently by 
Dennis Quaid, whose life 
and promising career are 
cut short by a horrible 
warehouse fire.
Then the extremely 
creative and well-crafted 
story, written by Toby 
Emmerich, flashes us 
forward to Frank’s son, 
John (James Caviezel), as 
an adult struggling to keep 
his life and relationships 
intact. While entertaining 
his best friend’s son, John 
stumbles upon an old ham
belonged to his father, and from there 
the magic begins.
John discovers an unbelievable 
phenomenon as he chats with his father, 
who is using the same very radio back 
in 1969. Sure, suspension of disbelief 
may be required in order for someone to 
set their cynicism aside and enjoy this 
movie. John realizes that he may be able 
to change the course of his family’s 
painful history if he can convince his 
stubbom-willed fatherto heed his advice 
and avoid losing his life in the fire that 
lingers in John’s memory.
John is overwhelmed with this 
amazing opportunity to rebuild his 
family and brighten up his life that was 
darkened by the tragic death of his father. 
Unfortunately, John is unaware of the 
consequences of his rearrangement of 
the past, and with a serial killer on the 
loose, his family may be torn even 
further apart than he could ever have 
imagined.
James Caviezel is convincing as a son 
who is fighting to keep his family 
together by coordinating heroic efforts 
both in the present and the past. Andre 
Braugher is also excellent as the 
skeptical police 
detective who is a 
family friend of the 
Sullivans and John’s 
boss at the police 
department.
There were many 
aspects of the story 
that reminded me of 
a classic time­
traversing movie 
that rendered me 
with the nickname of 
“McFly” and
provided us with great hits like Huey 
Lewis’ “Power of Love.” Yeah, you 
probably knew I was talking about Back 
to the Future, which gave us a very 
unique look at both the effects of 
changing the past and the skateboarding
Fkequency
Directed Bv: 
Gregory Hoblit
Running Time:
117 Min
Currently
Playing At: 
Showcase Cinemas, 
Seekonk
talents of Michael J. Fox. But Frequency 
is no copycat. This movie is truly in a 
category of its own, even though subtle 
aspects of the plot, such as changing 
newspaper headlines and a loner’s 
knowledge of the way things 
used to be and how they have 
changed as a result of his 
tampering with the past, 
reminded me of the 1985 classic.
I found Frequency to be a 
wild ride with interesting 
parallels of action between 
what was happening in 1969 
and in 1999. The cin­
ematography is excellent; it 
kept me wide-eyed with 
anticipation as the suspenseful 
plot escalated towards an
extraordinary climax. Dennis Quaid 
turns in a great performance as Frank 
Sullivan, and the viewers are left with 
a deep impression of one of the most 
authentic stories to hit the silver screen 
in a while.
by Matt Duchnowski ’01
I A&E Staff ______ :_______
Judging from the title, one might 
get the impression that this movie 
deals with psychological issues. Or 
perhaps one might get the idea that 
this is a psychological thriller that 
delves into the mind of a demented 
and intriguing character. For 
example, take Sybil. Heli, even 
Norman Bates had his twisted 
motives. In both of those examples, 
the character’s sickness was 
explained and the 
cause of their 
behavior was 
revealed. This is 
what gave them 
depth.
I am sad to 
report that Amer­
ican Psycho 
doesn’t have this 
depth. The story
Directed By:
Mary Harron
Running Time:
97 Min
Currently 
Playing At: 
Showcase 
Cinemas,
Seekonk
(if you can call it that) is merely a 
series of deplorable actions 
executed by Patrick Bateman 
(Christian Bale), a narcissistic 
yuppie and the main character of 
this opus. At no time in the film’s 
duration does it come close to 
something that can be considered a 
rational plot. I award it no points, 
and may God have mercy on its 
soul.
It seems as if director Mary Harron 
was trying to do for the ’80s what 
Boogie Nights did for the ’70s—that 
is, extract all stereotypical vices of the 
era and use them to paint a distorted 
picture. She misses the mark, and the 
end result looks more like a cheesy 
horror movie. Hold the cheese.
Movie listings...starting 5/4
Avon Cinema, 260 Thayer St, 
Providence, 421-3315
Color of Paradise: evenings at 5:30; 
Sat and Sun matinees at 1:00 
East Is East: evenings at 7:25
Where the Money Is: evenings at 
9:30; Sat and Sun matinees at 3:00 
Fire: showing at midnight on Fri and 
Sat
Showcase North Attleboro, 640 S. 
Washington St. (Route 1), North 
Attleboro, Mass. (508) 643-3900 
Keeping the Faith: 12:40, 3:40, 
6:40, 9:30, 12:05; Sun- Thurs: no 
12:05 show
Rules Of Engagement: 12:30,3:40, 
6:45, 9:40, 12:15; Sun- Thurs: no 
12:15 show
U-571: 1:00,3:50,7:00,9:50,12:15; 
Sun- Thurs: no 12:15 show
I Dreamed of Africa: 1:30, 4:20, 
7:30, 10:05, 12:25; Sun- Thurs: no 
12:25 show
The Flintstones in Viva Rock 
Vegas: 12:45, 1:15,2:55,3:25,5:00, 
5:30, 7:15, 8:00, 9:30, 11:30; Sun- 
Thurs: no 11:30 show
Final Destination: 10:10, 12:20; 
Sun- Thurs: no 12:20 show 
Gladiator: 12:00,12:30,1:00, 3:10, 
3:40, 4:15, 6:30, 7:00, 7:45, 9:45, 
10:15, 11:15; Sun- Thurs: no 11:15 
show
The Road to El Dorado: 12:15 
Frequency: 1:10,4:00,7:20, 10:00,
12:25; Sun- Thurs: no 12:25 show
28 Days: 2:15,4:35,7:10,9:35,11:50;
Sun- Thurs: no 11:50 show
Erin Brockovich: 12:20, 3:30, 6:50, 
9:45, 12:20; Sun- Thurs: no 12:20 
show
Showcase Seekonk Route 6, Route 6, 
Seekonk, Mass. (508) 336-6789 
Gladiator: 12:00, 12:30, 1:00, 1:30, 
3:10, 3:40, 4:10, 4:40, 6:30, 7:00, 
7:30, 8:00,9:45, 10:15, 10:40, 11:30; 
Sun- Thurs: no 10:40 or 11:30 show 
U-571: 12:45, 1:15,3:30,4:00, 6:40, 
7:10, 9:20, 9:50, 11:50, 12:20; Sun- 
Thurs: 11:50 or 12:20 show 
Keeping The Faith: 12:20, 3:20, 
6:50, 9:40, 12:15; Sun- Thurs: no 
12:15 show
Where The Heart Is: 1:00, 3:50, 
7:20, 10:00, 12:25; Sun- Thurs: no 
12:25 show
Erin Brockovich: 12:45, 3:40, 6:45, 
9:55, 12:30; Sun- Thurs: no 12:30 
show
Return To Me: 1:20, 4:20, 7:25, 
10:05; Sun- Thurs: no 10:05 show
Showcase Seekonk 1-10, 800 Fall
River Ave, Seekonk, Mass. (508) 336- 
6020
Final Destination: 12:30, 2:50, 5:10, 
7:35, 10:10, 12:20; Sun- Thurs: no 
12:20 show; Sat: no 7:35 show
Love and Basketball: 12:50, 1:15, 
3:40, 4:10, 6:40, 7:10, 9:35, 10:00, 
12:05, 12:30; Sun- Thurs: no 12:05 
or 12:30 show
28 Days: 12:00, 2:25, 4:45, 7:20, 
9:55, 12:10; Sun- Thurs: no 12:10 
show; Sat: no 7:20 show
The Flintstones In Viva Rock 
Vegas: 12:45, 1:15, 2:55, 3:25, 
5:00, 5:30, 7:15, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00; 
Sun- Thurs: no 11:00 show
I Dreamed of Africa: 1:20, 4:20, 
7:25, 10:05, 12:25; Sun- Thurs: no 
12:25 show
The Skulls: 12:05, 2:40,5:15, 7:45, 
10:15, 12:30; Sun-Thurs: no 12:30 
show
Rules of Engagement: 1:10,4:00, 
6:50, 9:45, 12:15; Sun- Thurs: no 
12:15 show
Frequency: 1:00, 3:50, 7:00, 9:40, 
12:10; Sun- Thurs: no 12:10 show 
Center Stage: Sneak Preview Sat 
at 7:30.
1:00,
Showcase Seekonk 11-12,775 Fall
River Ave, Seekonk, Mass. 
336-3420
The Road to El Dorado:
3:00, 5:00
American Psycho: 7:10,
11:40; Sun- Thurs: no 11:40 show
American Beauty: 1:15, 4:00, 
7:00, 9:30, 11:45; Sun- Thurs: no 
11:45 show
(508)
9:40,
— Compiled by Laura Bergemann '02
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Deconstructing Elliott
by Jessica Tabak ’01
A&E Editor
Title: Deconstructing Elliott
Premise:
New Release from Favorite Artist: Good 
Thing or Bad Thing?
Terms:
New Release: An album (i.e., CD) that 
has recently been made available to the 
consumer market.
Favorite Artist: An artist whose music 
pleases one consistently.
Good Thing: Something that pleases 
one.
Bad Thing: Something that displeases 
one.
Elliott Smith
Figure 8
Uni/Dream Works Records
Argument A:
New Release from Favorite Artist is a 
Good Thing because it means that 
subject X (i.e., the listener) is more likely 
to enjoy said release. From this 
enjoyment stem glee, better eating 
habits, and an overall state of well-being.
Argument B:
New Release from Favorite Artist is a 
Bad Thing because it means that subject 
X (see Argument A) is more likely to be 
disappointed with said release. From this 
disappointment stem irritability, 
indigestion, and an overall state of 
peevishness.
Sample:
Figure 8 by Elliott Smith: Good Thing 
or Bad Thing?
Comments:
When I first put Figure 8 in the CD 
player, I began experiencing the 
disappointment described in Argument B. 
The songs were the finely crafted acoustic 
rock tunes that I have come to expect from 
Elliott Smith, but they did not sound very 
different from the lushly harmonic 
dreamscapes on his last album XO. In 
addition, nothing “struck me,” as they say, 
as being anything particularly special. 
Mostly acoustic guitar, piano, three-part 
vocal harmonies, conversational but fairly 
nondescript lyrics. An occasional electric 
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guitar or dweeb-rock anthem 
(i.e., “Happiness/The Gon­
dola Man”).
After a few more 
listenings, I began to change 
my mind. The well-tuned, 
subtle beauty of Smith’s 
songwriting became more 
apparent with each 
subsequent listening, and 
the enjoyment outlined in 
Argument A began to 
replace the disappointment 
of Argument B. I began to 
feel lightheaded, dizzy after 
certain songs (i.e., the lazily 
wistful “Everything Re­
minds Me of Her,” the 
sweetly understated “Easy 
Way Out”), euphoric after 
others (i.e. aforementioned 
“Happiness/The Gondola 
Man” and ragtime-tinged 
“In the Lost and Found/ 
Honky Bach”). Smiles 
were seen on my face. 
Vegetables vanished from 
my plate. A general 
“positive attitude” began to 
permeate my being.
Theories/Explanations:
1. Figure 8 is fashioned 
organically, with each song 
evolving from a deep sense 
of human experience. 
Therefore, the songs on 
Figure 8 appeal to the 
listener and humankind in 
general as reflections of 
their lives, thus bringing 
about said pleasurable 
response.
2. Elliott Smith’s voice 
contains unique powers of
sedation that serve to intoxicate the 
listener into a state of relaxation. His 
lucidly awkward phrasing and 
refreshingly “underblown” harmonies 
relax the tissues of the brain, allowing 
blood to flow more freely into said brain. 
Thought processes often painful to 
employ (i.e., those needed for paper 
writing, article writing, philosophy 
reading) become easier to summon, thus 
making listener enjoy the songs.
3. Smith’s simple lyrics are oddly 
effective. Songs are filled with lines like 
“I never really had a problem/because of 
leaving/but everything reminds me of her/
Exhibit A, Figure 1: The subject at work: Bittersweet anti-hero Elliott Smith singing a 
nondescropt masterpiece from his latest album Figure 8. 
Smith will be playing Lupo’s May 16.
this evening/so if I seem a little out of it, 
sorry/everything reminds me of her.” 
They do not look like much on paper, but 
when sung they take on a surprising 
profundity. They make sense out of 
potentially disturbing emotions, thus 
giving the listener enjoyment.
4. The melodies on Figure 8 are 
accessible but with a tendency toward 
unexpected strains (i.e., “Everything 
Means Nothing to Me”). The mixture 
of innovation and convention is 
especially enjoyable to the listener 
because it expands his/her horizons 
without altering the listening landscape.
Conclusion:
While Argument B proves to be 
valid in some test examples (i.e., Ani 
DiFranco’s To the Teeth, The Cure’s 
Bloodflowers'), it does not ultimately 
hold up in reference to Elliott Smith’s 
latest release, Figure 8. The album’s 
sweet subtlety may initially lead one 
to believe that said album is not as 
good as earlier Smith albums and is 
therefore a Bad Thing. However, after 
repeated listenings, the lyrical and 
harmonic/melodic charms of the 
album make it a Very Good Thing.
-Continued from page 16- 
by the Gypsy Kings. While not 
technically demanding, the strength 
of this number lay in its precision and 
a certain attitude, which most of the 
dancers exhibited quite gracefully. 
The long flowing skirts and scarves 
completed the number and made the 
dance visually impressive.
Appropriately enough, the final 
dance was Donna Summer’s “The 
Last Dance,” choreographed by Mary 
Teresa Soltis ’00. This number 
included all of the senior members of 
the company, who opened the slower 
part of the number. Several other 
members gradually joined in; their 
energy levels were incredible, 
especially considering most of the 
other girls had danced in at least two 
other numbers. Altogether, it was a 
very nice way for the seniors to end 
their Dance Company days.
This show was excellent, 
especially when one considers that the 
dancers had only about a month to put 
the show together. The whole 
performance was entertaining and 
fun, and I look forward to watching 
both groups again next year. 
Congratulations girls, and best of luck 
to all the seniors.
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Ghosts of the past
—photo by Katy Rourke '03
Warm memories from an old world: Eva (Kate Meola ’01) and her mother Helga (Sarah
Orr ’03) cozying up to a bedtime story before Eva leaves Germany via kindertransport 
in World War II.
by Matt Duchnowski ’01
A&E Staff
As part of this week’s Yom Hashoah 
2000 commemoration, Blackfriar’s 
Theatre staged a reading on Wednesday 
of Kindertransport by Diane Samuels.
The play examines the life of Evelyn, 
a German woman who was sent to 
England by her parents at the age of nine 
in order to escape the clutches of the 
When It's Time to 
Pack Up and Go 
Home...
*Custom crating & packing 
*Shipping from 1 to 1,000 pounds 
insurance to $100.00
FREE Pick-up service available
Packaging supplies - boxes, tape, bubble wrap
UPS - Authorized Shipping Outlet 
Fed Ex - Authorized Shipcenter
Packing Store
754 N. Main Street 
401-273-7225
Third Reich. In an effort to hide her 
painful past from her daughter, Faith, 
Evelyn denies her information about her 
family, culture and creed. However, after 
stumbling upon a box of old letters and 
keepsakes, Faith begins to ask questions 
about her mother’s childhood. The truth 
is ultimately revealed and Evelyn must 
explain the motives behind her 
seemingly bizarre decision to her 
daughter. In the process, issues of 
cultural damage, diffusion, 
and healing are dealt with 
effectively.
No doubt, the story is very 
fitting for this week’s arts 
commemoration of the 
Holocaust, designed for our 
Catholic institution to extend 
a warm hand of brotherhood 
towards the Jewish 
community. Yom 
Hashoah 2000 
comes in the 
wake of Pope 
John Paul Il’s 
public plea for 
the pardon of sins 
committed by 
Catholics against 
people of the 
covenant, par­
ticularly during 
the Holocaust.
I found 
Kindertransport 
to be a worthy piece in this 
week’s series of events.
Although the performance 
was a “staged reading” and 
not a full blown production 
(the type which more 
frequently graces the Blackfriar’s stage), 
theatrical devices were not sacrificed. 
The characters were all dressed in black, 
white, and gray— lifeless colors that 
helped to reflect the morbidity of the 
subject matter. Superb lighting design by 
Brian DeMeo heightened the mood. A 
bare black stage and mimed action also 
helped to set the sparse tone.
As the play jumps back and forth from 
the present day to the tumultuous times 
of World War II, the action remains 
pleasantly continuous. I was also pleased 
to see that director John Garrity was not 
afraid to give the audience a little credit 
for differentiating between the two
Kindertransport
A play by Diane Samuels
Directed by: 
John Garrity
Performed by the 
Blackfriars Theatre as 
part of Yom Hashoah 
2000
settings. He was able to intertwine the 
two separate locations without confusing 
the audience or beating them over the 
head with spatial isolation.
Kate Meola ’01 turned in an 
impressive performance in her 
Blackfriar’s debut as Eva, Evelyn’s 9- 
17-year-old self. In addition to morphing 
her German accent into a British one, 
Meola was also given the task of 
significantly aging 
and maturing her 
character within a 
brief interval of 
time. She did a 
nice job on both 
counts. Leslie 
Tremberth ’00 
was also won­
derful as Evelyn, 
the main character 
at age 50. Using 
minimal ges­
ticulation, Trem­
berth was able to 
communicate deep character emotion 
with subtle voice changes and facial 
expressions. Another notable per­
formance was that of Jane Lewis ’03, 
who played Lil, Eva/Evelyn’s English 
foster mother. On the whole, the cast 
worked well as an ensemble and helped 
the script reach its potential.
And a good script it is, too. This 
powerful story by Samuels is a tribute 
to the many “kinder” who survived the 
Holocaust only to be scarred by the 
personal aftermath. As a matter of fact, 
two of these kinder were in attendance 
at the event and made themselves 
available to answer questions and share 
their experiences with the audience after 
the show was over. I would like to extend 
a sincere thanks to them as well as to the 
cast and crew of Kindertransport for 
providing me with an enjoyable and 
educational afternoon.
YOM HASHOAH 2000
AN ARTS COMMEMORATION 
OF THE HOLOCAUST
Many thanks to the students who donated their time to helping 
make Yom Hashoah 2000 a sucess:
Kindertransport Actors and Elizabeth Mocko
Crew: John Neubauer
Shannon Reynolds Katelyn Roche
Leslie Tremberth -
Jessica Tabak Art Exhibition Volunteers:
Kate Meola Cristina Bauer
Sarah Otr Sarah Dunphey
Jane Lewis Mark Duschang
Patrick Cohen Amanda Gagnon
Erin Keller Rebecca Jandreau
Brian DeMeo Laura Mancuso
Meridith Hernandez Erika Manos
Jenay Alejandro Aimee Merchant
Patrick Bragg Rebecca Piro
Erin Carey Mary Tmti
Patrick Degnan
Mark Harasymiw Photography Exhibition
Cristin Keegan Volunteers:
Martin Slabinski Cristina Bauer
Jason Zybert Aflison Dempsey
Shannon Gadoury Rebecca Piro
Brendan LeFebvre Sarah Dunphy
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Why I Hate 
Summer
Pranfc* and 
Goodbyes and
Other Stuff
by Matthew Farley ’00
by Pat Ferrucci ’01
Features Staff
Starting this year, I hate summer. 
Before I even get into the reasons why, 
let me start by giving my sincerest 
apologies to the graduating seniors. I 
don’t know all of you, hell, I don’t know 
most of you, but I feel sorry for each and 
every one of you. I am truly sorry that 
you all have to graduate. Not only does 
that mean you’ll have to do something 
in the real world but it also means that I 
have to be a senior. Don’t you guys wish 
you could stay seniors and that I could 
stay a junior for at least a couple more 
years?
Usually I love summer, but with all 
the summer job stuff this year, I can feel 
my blood boiling anytime I hear the 
word mentioned in conversation. 
Sometimes I hear it and I feel like 
throwing up. One time last week, I was 
on the elevator with people I didn’t 
know. Someone said it and I started to 
cry, and they laughed at me. That was 
bad. I just don’t understand this 
overbearing need that all my friends have 
for a “useful” summer job. Most of all, 
I don’t understand why I can’t get one. 
Everyone goes on interviews, and then 
a couple days later they get a phone call 
telling them they have a job. If I could 
just get of those interview things! I think 
that I could fool somebody into thinking 
that I’m intelligent if I only have to talk 
to them fora few minutes. Well, maybe. 
It’s gotten so sad that my roommate and 
I have applications to someplace called 
“Paddle Providence.” We went to the 
so-called “Career Fair,” and this was the 
only “career” that either us were 
qualified for. That’s kind of pathetic. 
One representative, whose company will 
remain nameless, even laughed at my 
roommate’s resume! So that leaves us 
with “Paddle Providence.” From the 
name of the place, I’ve intelligently 
Neverland
by Megan Greco ’02
Features Staff
My friend has a severe case of Peter 
Pan syndrome. I don’t mean he is 
irresponsible or immature (because that 
can be the case for most of us) but it’s as 
though he legitimately wants to be Peter 
Pan. He has these woods down the street 
from his house where he hung out when 
he was younger, and this past summer 
we all sort of adopted it. We’d traipse 
through the tall grass filled with crickets 
trying to see the edge of the forest 
through the haze. Then Dave would lead 
the way through the darkness, because 
he just KNEW where his little spot was, 
while the rest of us fumbled with 
flashlights. We’d sit on pine needles and 
try to start a fire, and sometimes Bret 
would bring his guitar.
One day Bret and Dave spent all day 
in the woods. They moved the spot away 
from the path so kids on bikes and people 
walking dogs wouldn’t find it and 
destroy it. They made this huge stone 
fireplace surrounded by log benches, a 
table out of thick tree trunks, and they 
inferred that boats might be involved. I 
get seasick on boats. A summer on the 
water, high on Dramamine, is not my 
idea of a good time or a “career.”
Not only do I need to find a job, but I 
have to decide where to find it. Home 
or Providence. This whole paying rent 
anyway thing makes me think that I 
might as well stay in Providence. 
Staying here would mean that I would 
see the same people I see throughout the 
year, though. Isn’t everyone sick of 
everyone else here yet? I know I am. 
But, you know, I’ve been sick of 
everyone at home for years now, so I 
guess it doesn’t matter where I live. Last 
year, when I didn’t have all these things 
to think about, I just worked where I 
always worked. This year everyone I 
know wants a job that will give them 
experience.
However, experience is a word that I 
don’t understand. They all want jobs that 
will be like a real job. The kind of job 
that they will have for the rest of their 
lives. When you have no idea what you 
are going to do with the rest of your life, 
experience doesn’t do much for you. 
Everybody else will further their careers 
by working these summer jobs, but 
without a career to further it just doesn’t 
matter for me. All I want to do is sit on 
my butt all day, and take my word for it, 
I really don’t need any more experience.
So while everyone is out working in 
the corporate world and getting a head 
start on “real” life, I am going to be 
sitting around furthering my future 
career. Unemployment. The whole time 
I'll just be thinking about how if the 
summer didn’t come, then I wouldn’t 
have had to worry about this stuff. This 
will make me have a horrible time and 
resent summer. At least I have come to 
accept it. Maybe everyone in the same 
position as me should get together, get 
pointless jobs, and then we could sit on 
our butts and ponder what experience 
would do for us. If anyone thinks they 
want to join me, just give me a call. I’m 
listed.
brought chairs and supplies. From then 
on it was referred to as “Neverland,” and 
I’ll be honest, I thought it was the 
greatest place ever. We’d sit by the fire 
in t-shirts, even though the’ August air 
had gotten cooler. We’d roast 
marshmallows and drink soda and smoke 
cigarettes and Bret would strum his 
guitar and sing. It was the kind of fun 
you had before people worried about 
what was cool and who was popular. The 
night before I left for school everyone 
who was left came, and we stayed all 
night. Bret even played me some 
Weezer. A few days later, I found out 
that Dave’s dad, of all people, had 
discovered Neverland. He lectured Dave 
on how we could bum the whole place 
down or make a mess or disturb the 
neighbors. What an awful fate. The 
whole purpose of Neverland was to be 
away from adults and to not become one 
ourselves...and then an adult destroyed 
it all. After that incident we never hung 
out there again. I don’t even talk to Dave 
anymore. And Bret hasn’t kept in touch 
with anyone since he got some new 
girlfriend. And come to think of it, I 
don’t think I’ve eaten a marshmallow 
since that last night...
Features Staff 1999-2000
I’ve been wondering lately why we 
seniors have not done any kind of pranks 
on campus yet. Are we waiting until 
later, or are pranks simply not part of the 
PC senior year tradition? Whatever the 
reason for lack of pranks, I suggest that 
we get a move on and start doing things 
that will make the school remember us 
for years to come. I’m not talking about 
anything that will cause permanent 
damage or alienate any people or groups 
of people. I’m just talking about a nice 
little lighthearted prank that will make 
everyone smile and won’t be too difficult 
to clean up and stuff like that. I’m not 
the prank-pulling type. But I am the 
prank-appreciating type. Please, let’s get 
working on the pranks. Ok?
I am also a bit concerned about the 
issue of goodbyes. All the seniors are 
going to start getting really sentimental 
as we get closer to graduation. At this 
point, I think most of us are trying to 
keep the end out of our minds. But, 
sooner or later, we’re going to start 
realizing that it’ll all be over after the 
21s1 of May. Then we’ll all start crying 
and hugging each other and exchanging 
addresses and whatnot. I am not looking 
forward to any of these things.
I fear that I will have to hug people. 
I don’t like this because I never know 
when to let go. It’s very awkward. 
Whenever I leave a place, I always say 
that I’m going to keep in touch with all 
the people there, and we exchange
addresses and email addresses and phone 
numbers, and then I never hear from 
them again.
Before breaks, I am often told by the 
people who pass me on campus: “If I 
don’t see you before break, have a good 
break.” 1 often wonder if another 
encounter with this person will nullify 
the suggestion that I have a good break, 
but that’s not what’s important. What’s 
important is what we’re supposed to say 
to one another now. Is it going to go 
like, “If I don’t see you between now and 
graduation, then have a good life?” Is 
that it? I don’t know. I guess I’ll find 
this out relatively soon.
If anyone would like to wish me a 
good life, my number is ext. 3947. I am 
a lonely man.
Fill Me In
1 .living creature
2. verb
3. adjective
4. plural noun
5. animal (plural form)
6. noun
7. plural noun
8. herb or seasoning
9. verb ending with -ing
10. verb
11. color
12. adjective
13. noun
14. place
15. plural noun
16. slang for money
17. plural noun
18. verb ending with -ing
19. season
20. month
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Radio Head
Bet you thought last week’s quiz was pretty easy. Hope so, because we’re taking 
it up a notch. Answers are on the reverse side, along with the ones from last 
week’s trivia. Bet you’ll need them.
1) “We are reasons so unreal. We can’t help but feel that something has been 
lost.”
2) “If 1 had my way, every day would be Friday, and you could even speed on the 
highway.”
3) “There’s a killer on the road. His brain is squirming like a toad’s.”
4) “Before this river becomes an ocean, before you throw my heart back on the 
floor, I reconsider that foolish notion.”
5) “You deserve the best in life, so if the time isn’t right, you move on. 
Second best is never enough. You’d do much better, baby, on your own.”
6) “Flashbacks to warm nights almost left behind. Suitcase of memories”
7) “Do you need a bailer so you can shop in the mall and brag to your friends 
what I bought you?”
8) “You’ll get a job and I’ll get promoted and we’ll move out to the suburbs.”
9) “Prop me up with another pill. If I should fail, if I should fold, 1 nail my faith 
to the sticking poll.”
10) “I sat on the rug, biding my time, drinking her wine. We talked until two, 
and then she said it’s time for bed.”
11) “Drowning up in conversation, you will be the one who cannot talk.”
12) “All the flowers that you planted, Mama, in the backyard, all died and went 
away.”
13) “Can you help me remember how to smile? Make it somehow all seem 
worthwhile? How on Earth did I get so jaded?”
14) “We don’t need no education. We don’t need no thought control. No dark 
sarcasm in the classroom. Teacher leave them kids alone.”
Taurus
by Jennifah Pereira ’03
Features Staff
Lamentably, this is the last article I’m 
writing as a staff member of The Cowl. 
I’m not in the mood to write about any 
life-altering influences. It’s a change for 
me. My usual stuff contains cryptic 
messages and inside jokes. You will find 
no references to the music I love, the 
people I admire, or the metamorphoses 
I’ve experienced. Today I’m bein’ cut 
an’ dry, straight to the point, no bull. No 
need to search for an underlying theme. 
Dangerous honesty is what I’m aimin’ 
for...or am I? I challenge you to 
determine what is fact and what is 
fiction.
On April 29, 1981, a baby girl was 
born in Providence, Rhode Island. As a 
child she wrote in her journal, read books 
and drew. That is what she enjoyed, and 
doing things without passion was not an 
acceptable motto.
By the 8'h day, when God created the 
Yankees, the girl got distracted and loved 
the men who hated her the most. They 
lied to her ‘cause she asked them to, and 
her heart was left empty as a vacant lot.
That’s enough bull about her...let’s 
talk about me. I was born on April 29, 
2000. One is my favorite number, and I
like Rocky IV. I admire Ben Affleck for 
his brains, and my words to live by are 
“Silence is a virtue.” When I do speak, 
I never drop consonants, AH included.
Furthermore, my favorite singer is 
Matt Farley, and he’s a babe. His intense 
narcissism is his best feature. Every once 
in a while, I get lost in the moment that 
maybe, just maybe, he’ll fall for me 
instead of himself. Farley has me 
waiting on a bed of nails. Ronald Reagan 
is a Republican, but Ben Sweeney insists 
he is hot. Desire...now that’s the 
sweetest thing.
Although I’ve had the opportunity to 
vocalize all of my thoughts without the 
plague of censorship, overall writing for 
The Covj\ has been nauseating and 
retahded. Now that Jeremy Bolt has left, 
I won’t be able to discuss such taboo 
topics as my love of cigarettes. To top it 
all off, Joe Creamer and I are getting 
married on Saturday at two o’clock. He 
proposed by sending me a message in a 
bottle last night at Clubbies. The 
reception will be held at 7-11 on Douglas 
Avenue. Marcus Dowling, my pawn, 
will bring the soundtrack to “Ready to 
Rumble” and we’ll bring down the 
house. I hope you’ve had as much fun 
reading this article as much as I enjoyed 
Civ. Break a leg, and remember not to 
let studying get in the way of your 
education.
"And I'm not afraid to say that
Hi/, 1A7TT /hmi- ii»/,iz/, /tit Jc"
Paid Advertisement
Attention 
Smokers
The Center for Behavioral 
and Preventative Medicine at 
the Miriam Hospital, a 
Lifespan partner, is conduct­
ing FREE research studies to 
learn more about why people 
smoke.
Your participation would 
require two one hour visits 
to the Miriam Hospital over 
a one month period.
You will be compensated 
$50.00 for your time and 
effort.
If you are a cigarette smoker 
over the age of 18 and are 
interested in learning more 
about the studies, 
Please call: 401-793-7985
I Paid Advertisement I
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And Then 
There Were 
Hone
----------------------- ---------------- ramble. No one understands you
The Eighties
by Jill yabloski ’00
Features Staff 1999- 2000
Today I woke up alone wishing you 
were here with me. I want us to be 
something that we’d probably never 
be... I was maybe three paragraphs into 
my last article, the culmination of four 
years experience and three years writing 
on staff, when I made the wise decision 
to scratch the whole thing and start over, 
kind of like how a good mix tape is 
made. (Okay, that was a leap, but if pop 
culture taught me one useful thing this 
year, it was High Fidelity’s input on how 
to make a good mix tape. Apparently 
you have to put a lot of forethought into 
it, make the music rise and fall in 
accordance, and sometimes, just stop 
and erase it all. Silly me. I choose songs 
based on accessibility and spur of the 
moment inspiration.) Anyway... I 
began this year with an article entitled 
Last Call, so it shouldn’t come as a 
surprise that my writing has been a little 
off lately and that the following is just 
another rambling end of an undergrad 
teary-eyed rant. I try to talk to you, but 
the words all come out wrong...
I’m not a cool guy anymore, as if I 
ever was before... I am, as always, a 
sentimental sap who wastes her life in a 
bed full of daydreams, hoping that one 
day, someday, I’ll write something that 
makes you itch from the inside out. You 
know the feeling I’m talking about: the 
one you get when you hear the perfect 
song in tune with your mood, and you 
are left breathless. Panting and dizzy 
from screaming along or because you 
couldn’t stop, you had no choice but to 
move when it all came rushing through 
your head. Ideally, it would be like one 
of those songs that leaves you feeling a 
little less alone and serves to remind you 
that you are not trapped in a solitude of 
absurd ideas. And your life is just a 
anyway...
I never thought I’d say this, Shreen, 
but I’m not happy. Today I’m coming to 
your house and you ’re going to learn the 
truth... How do you scream on paper? 
And if you can answer me that, please 
tell me what have I been doing with my 
words? I find that irrelevance and 
flippancy lead to a painfully dull read 
with no passion, so here it goes. I’m 
melancholy, frustrated, and depressed. I 
long for invisibility, strength, and the 
undying support of my family and 
friends. After four years here, I don’t 
regret my actions, but the way in which 
I acted. I try to be honest, and resulting 
from that truth, I’ve been very fortunate 
to have had more than one person say 
they felt something from my articles. I 
am eternally grateful. It’s all right to tell 
me what you think about me. I won't try 
to argue or hold it against you...
I looked at my reflection, and I saw a 
dangerous place I knew where I was 
going, and 1 had to walk away... For the 
past two years I’ve ended my articles 
with a special and personalized note to 
my graduating friends, but I feel like 
there are just too many good-byes to go 
through now. I’m just going to try 
stoicism for a bit and walk away without 
rehashing all the good times into a 
montage of trite college life. But don’t 
let me fool you, at my core is a fragile 
warmth that I keep sheltered and 
protected with an aura of bitter 
memories. I don’t expose it, because I 
don’t ever want to lose it, but a few of 
you have been there and some will 
always be. So thank you to my friends 
(and readers), to the people who didn’t 
turn away and to those that turned the 
pages in anticipation of unity through 
thought. These songs are dedicated to 
the decadence which gave them life and 
to the spirit of those who feel they are at 
the bottom. The lucky ones. You are not 
at the bottom, you are the beginning...
by Tiffany Green ’01
Features Staff
Amidst all of the chaos and 
confusion of this fragmented, 
disillusioned world of finals and papers, 
I was thinking how fun it would be to 
return to our childhood, where the 
television programming was tops and 
our worries were scarce (except for that 
whole Cold War anti-Communist 
“thing”). So, therefore I have attempted 
to take that nostalgic leap back into the 
Eighties.
80’s Movies (in no specific order)
1. Adventures in Babysitting
2. The Karate Kid -Ralph Macchio was
my first movie crush
3. The Star Wars Trilogy (episodes 5+6)
4. Goonies
5. Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
6. The Breakfast Club
7. Pretty in Pink
8. Say Anything
9. Better Off Dead
80’s Television Shows (my favorite 
episodes included)
1. “Growing Pains” - (Michael Seaver 
was my first television crush). The 
episode where Mike, scheming as usual, 
writes the answers to his history test on 
the bottom of his shoes, only to find out 
that this antic actually made him 
memorize the answer! “Show me that 
smile again...”
2. “The Cosby Show” - an American 
classic. Dr. Huxtible was the best dad 
on the tube. There were too many funny 
episodes to pick a favorite. Here’s a 
few- when they have a funeral for the 
Goldfish and flush him down the toilet. 
Also, Dr. Huxtible’s parents 
anniversary, where Rudy gets funky and 
sings “Baby, Baby.” When Denise tells 
Claire and Bill that she’s dropping out 
of college, but won’t get a job yet 
because it’s her “summer vacation.” 
Rudy’s male friends Kenny and Dennis 
(the chubs kid)
3. “She-ra”, “He-Man,” “GI JOE” ‘the 
real American hero,’ “Smurfs,” 
“Snorks,” “Garfield,” “The Junkyard 
Cats,” “Dennis the Menace” cartoons
4. “Small Wonder” - where the little girl 
was a robot who cleaned the house.
5. “Pee Wee’s Playhouse” - Chairy, the 
word of the day, “mecka lecka hi mecka 
hiney ho,” the Penny Cartoon
6. “Inspector Gadget” - Go Go Gadget 
like?
7. “Muppet Babies” - Nanny’s striped 
stockings were the bomb
8. “The Facts of Life” -Tootie made 
braces cool
9. “Family Ties” - Alex P. Keaton’s 
obsession with Ronald Regan and the 
Republican party, Malory’s boyfriend 
Nick “Hey, YO,” the episode where Alex 
tries to tutor Malory and ends up with a 
concussion from hitting his head on the 
wall every time Malory got it wrong
10. “Saved by the Bell” - When Jessie 
took caffeine pills because she had to 
study for her exam- “I’m just so, so 
tired.” Miss Bliss and the Junior High 
episode, when Lisa and Zack kissed, 
when Zack stole the graduation video 
and made it into a dating service with 
Kelly, Jessie, and Lisa as the call girls
11. “Rags to Riches” - a short lived, yet 
phenomenal representation of the 80’s.
12. “Who’s the Boss?” - what girl didn’t 
want to be Samantha Macelli? 
Remember the episode where Sam has a 
hickey on her neck and she wears a 
turtlenec, and talks with her head 
hunched on one side
13. “Punky Brewster” - Cherry made 
wearing belts on your head cool. 
Emotional episode- when Henry 
Wamamont’s studio burned down. Fun 
episode- when Punky dresses in all 
orange, including orange Band-Aids on 
her eyebrows, to impress the boy she 
liked
14. “Life Goes On” - Rebecca’s glasses 
were always changing, her boyfriend 
always had his blue and yellow varsity 
jacket on, and Corky was adorable
80’s Toys
1. Popples
2. Skip-it
3. G.I. JOE, Barbie (They were never 
compatible, because Barbie towered over 
poor Joe.)
4. Garbage Pail Kids
5. Cabbage Patch Kids who smelled like 
powder, with the signature of Xavier 
Roberts on their bum.
6. Legos!
7. UNO card game.
8. An abundance of “forts,” huts, and 
treehouses that are not really seen 
anywhere anymore.
9. Slap bracelets
10. Get n’ Shape Girl
There are many, many more 
circumstances that shaped our little 
beings, but I thought that this would jog 
our memories a bit and make us
Answers to Last Week's Radio Head
I) Filler - ‘Take A Picture” WanK'^'™ A8“iler“- ''WI’a, A Oirl
arms, Penny and Bram always saved the remember that bright and trashy miracle 
day. What did the evil Dr. Claw look of a decade that we are a product of
Fill Me In
2) Bloodhound Gang-“The Bad Touch’’ iqjjqoI “Sober”
3) DMB- “What Would You Say?”
4) Macy Gray - “I Try”
5) The Foundations - “Build Me Up 
Buttercup”
6) Sisqo - “The Thong Song”
7) Amber - “Sexual”
11) Vanilla Ice - “Ice Ice Baby”
12) Sarah McLaughlin - “Angel”
13) ’N Sync - “Bye Bye Bye”
14) Ricky Martin- “Livin’ La Vida Loca”
15) Billy Joel - “Piano Man”
8) New Kids on the Block - “Hangin’ 
Tough”
16) TLC-“Unpretty”
17) Celine Dion - “My Heart Will Go On”
Papers. Probably the worst thing one 1)______.could do to another. What are
our professors trying to do to us? 2)______ ? They are so 3)______ about
these 4)______ treating us like 5)______ . They probably take pride out of our
hard 6)______ , not realizing that we really do try our best. But, I don’t think
they 7)______ use much 8)______ in their 9)_______ processes. They’ll
10) a few 11)._____ marks on each page, write some 12)________
comments on the last page, and top it off with a 13)______ that may or may
not be deserved. Nothing can be done. You can go to their 14)______ , and
cry to them, plead with them, but they will not take the grade back. Have you 
tried 15)______ ? Some really may need those few extra 16) you have
lying around. Go ahead. Try it. You have nothing really to lose. Good luck 
with finals everyone, and best 17)______ wi h all the papers you’ve got
18)______ around. Have a great 19)______ and see you in 20)______ !
Congratulations seniors!
departing leave behind us footsteps on the sands of time..."
To Jeremy Bolt, the best editor the features section could ever hope for. you have given us the chance to develop our gifts. May your writing 
touch the hearts of countless others as it has the entire Providence College community.
To Beth Brunet, Matthew Farley, Colleen Lee, Thomas Scalzo, Amanda Symmes and Jill Yablonski, you have left us big shoes to fill. The fea­
tures section will not be the same without you. Your work has made us to laugh, helped us to cry and, most importantly, taught us to feel. 
Thank you, and good luck in all that you do.
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by Jen Kendrigan ’00
Guest Features Writer
Poet’s Place 7PPai PJoufcf 
PCermii Oo?
To my dear class of 2000,
How forever I will hold you in my heart,
We’ve made it through the good and bad. 
And now it is time to part.
These past four years have gone by so fast,
It is amazing how time flies,
And now that we’re in our last three weeks, 
The thought of leaving waters my eyes.
You’ve all become so special to me, 
No matter how close or not we were, 
My life has been changed because of you,
And will I remember you? Yes, you can be sure.
Remember our good old Civ days,
And, oh, how much we stressed.
But at least we had those Civ screams
To let off a little heat before those tests!
Freshman year - remember those blue chairs 
And the never-ending lines at Alumni cafe?
Slick Willy’s, the Flower Shop, and even Prime Cuts 
Were a part of the Lower Slavin path.
Our mailboxes were moved,
In went BOP,
And Mural Lounge - the spot for greasy food,
Was no longer the place to be.
CVS did used to be
The only pharmacy around,
But only shortly did this last,
Before Walgreens started to break ground.
Remember when we beat Duke,
And then made it to the Elite Eight?
Austin Croshere’s full-court shot
Sure did make me think, “He’s great!”
All those dinners at Ray cafd,
Remember those special dinners, too?!
From Halloween through “Easter Supper,”
Those cafe workers made sure we were a happy few.
We can’t forget Manny,
And the special dishes he made,
Sometimes we were so desperate for good food 
That in his long line we stayed.
Dorm life was the greatest,
Remember all the goofy things we did?
And how we looked up to the juniors and seniors, 
When we were the “little kids.”
Tradition
by Maria Monaco ’02
Features Staff
by Anthony Giattino ’03
Features Staff
Look at the devout disciples of Apollo, 
he calls them and they blindly follow. 
If he commands they will start to run 
to their temples on the sand under the sun. 
Bronzing and crowded on the divine ocean beaches, 
the light is their food as blood is to leaches. 
Food and drink abound in this frenzied feast, 
The high-throned lifeguards are the pagan priests. 
And Apollo laughs because he has so much power, 
unless there is the chance of an afternoon shower.
• ••••••••••••••••••••
^Providence
by Lavra Rodini ’01
kssT. Features Editor
The painted houses on the hill
Blink electric lights 
At night.
•••••••••••••••••••a**
Jewel came and we were quite psyched,
But I don’t think she liked us too much,
Because little did she know
That we were quite the rowdy bunch!
The city, itself, has grown so much,
I thought it was pretty grubby our freshman year, 
I remember thinking to myself,
“What the heck are we going to do here?”
We’ve graduated from Prime Time and Clubbies, 
To Brad’s and Gravity,
And now (of course when we’re leaving)
“Cup of Joe’s” is becoming a specialty.
“Stuarts” has become the hot spot
For Senior Nights and such.
Remember Orientation night in there?
I can’t say I miss that so much.
So as you can see,
We really have gone through quite a lot together, 
And even if we weren’t best, best friends, 
These things we’ll have in common forever.
We’ve now become the “big kids,”
It just kind of evolved, it seems,
And now it’s time for us to move on
And accomplish all our dreams.
In closing there is a song I’d like to quote from, 
The group who sings it is called “Vitamin C,” 
I hope the words to this song hit home to you 
As much as they do to me:
“As we go on, we remember,
All the times we, had together,
And as our lives change, come whatever.
We will still be, friends forever...”
by Tracy Kennedy ’02
Features Editor
Absolute rapture at the slightest hint
Your scent wafts around me
Tingling
Wrapping its lovely arms around me
Anticipation of your touch excites my whole body 
My heart beats faster and faster
Threatening to break the cage that surrounds it 
Like a child on Christmas morning
With fingers moving rapidly
Electrified
Opening gifts, soft, sweet breath...
One kiss is never enough.
•••••♦•••••••••••
wrinkled water
If I tell you something, will you 
promise not to tell anyone? If 11 just be 
our little secret, ok? Promise? Ok, I 
trust you, but if this gets out around 
campus, I’ll have to hurt you. (Whisper) 
I love Kermit the Frog. Ok, you can 
stop laughing now. Hey, if you don’t cut 
it out, I’m never going to tell you 
anything ever again.
You may be thinking to yourself, is 
this girl five years old or a college 
student who, in a couple of years, may 
have an important role to play in the 
society in which I live? Ok, maybe a 
part of me still is five years old. What’s 
wrong with that? Maybe the real 
problem isn’t that I still hold feelings 
for an inanimate puppet, but that more 
people don’t keep this childhood 
innocence that I’ve never been able to 
shed. Maybe if more people took some 
of their childhood innocence with them 
into adulthood some terrible things 
present in today’s society could be 
avoided.
I’m not saying that all the world’s 
problems would be solved if we all 
looked to our inner child for guidance, 
but it wouldn’t hurt. Didn’t Kermit and 
his Muppet friends teach us anything? 
Of course they did. Why do we have to 
forget about Kermit (substitute any 
other cartoon or Muppet character of 
your choice) and the things he taught 
us only because now we’re college 
students. I don’t think we have to.
Didn’t those cartoon and Muppet 
characters teach us all the important 
stuff? They taught us about friendship, 
forgiveness, honesty, kindness, and love 
of fellow man. They taught us not to 
be violent, selfish, and not to look out 
only for our own well-being. And in 
their own little way, they introduced us 
to issues like discrimination before we 
even knew how to pronounce a word 
that big. They celebrated everyone’s 
differences. And you know what else? 
They taught us to each celebrate our 
own uniqueness too, and not to be 
ashamed of being our own person, even 
if that means going against everyone 
else.
What I’m getting at is that I firmly 
believe that we should keep these things 
in the back of our mind and use their 
example as a stepping stone when we 
make decisions in our own lives. It may 
not be easy, even Kermit knew that 
(“It’s Not Easy Being Green”), but it 
may make all the difference in the 
world. So next time you’re faced with 
a decision that you’re confused about, 
just think about what Kermit would do. 
And remember, my secret stays between 
us.
Class of 2000,1 really am going to miss you. I wish you all 
the best of luck, and let’s stay “friends forever.”
by Jeremy Bolt ’00
Features Editor 1999 - 2000
Among the mad hilarity 
of tragedy without charity 
bathed the naked children, 
staring through the opened sky 
at a soaring kite 
close to Heaven.
Answers to this 
week's Radio Head
1) The Smashing Pumpkins- Perfect
2) Skee Lo-1 Wish
3) The Doors- Riders on the Storm
4) George Michael- Faith
5) Madonna- Express Yourself
6) Cindy Lauper- Time After Time
7) Jay Z - Can I Get A?
8) Tracy Chapman- Fast Car
9) Garbage-1 Think I’m Paranoid
10) The Beatles - Norwegian Wood
11) Radiohead- High and Dry
12) Sinead O’Connor- Nothing 
Compares 2 U
13) Soul Asylum- Runaway Train
14) Pink Floyd- Another Brick in the 
Wall
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Jazz night
arat Stuart's
Friday, may 5th 
7 pm
Featured groups will be 
musicians from the Jazz Studies 
course at PC, the John Knasas 
Quintet and the PC Jazz Band. 
FREE!!
'// PC Concert \ 
Pand dC WJind 
Cniembte Concert 
J*
Snnclccy, 'Ylday 7tli 
7pm in 64 ^Jdccd /j
hdor more in^o, pteaie calt the 
mniic deptartment (x21 83)
Concert Chorale 
& Women’s Choir 
Concert $
Saturday, May 6th 
2 pm 
St. Pius Church
The concert is free and open to 
the public. St. Pius Church is 
located on Eaton Street across 
from the college campus.
7:30 pm-
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pm -
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Staff would like
to congratulate all 
the seniors and
wish everyone a 
great summer!!
Thank you for all 
your submissions 
to the Clubs and
Orgs section. 
We’ll see you in 
the Fall!!
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WE ARE HIRING!
Be part of one of the most active and interesting organizations on campus. 
If you are looking to try something new or gain experience in journalism, 
in either writing or business, then come by The Cowl in Slavin 104a 
and pick up an application.
Sections hiring:
Copy Editors
Commentary­
cartoonist, writers, and 
graphic artist 
F eatures- 
prose & short story
Photography 
World­
writers
Please bring a sample of your work. 
Papers from a class will not be accepted.
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Thank You Seniors!!
The following seniors have returned 
their pledge cards for the 
2000 Senior Class Giving Program. 
On behalf of those students who will 
benefit from your generosity, thank you!
Sally Abbate Kathryn Chupaska Emily Fitzgerald Jennifer Kessler Kristen Mogensen Nicole Santini
Leonard Abruzzo Shannon Cleary Susan Fitzpatrick Mark King Ann Marie Moglia Danielle Sasson
Eileen Adams Christy Clemmey Eileen Flanagan Elizabeth Kirby Lenny Moitoso Sarita Saviskas
Kate Agnello Rudolph Cline-Thomas Kelly Flanagan Terrence Kirker Bryan Molloy John Sayward
Stephen Allard Megan Coan Kirsten Flemming Bernadette Klein Laura Ann Monteith Jeffrey Scaia
Laura Allen Deanna Coccia Tom Flinn Lauren Klier Dan Moran Tom Scalzo
Douglas Amorello Joseph Colagiovanni Matthew Flynn Kelly Knierim Chad Morin Heidi Schlitt
Carla Anderson Ricky Colandrea Colleen Foley Eleanore Kobylanski Karen Morrell Matthew Serodio
Matt Anderson Elizabeth Coleman Betsy Fox Cari Kreitz Daniel Muldoon Anthony Serro
Sara Anderson Erin Collins Kelly Fox Claire Kruesi Caroline Murphy Matthew Sexton
Dave Anselmo Geoffrey Collins Keith Fragoza Eric Krusiewicz Meghan Murphy Lauren Shade
Kate Antonucci Jennifer Comeau Lindsay Frey Rosa-Mai Kueblbeck Meaghan C. Murray Marissa Shaheen
Jillian Aras in Sean Condon Kathering Friel Jennifer Kuitwaard Meghan D. Murray Jaime Sharrock
Katie Arnold Michael Conforti Brian Furst Kerry Lacey Ben Nadeau Jill Sheehan
Robyn Assile Pat Conway Amanda Gagnon Bethany Lacy Kristen Naspo Catherine Sherman
Melinda Austin Tom Cook Jennifer Galante Cathy Laflamme Patrick Natarelli Stephanie Shields
Lauren Ayr Shannon Coombs Kevin Gallagher Stacie Lallier Greg Nofi Samantha Siagel
Heidi Baetz Sara Coon Amanda Gallant Patrick Lantry Jesse Nolan Kara Sievel
Kristin Bahrenburg Dave Conley Meredith Gandt Gwendolyn Lascelles Daniel Noonan Karen Skoog
Nicholas Balestriere Gianna Costa James Gannon Kristie Latulippe Darrah O’Byme Abby Smith
Amy Bamosky Debbie Costello Michael Gariglio Eve Lawlor Kathleen O’Connell Laura Smith
Neal Barry Beth Costello Amy Garnett Nicole LeBlanc Scott O’Donnell Mary Smith
Allison Barstow Joshua Cottle Matthew Gendreau C.J. LeGeyt Eileen O’Gara Melissa Smolski
Julia Bateman Catherine Couture Toni Genna Jessie LeMasters Lauren O’Hare Chris Snyder
Kristen Bergstresser Katrina Cronin Amy Giddings Ken Leahy Erin O’Kane MT Soltis
Vanessa Berkoski Megan Crowley Marci Gildchrist Elizabeth Leake Megan O’Keefe Nicole Sordillo
Timbre Bernard Jen Cuddy Julie Gill William Lederman Regan O’Malley Erica Sousa
Alison Berube Kathleen Curley Jim Gilroy Sean Lenahan Owen O’Neill John Sova
Leila Bhatti Vai Curley Christine Goddard Nick Lent Candice Oberg Meredith Spirio
Kevin Biondi Maggie Curran Kevin Gole Kerry Leonard Heather Oberg Stephanie Stack
Brenday Biscone Erin Curry Amanda Goodman Carrie Leoncavallo Sarah Odgen Gina Stamuli
Kathleen Bligh Deirdre Curtin Gina Goodwin April Lepito Meghan Ogrudek Matt Stauff
Kathleen Bloom Cathy Cushing Kelly Gradale Robert Lessard Addo Okyere Diana Sucich
Tara Boland Tom Custance Jennifer Graham Andrea Liporace Dean Oligino Brooke Sullivan
Jeremy Bolt Jennifer D’Amore Meagan Graham Diana LoPiano Jason Oliveira Kathleen Sullivan
Mary Bombardier Margaret D’Andrea Tim Gray Michael Lombardo Renee Oliver Matthew Sullivan
Matthew Bonsall MaryAnne D’Onofrio Nicole Greeley Carey Lyddy Melissa Pagluica Meghan Sullivan
Claire Borchers Stacey Daher Brad Gregory Maureen Lynch Mike Paone Nicole Sullivan
Amy Bouchard Katherine Daigle Dan Grzywacz Michelle Lynch Salvatore Papa Susan Sullivan
Tonilynne Bove Patty Dale Donald Gubitosi Patrick Lynch Cheryl Pasternak Kara Svensen
Katherine Bowes Tracy Danneberg Andrea Gulla Vincent MacNutt Jason Pavey Martin Swanzey
Debra Bowler Jaime Dargan AndrewGullotti Katie Mackin Claudia Penza Sabrina Sweeney
Keara Boyan Stephanie Davis Emily Hall Monica Macri Erik Peterson Kimberly Sylvester
James Boyle Matthew Dawes Johnna Hall Maureen Maguire Caroline Petner Mark Sylvestre
Alyson Bradshaw Brian DeMeo Kelly Hamilton Bill Malaier Alicia Petrelli Mary Szubiak
Patrick Bragg Vanessa DeMarco Allison Hanley Aja Mangum Alison Petretti Christine Tarantino
Norah Brandone Don Dean J. Hanley Erika Manos Kristina Petretti Dan Tauro
Colleen Brennan Alexis Deignan Jeffrey Hansen Carla Maravalle Lisa Petrin Helena Taveira
Michele Brescia Anthony Denis Karen Hanus Aimee Marcel Kristie Piascik Sarah Tenreiro
Bill Breslin Jeff Denuccio Mark Harasymiw Jesse Marceletti David Piazza John Paul Teti
Peter Brown Brian Desmond Kristen Harney Stephanie Marcone Lindsay Piper Wayne Thompson
Keri Brown Matthew Devane Alyson Harvey Ned Marsh Karyn Pizzelanti Megan Thornton
Shannon Brown Michael Devoll David Harrington Chris Marshall Thomas Pleines Joe Tiemey
Ellen Buckley John DiChello Amy Harris Danielle Marzano Richard Polsinello Matthew Tomei
Shaun Buckley Tania DiDuca Bob Harscheid Matthew Masciarelli Karyn Pizzelanti Keith Torello
Gina Buffone Erin DiVincenzo Rebecca Hartshorn Gregory Massi Renee Popavero Mark Tortora
Marisa Buonanno Carlotta Dicello Elana Haveles Michael Mastro Evy Poulopoulos Lauren Tourtelotte
Michele Buragas Steven Dobrowski Stephanie Hayes Kerstin Matthews Ellen Powers Denise Tracy
Amanda Burke Amy Beth Donahue Mary Hays Karen Mattison Ryan Powers Vincent Vacca
Jennifer Bums Amy K. Donahue Patrick Heeran Steve McCabe Kaitlyn Pratt Michael Vacca
Kristi Bush Joanna Donnelly Devin Hegarty Jason McCann Jessica Price Jennifer VanderWiede
Kirsten Bushey Kelly-Anne Donovan Heather Heil Marilyn MCCarville Paul Princiotto Lynne Ventresca
Jessica Butt .Cindy Dorwin Brian Hennessy Lauren McChesney Kathleen Purcell Lianne Vigue
Steve Cabral Katherine Doyle Jason Hepp David McCormack Brian Quinn Kathryn Vozzella
Erin Caddigan Sarah Doyle Julie Heylin Jennifer McCurdy Shannon Rafferty Kelly Walkley
Corinne Cafferky Jill Dunn Christopher Hilton Laura McDevitt Matthew Rando Danielle Wall
Kate Caiozzo Kevin Dufresne Meghan Hinds Kathleen McDonnell Janis Realmuto Meghan Walsh
Catherine Callahan Deanna Duggan John Higgins Kevin McDonnell Kyle Reardon Kevin Wandy
Jeffrey Callahan Lisa Durocher Seamus Higgins Jenny McDonough Maryssa Reed Melissa Waystack
Sean Callahan Mark Duschang Keith Hoey Cailin McDufly Kevin Reeder Jill Weed
Elizabeth Camerota Darren Dvorak Mark Hogan Andrea McGeever Lynn Renaud Matt Wells
Christina Campbell Elizabeth Dziergowski Chris Holterhoff James McGhee Craig Repetto Michael Wenzel
Marybeth Campbell Christina Eger Brian Hough Jay McGrath Kathleen Rice Nora Whalen
Meredith Campbell Sandy Ehwa Laura Hughes Meghan McHale Peter Richardson Greg Whitney
Heather Campisano Victor Eng Tracy Hughes Conor McKenna Brian Riley Christopher Whittenhall
William Caneira Jennifer Evangelista Jason Ialongo Michelle McKenney Emily Riley Jessica Wilbum
Maria Canetta Brian Evans Rebecca Jandreau Meghan McKinnon Kevin Riley Jennifer Wiley
Jason Canzano Colleen Eve Marissa Jackson Parker McLauthlen Kellie Ripley Mike Wilkens
David Cardillo Sarah Fabiaschi Laura Jaworski Mike McNamara Moira Rippchen Christine Winslow
Karen Cardwell Michael Fagan Rachel Johnsen Alysha McSherry Meghan Robinson Jennifer Wisniewski
Melissa Carey Dan Fagan Kevin Jones Meredith McSwiggan Trisha Rojcewicz Karen Witiw
Kristen Carlson Jimmy Feeney Jon Jutstrom Mickey Melanson Julie Roman Ilesha Wolf
Kelly Carney Joy Feeney Matthew Kasprzak Nick Melfi Kelly Roosa Raymond Wolslegel
Catherine Casella Michael Ferguson Elizabeth Keegan Michael Mendes Shayna Ross Erikka Woods
Erin Casey Michael Ferriera Maureen Kelley Jill Meola Mary Rubeski Heather Woods
Erin Casey Hayley Feyre Keith Kelly Kristina Merzbacher Allison Rubin Kate Wrona
Steve Castaldo Nicole Fichera Jennifer Kendrigan Jill Mezeul Marc Sacco Nadine Youseff
Kevin Celia Karen Fiero Ryan Kennedy Matthew Migliorelli Nicole Salem Joseph Zawacki
Carolyn Chambers 
Brooke Chupaila
Mary Finucane
Krisanne Fiorita
Caroline Keohane
Ryan Kerwin
Rich Miller 
Karen Millham
Michael Salinger 
Jodie Salzano
Traci-Lee Zoda
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The spirit of PC
by George Colli ’01
Sports Staff
What does it mean to be a Providence 
College Friar?
It’s more than just simply wearing the 
black and white.
It’s more than early morning practices 
and hours of study hall.
Being a PC Friar means being a part 
of a family that is bigger than just your 
team.
It means being part of a rich athletic 
tradition which has prided itself on 
nurturing its athletes to become more 
then just competitors on an athletic field, 
it means being apart of a community that 
reaches out to each other and to the 
community outside its gates.
Any athlete here would tell you that 
the biggest supporters at any of their 
games are not boosters. They are not 
parents, or buddies from the dorm.
The biggest supporters of athletes 
here on campus are other athletes and 
this is what makes Providence College 
a special place to play sports.
"There is a sense of respect that each 
PC athlete has for one another,” said 
junior tennis player Chris Riccabono.” 
We realize the sacrifices we each have 
to make. It is the bond that brings us 
together.”
This respect is shown during the good 
and the bad times.
When the administration announced 
the decision to drop Men’s Baseball, 
Golf and Tennis, it did not only affect 
the athletes on the respective teams; it 
affected the entire community. It 
affected it so much that the female 
athletes on campus organized a sit-in the 
following morning.
The field hockey team, who was 
going to be rewarded by the decision, 
threatened to sit out their game that day. 
The Women’s Volleyball team, who had 
scholarships dropped during the 
decision, wore baseball jerseys during 
their warm-ups that night.
At a time when the community should 
have been divided, it was pulled closer, 
throwing away financial gains for 
personal beliefs.
What a lot off critics, even those 
within this publication, do not seem to 
understand is that Providence athletes 
love being the underdog, and when they 
are, it usually means success is on the 
way.
Providence College is not Notre 
Dame. Providence College is not 
UCONN. Providence College is 
Providence College.
There are only 3700 students, and 
when you get past hockey and
Friars honored at
awards banquet
Providence College honored its top 
athletes at the 39th annual Athletic 
Awards Banquet at the College's 
Peterson Recreation Center on Monday, 
May 1.
Cross country All-American Heather 
Cappello (So., Lockport, N.Y.) and two- 
time cross country All-American Keith 
Kelly (Sr., Drogheda, Ireland) were hon­
ored as the College's Female and Male 
Athletes of the Year for Individual 
Sports.
Sara DeCosta (So., Warwick, R.I.), 
a two-ti me All-American in Women's Ice 
Hockey, was selected as the school's Fe­
male Athlete of the Year for Team Sports 
for the second consecutive year.
Kevin Jones (Sr., Westford, Mass.), 
a First Team All-New England honoree 
and a Second Team AU-BIG EAST se­
lection from the men's soccer team, was 
named the recipient of the Male Athlete 
of the Year for Team Sports.
Along with Athlete of the Year 
Awards, four other major awards were 
basketball, scholarships are thin, but the 
one thing that equates PC to other Big 
East schools is its heart. It is the 
character of each and every athlete that 
enables PC’s teams to compete against 
the largest schools in the country.
It is this heart and this character that 
does not allow one decision or one 
incident to bring it down.
It is this heart and this character that 
gets Junior Heath Gordon and his 
teammates on the Men’s Hockey team, 
out of bed early Saturday morning last 
weekend to participate in the Christmas 
in April program.
It's special to go 
and visit the kids.
They look up to 
you. It makes you 
realize how much 
of a role model 
you are.
-Fernando Pisani ’00
It is the heart and character that finds 
the St. Pius School requesting to have 
Junior John Linehan, and members of the 
Men’s Basketball speak and read to its 
students.
It is the heart and the character that 
brings Chrissy Vozab, and other 
women’s hoop players to area schools 
to give clinics.
It is the heart and character that leads 
members of the field hockey and 
women’s soccer teams to St. Mary’s 
Home for Children each week to play 
with and tutor orphaned children.
“It’s special to go and visit the kids,” 
said senior hockey player Fernando 
Pisani, who has participated in several 
programs ranging from reading to 
elementary students to helping build 
houses for the underprivileged in the 
area. “They look up to you. It makes 
you realize how much of a role model 
you are.”
It’s easy to judge success by wins and 
losses, but next time you judge the 
athletics here, take everything into 
account.
So I leave you for the summer asking 
one thing, when people ask what’s 
happening with the athletic department 
at PC, tell them confidently that things 
are going well, because being a 
Providence College Friar means 
something, and one event or one incident 
can’t bring it down.
presented at the banquet.
Softball player Bonnie Skrenta (Sr., 
St. James, N.Y.) received the Paul 
Connolly Award as the female athlete 
who has distinguished herself among her 
peers through sportsmanship, courage 
and honor.
Jason Ialongo (Sr., Cranston, R.I.), a 
standout defenseman on the Men's 
Hockey team, was honored as the Mai 
Brown Award winner, given annually to 
the male athlete whose career of inter­
collegiate competition portrayed sports­
manship, courage and honor.
The Sine Qua Non Awards, given an­
nually to the male and female athletes 
who have distinguished themselves 
among their peers without receiving 
proper recognition, were presented to PC 
all-time lacrosse leading scorer Ken 
Leahy (Sr., Cohasset, Mass.) and the 
entire Providence College women's vol­
leyball team.
provided by Sports Information Dept.
KEEPING PACE Indian Summer
by John Zilch, Jr. ’01
Sports Editor
This past week, the biggest brawl in 
the history of Major League Baseball 
ensued and resulted in the suspension 
of a handful of players and both coaches 
from the Detroit Tigers and the Chicago 
White Sox. The fight, which resulted 
from both teams intentionally hitting 
batters, lasted a whopping 21 minutes.
On Saturday, I sold my only watch 
so that I could order the Lennox Lewis- 
Michael Grant heavyweight boxing 
match. A second round knockout of 
Michael Grant by Lennox Lewis lasted 
under six minutes. At least, that’s what 
people are telling me.
Without a doubt, a baseball brawl is 
entertaining for someone who finds it 
humorous when grown adults wrestle 
Greco-Roman style on a pitcher’s 
mound. There is one quick way to 
abolish this issue, which seems to be a 
reoccurring problem so far this year. 
Perhaps you’d like to know the solution 
to this problem. Perhaps you’d like to 
know why McDonalds always packages 
19 McNuggets and not 21 when they 
“miscount” a20piece.” Theformerl’ll 
try to answer.
In today’s game of baseball, the 
players are pampered with money, cars, 
women, and attention. What they are 
not used to is physical pain, and when 
these incidents occur, the players act like 
the team’s tin of Redman just ran out. 
Purposely throwing a baseball at another 
player out of pure rage, should be left 
for Tee Ball.
Instead, Indian Tagging needs to be 
reinstated. If you have ever played 
kickball as a child, you should 
understand this concept. Instead of 
having to tag the base, or throw it to the 
base, the defense can simply hit the 
runner with the ball. Simple. Now, 
when the batter is at the plate, he will 
be all but used to getting hit with a 
baseball. Instead of getting a free base, 
the pitch would be called a ball. In fact, 
after a few months, getting hit with a 
baseball would be common, and the 
players might even have a little fun with 
a 105 mile-per-hour fastball hitting you 
square in the back.
Ben & Jerry’s on Ice
Monday May 8th 8pm-llpm
Help support the PC Figure Skating 
Club!
Select from the list of Ben & Jerry’s 
flavors and we’ll deliver it to you!!! 
All proceeds will cover competition 
expenses.
Flavors: Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough
Phish Food
Coffee Heath Bar Crunch 
Mint Chocolate Chunk 
Chocolate Fudge Brownie 
Lowfat Yogurt
Cost: Small = $2
Large = $4
To order dial X1140
“Ouch! Wow, Albert Belle just got 
hit right on the spine with that fastball, 
Verne.”
“Watch out, Bill! He looks-”
“Amused! He’s laughing with the 
pitcher. They’re having a good time out 
there!”
Check out the positive things that 
could result from this new brand of 
baseball. For example, a ground ball to 
the shortstop could lead to two things: 
one, he could throw the ball at the batter 
and hit him, earning an out. Two, he 
could miss, sending a souvenir airmail 
to a lucky fan who’s sure to enjoy it upon 
dismissal from the hospital.
Athletes from other sports have no 
problem getting hit with a ball. Football 
players lunge towards punt attempts, 
awaiting a football to the head. Harry 
Temmy, a one-time amateur bowler out 
of Montana, has dropped a bowling ball 
on his foot 14 times. Soccer players 
build human walls five feet in front of a 
palyer ready to boot it.
For the rule to work, Major League 
Baseball must change its stand on 
helmets. If the rule is adopted, the players 
will be forced to wear a model similar to 
an astronaut’s, which would dually serve 
to strengthen the neck.
Another worry not to fret over is the 
actual pain a baseball may due to the 
body. If you haven’t noticed, the number 
of homeruns have rapidly increased year 
by year for the last decade. Some experts 
credit a lack of talent in pitching to this 
increase, others a larger consumption of 
milk. Another percentage of the fans, of 
which I am included, reason that it is a 
cork placed in the ball’s core that has 
caused the power surge. The cork gives 
the ball a little more pop and spring to it. 
One, cork doesn't hurt. Two, the ball will 
bounce off of you quicker.
Sadly there is a large group of 
misguided individuals who dispute my 
beliefs at this point in the article. There 
is an ever larger number of readers who 
stopped reading around the second 
paragraph. Either way, the rule probably 
won’t be passed in our lifetimes. Until 
then, you just have to enjoy pro baseball 
for what it is: a softball Busch League 
with players who throw more punches 
then curveballs.
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Track team focuses on 
individual accolades
-continued from back page-
Thorpe and Dermot Galvin, and senior 
Larry Morrissey finished fifth at the Penn 
Relays this past weekend and come into 
the Big East Championship seconds away 
from qualifying for nationals.
“We were up in the top for most of the 
race,” recounted Morrissey. “It wasn’t 
until seven or eight laps into it that 
Arkansas pulled away, and everyone 
stretched out. We just finished in the same 
spot we sat in from there.”
In fact, if it were not for individual 
races earlier in the Penn Relays, they may 
have already eclipsed that mark, making 
the NCAAs a reality.
“The reason for us not getting the time
We'll just go out 
and show the entire 
conference that 
we 're the most 
dominant distance 
team in the
East.
-Hamish Thorpe ‘02
is pretty obvious in that we had a few kids 
double up on races,” commented 
Assistant Coach Andy Ronan. 
“Sometimes that works, and sometimes 
it doesn’t.”
“We’re running at our strength right 
now,” continued Thorpe, “so we’ll be 
bringing down the workouts and speeding 
things up in order to get as fast as 
possible.”
Also on the Men’s side of things is the 
IC4As, which invites teams from all over 
the East Coast to compete. Junior Ciaran 
Lynch’s 21s,-place finish in the 10,000 
meters at the Raleigh Relays March 31 
was enough to qualify himself in the 
IC4As for that event, and this past 
weekend qualified for the 5,000 meters 
as well in a time of 14:31.08. PC’s 4-x- 
mile team is also qualified for the IC4As, 
only in the 4-X-800 meter relay event.
In the PC Women’s divisional, the 
ECACs, sophomore Kathryn Casserly is 
qualified for the 3,000 meters, freshman 
Roisin McGettigan in the 1,500 meters, 
and Shearman in 3,000 meters. Also 
headed to Princeton for the ECACs is the 
4-X-800 meter relay team of McGettigan, 
freshman Emer O’Shea, sophomore 
Heather Cappello, who is also qualified 
for the 3,000 meter individual, and 
junior Kathy Sutkowski.
For the New England Championships, 
numerous members of both the Men 
and Women’s squads have qualified. 
Special attention should be given to 
freshmen Tim Curran and Tyler 
McCabe, both of whom qualified for the 
5,000 meters, and have a chance to 
qualify for the IC4As if good races are 
run this weekend at the Big East 
Championships.
One would question how a team like 
Providence, who unlike other track 
teams concerns itself mainly on distance 
racing, would prepare for a meet like 
the Big East where there is no feasible 
chance of taking home a team title. 
However, according to the team, this 
only motivates them more.
“It doesn’t have an effect on the team 
because that is what this program means 
and has always been about,” explained 
Ronan. “The people in the program 
understand we’re different than other 
teams — they understand that when 
they sign here. This is what we do, this 
is our “baby.” They focus on their races 
and it fires them up. That’s what we’re 
known for — we have a desire to do 
well in all our races.”
“We really get up for our individual 
races and score as high as we can — 
just like the Winter season,” commented 
Morrissey. “If we can finish sixth 
through eighth, or even break the top 
six, we’d be extremely happy.”
“We’ll just go out and show the 
entire conference that we’re the most 
dominant distance team in the Big 
East,” summed up Thorpe.
The Big East Championships are this 
weekend in at Rutgers University, and 
will be followed by the New England 
Championships at the University of 
Connecticut on May 12 and 13. The 
IC4As and ECACs will be held the 
weekend of May 19 at Princeton, while 
the NCAA Championship will be 
hosted by Duke University May 31 
through June 2. The team then 
regroups, and refocuses on next season 
— a season that returns all major 
players.
“What we’re really looking at is 
having everyone back next year — 
because really this year has been one 
of transition,” concluded Ronan. 
“We’re looking for our kids to jump to 
the highest level — and that’s where
Softball sets sights 
on next season
-continued from back page
second game we didn’t. Again, we 
waited until the eighth inning to start 
hitting, and it was too late,” said Fulmer. 
“That’s kind of been our nemesis all 
season,” added the South Carolina 
graduate.
After the game, Providence senior 
co-captain Jami Servidone reflected on 
her career as a Providence College 
Friar. “It has been a learning 
experience. It teaches you how to work 
Kerri Jacklets ’01 attempts to gun down a runner 
against Villanova. Jacklets a key contributor from 
this year’s squad, will be back behind the plate next they dropped a pair of 
season.
together. You meet your best friends 
here. It’s been wonderful,” said 
Servidone.
Nathan also commented that her 
Providence College experience is one 
she will never forget. “It was the best 
experience. I wouldn’t have chosen any 
other school,” said the senior.
Coach Fulmer summed up her
LOOKING TO MAKE
C 4? Oq> Cp q> q> q>
W A I T S T A F F
WANTED!
team’s season by saying, “This was by 
far our best team on paper and I think in 
a lot of other ways. We had great 
leadership this year.”
Despite enjoying success this season, 
Coach Fulmer admitted that the season 
was difficult because the Friars were 
hampered by so many injuries. “We joked 
that we had one of the best disabled lists 
in the Big East. But again, every team 
has to deal with injuries, and we are no 
different,” said Fulmer.
As for the season 
overall, Servidone 
agreed with her coach 
saying, “It was more 
successful than years in 
the past, but I think it is 
still disappointing, 
because I know how 
good we could have 
been. I think it looks 
promising for the 
future.”
“We have definitely 
our biggest and probably 
our strongest recruiting 
class that I have had 
coming in next year. I 
think our program is on 
the right track. We are 
excited about next year 
but we hate to see this 
class go; they meant a 
lot,” explained the 
Friars’ leading lady.
In other action, the 
Lady Friars wrapped up 
their Big East season 
over the weekend, as
doubleheaders to 
Rutgers and Villanova.
Finally, on Thursday, April 27, the 
Friars picked up a pair of non-conference 
wins as they beat in-state rival Rhode 
Island, defeating the Rams 5-1. and 5-2. 
The wins were significant in that it 
marked the first time since the 1996 
season that the Lady Friars had won 20 
games.
we re sitting right now.”
. FOR
CARS/TRUCKS
— All makes & models, any yeat----
County Somerset, MA 02726
----------------508-67'5-3750
CLASSIFIED
From the Health Center
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS: 
SENIORS: for graduate school, 
transferring students, or any 
student needing a copy of their 
health record or immunization 
information- the Student Health 
Center will be closing for the 
summer. Please come in for copies of 
your record before May 12th. After 
this date your request may be 
delayed.
Sports Market Research
SPORTS MARKET RE­
SEARCH
Part- time interviewers, 21 and 
over. People who like to travel 
and have flexible schedules.
Great resume builder.
Call for interview. Performance 
Research 
401-848-5893
Event: The PC Pops Concert presenting...
Michael Feinstein & 
the RI Philharmonic
Date: Saturday, May 20,2000
Place: Schneider Arena
Time: 6:30 PM -11:30 PM
Pay; $50.00 plus tips
If you are interested in signing up, please stop by the 
Alumni/Development Office, Harkins Hall 109, 
before April 28, 2000.
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Providence Place
ATHLETES 
OF THE WEEK Ken Leahy sets Lacrosse record
Claire Shearman, ‘02
Shearman was fifth in the 5,000 
meters college championship division 
(16:23.31) at the Penn Relays on 
April 27-29 in Philadelphia, PA.
With her time of 16:23.31, 
Shearman qualified for the NCAA 
Outdoor Championship.
Galvin finished 11th in the 
college championship division 
(14:05.22) of the 5,000 meters at the 
Penn Relays in Philadelphia, PA. on 
April 28 and qualified for the 
NCAA Outdoor Championship. 
by Alison Carton ’01
Sports Staff
Ken Leahy, a senior captain on the 
Providence College Men’s Lacrosse team, 
became the school’s new all-time leading 
scorer after posting all three PC goals in a 
10-3 loss to Brown on April 18. Leahy’s 
185th point surpassed the previous record 
of 184 points set by Matt Pymm in 1999. 
The Cohasset, 
Massachusetts, 
native also ranks 
second all-time in 
goals (113) and sixth 
all-time in assists 
(73).
“He put a lot of 
points on the board 
simply because he 
did what his coaches 
asked him to do. He 
was so focused on 
doing his job on the 
field, helping the 
team and doing what 
he needed to do, that 
the points would just 
come,” stated head 
coach Chris Burdick.
In 14 games this 
season, Leahy has 
scored a career high 
43 points (20 goals, 
23 assists). He leads
the team in scoring and assists. Leahy 
holds the quarterback position on the 
team, running the offense and setting 
up scoring opportunities for the team. 
He has combined with junior Jim 
Dooley and sophomore Chris Houston 
on offense to lead the team in attacking 
the goal.
According to Burdick, Leahy’s 
success is a result of his maturity and
stability on the field. “He is extremely 
skilled and has the ability to do many 
things. He is mature and stable on the 
field which allows him to score in any 
situation. When we need to score we 
get the ball to Ken,” said Burdick. This 
became clear when Leahy scored the 
winning goal in two crucial overtime 
games against Marist and Quinnipiac, 
this season.
Leahy was recently acknowledged by 
the college for his outstanding 
accomplishments at the Annual Athletic 
Awards Banquet, Monday night, in the 
Peterson Recreation Center. He received 
the Sine Qua Non Award, an award given 
annually to male and female athletes who 
have distinguished themselves among 
their peers without receiving proper 
recognition. Two other senior members 
of the lacrosse team, Brian McCarthy 
and Sal Papa, were also nominated for 
the award and along with Leahy for All- 
American in the MAAC conference.
“The younger guys on the team look 
up to Ken as far as making the right 
decisions on the field is concerned. He 
has been a captain for two years and is a 
great leader among his teammates,” said 
Burdick.
“Ken lives his life in a very 
exemplary manner. I am sure that he will 
find just as much success in his future 
endeavors as he has found throughout his 
career at PC both on and off the field.”
PLAYOFFS
FRISBEE PLAYOFFS: ELITE 8
Arete v. Whip it 
Alabama v. Whalers 
Mark Parry v. Red Bull 
Oldies but Goodies v. The Beavers
VOLLEYBALL PLAYOFFS 
With Ourselves v. Good Cool Fun 
Aerial Assault v. DS3 
Bob’s Disco Dancers v. Team Excellent 
Katie Cartier’s v. Bombs
WIFFLEBALL PLAYOFFS
Dore Hall Militia v. Sodlid 
Fenway Fanatics v. Brendan O’Conner 
A-Team v. Schockerz 
Belgium Waffles v. Game 3 Winner
The Cowl Sports Staff 
would like to thank the 
Providence College Sports 
Information Department for their 
assistance this past year. We 
wouldn’t have been able 
to do it without you.
Friar Fun Day scheduled for Saturday, May 6th
The Providence College Student- 
Athlete Leadership Council will host Friar 
Fun Day on Saturday, May 6th from 4:00 
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. at PC’s Glay Field. The 
event will take place immediately 
following the Providence College - 
University of Albany lacrosse game at 2:00 
p.m. The event is free and open to the 
public.
The Fun Day event will give local third, 
fourth and fifth graders a chance to 
spend the afternoon playing games like 
wiffle ball, kickball, tug-of-war and 
frisbee with members of PC athletic 
teams.
The event is sponsored by the 
Student-Athlete Leadership Council 
which includes members of all 21 
Providence College athletic teams. 
Proceeds from refreshments sold at the 
Fun Day will benefit the St. Mary’s 
Home for Children. In the event of rain, 
the Friar Fun Day will be held indoors 
at PC’s Peterson Recreation Center.
For more information, contact 
Leadership Council president Karen 
Cardwell at 421-2133 or Assistant 
Academic Coordinator and Life Skill 
Coordinator Joe Polchinski at 865-2667. 
provided by Sports Information
Imagine how good it 
would be to know that 
after you've taken that 
long, cleansing shower you 
can slip into a 
genuine Pomegranate 
Custom Designed t-shirt 
that YOU ordered! Guaran­
teed to please you day-in 
& day-outl!
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The season never ends...
-continued from back page-
sharp and ready for practice that begins 
in Mid-August.
Junior Paco Fabian is another athlete 
who will be doing double duty this 
summer. However, unlike Smith, the 
number one singles player on the Men’s 
Tennis team has used his love for the 
sport as a means of employment. Fabian 
will be working at Madison Square 
Garden in the sports marketing 
department to promote several tennis 
tournaments, including the Chase 
Championships, the highlight of the 
professional women’s season. On top 
of that, Fabian plans on entering several 
tournaments in the New York area with 
his doubles partner Chris R'ccobono. All 
of this tennis will undoubtedly keep him 
physically and mentally prepared for 
practice on the first day of classes.
Junior Sam Samberg, a member of 
the Women’s Track team, will remain in 
Providence and work for both the 
psychology department and Arbor, a 
mental health company. She has also 
been given a workout schedule that she 
must follow to build up mileage in 
preparation for the crosscountry season, 
which begins at the end of August. The 
only bright side is that two of her 
teammates, Kathy Sutkowski and Joan 
Bohlke, will also be staying in 
Providence and will be training 
alongside her.
Cole Gendreau of the Men’s Hockey 
team will also be juggling work and 
training. He will be fulfilling his duties 
as an intern at the Investment Centers of 
America during the day and will play in 
several hockey leagues at night.
Juniors Breanne Wojnarowicz of the 
Field Hockey team and Brooke Rubin 
of the Women’s Tennis team will also 
be utilizing their skills in their respective 
sports for employment this summer. 
Wojnarowicz will be a field hockey 
camp counselor for several camps hosted 
at UMass-Amherst, Boston College, 
UConn, and Assumption College. 
Rubin will be teaching at Mario’s 
School of Tennis in Portsmouth, RI. 
She also plans on playing several semi- 
professional tournaments with her 
doubles partner Alison Carton.
Sophomore Kyle McAvley of the 
Women’s Soccer team will be 
dedicating her entire summer to playing 
soccer. She is a member of the Western 
Wild Thing, an 18-under premier team 
out of Connecticut. She will be 
travelling to Paris with the team in June 
and will play games against several 
European teams. Two summers ago her 
team won the national championships 
and she hopes that they will have a 
repeat performance this year.
Robyn West, a pitcher and outfielder 
for the Softball team, also has dreams 
of winning a national championship this 
summer. She is a member of the 
Women’s ASA open team in the Albany 
area and will play for them this season 
if they qualify for the national 
tournament.
Junior Erron Maxey of the Men’s 
Basketball team is one of the few 
athletes who will be using the summer 
as down time. However, that does not 
mean he will not be playing basketball. 
He was invited to play on an all-star 
team overseas for a week in the Czech 
Republic and will also get plenty of 
practice playing against Dallas 
Mavericks, Cedric Cellabos and Sean 
Rooks, who are his friends from home. 
Summer is also one of the few chances 
that Maxey gets to visit with his family.
All of the PC athletes are already 
used to having too many things to do at 
once, juggling between classes, 
homework, games, and practices. 
Whatever their plans for the summer 
are, it will undoubtedly be like a 
vacation in comparison.
Big scores in 
the Big East
by Jen Watson ’03
Sports Staff
The Providence College Men’s Golf 
team wrapped up their Spring 2000 golf 
season with an eighth place finish at the 
BIG EAST Championship in South Bend, 
Indiana. The two-day competition took 
place this past weekend, April 29-30, at 
the Warren Golf Course at the Notre 
Dame University college campus. The par 
71,6, 744 yard course allowed the Friars 
to shoot a two day total of 317-315-632.
The PC Friars got off to a slow start 
on Saturday with their finish in the first 
day of competition. They shot an opening 
round of 317, placing [“ 
them in ninth place 
going into Sunday’s 
competition.
Junior Co-captain 
Ben Bridgeo led the 
Friars. He led with a 
two over par 73, 
finishing in a three-way 
tie for fifth place. He 
trailed the tournament 
leader, Eugene Smith of 
Seton Hall. Smith made 
a tournament record
with his two under par 69.
Sophomore Chris Tobey tied for 
thirty-first with an eight over par 79. Chris 
Hynes, a junior, followed Tobey tied for 
thirty-seventh with an 82. Next, junior 
Justin Monahan, rounded out PC with a 
21 over par, 83. This placed him in thirty­
ninth. In forty-fifth place, junior co­
captain Dean Cashman finished off the 
PC Friars. He closed out with a 90.
Seton Hall grabbed a BIG EAST 
record with their six over par 290. Seton 
Hall was the leader after the first day of 
competition followed by St. John’s and 
Rutgers coming in the number three 
position.
The Friars came in five strokes ahead 
of the ninth place finisher Boston College 
(309-328-637). Consequently, they were 
five strokes behind the seventh place 
finisher, Georgetown (311-316-627). 
Seton Hall managed to win the 
competition with a spectacular thirty-six- 
hole total of 290-290-580. They finished 
twelve over par for the tournament. 
Rutgers took the number two spot with 
a 302-289-591. And Notre Dame 
managed to grab the number three, at 
304-290-594.
“Personally I was disappointed with 
my play but I think everyone faired 
pretty well. Ben had a great first round, 
which kept us in the game. We played 
well enough on the last day to beat 
Boston College,” said 
co-captain Dean 
Cashman.
PC was led once 
again by Bridgeo. His 
two-day total was 73- 
78-151. This placed him 
tied for seventeenth. He 
managed to get past 
Rutger’s, Daniel Lee, 
who fired a par 66, 
which was a tournament 
record, but finished one 
stroke behind Bridgeo 
with a 142. Bridgeo was just ten strokes 
off the tournament champion, Smith of 
Seton Hall.
Tobey followed Bridgeo, who shot 
a 79. His two-day total was a 158, tying 
him for twenty-seventh place. Hynes 
total was 82-79-161, putting him in 
thirty-fourth. Monahan finished with an 
83-79-162, in thirty-sixth place. 
Cashman closed off the Friars with a 
forty-fifth place finish 90-90-180.
“Overall I think everyone was 
satisfied with our spring season,” 
commented Cashman. “We finished 
fifth in New England and might still have 
a chance to be asked to the NCAA 
qualifier.”
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Sports
Friars eye month of Championships
by R.J. Friedman ’03
Asst. Sports Editor
The Providence College 
Track program is arguably one 
of, if not the best, program that 
sports the Friars’ name with 
pride. Therefore, it is a shame 
that one of the school’s top 
programs is often shunned by 
the spotlight — a crime 
committed by even this very 
paper. So in an attempt to 
absolve this sin, we have 
dedicated our final lead story of 
the year to the Providence 
College Men and Women’s 
Track team.
After completing a rather 
successful spring season that 
included impressive per­
formances at the Raleigh and 
Penn Relays, the PC Men and 
Women’s Track team gear up 
for the home stretch of the 
season — beginning with the 
Big East Championships this 
weekend.
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Chris Livesey ’03, Larry Morrissey ’00, Hamish Thorpe ’02, and Dermot Galvin ’02 look to 
build on their recent success in the upcoming Big East Championship.
Dermot Galvin to the NCAAs, 
having achieved a provisional 
time this past weekend at the 
Penn Relays. Galvin finished 
11th this past weekend in the 
5000 meter championship in a 
time of 14:05.22.
“I was pretty excited about 
the race going in because I knew 
I was ranked pretty high going 
into it — and I ended up getting 
a provisional for the nationals, 
so I was happy about that,” said 
Galvin.
Junior Rachel Hixson leads 
the PC Women to the NCAAs, 
having qualified for the both the 
3,000 and 5,000 races, while 
sophomore Claire Shearman 
has also qualified for the 5,000 
meters. Hixson qualified for the 
NCAAs in the 3,000 meters this 
past weekend at the Penn 
Relays, finishing seventh in a 
time of 9:28.94. Shearman also 
qualified this weekend, posting 
a fifth place finish in the 5,000 
meters in a time of 16:23.31.
The road PC has traveled to 
get to this point began at the 
Raleigh Relays, which kicked 
off the spring Outdoor Track 
season on March 31. In order 
to be eligible for the post-season 
championships that now await
PC, most runners have achieved 
a certain time for each individual 
championship. The lower the 
time to achieve, the greater the 
difficulty to qualify, and the more 
prestigious the Championship. 
The New England Cham-
pionships are the first level to 
eclipse, followed by the 
ECACs for women and IC4As 
for men. Exceptional times 
then may even qualify a runner 
for the NCAA Championships. 
Therefore, if a runner has
qualified for the NCAAs, he or 
she is qualified for all 
championships stated.
Heading into the Big East 
Championships this weekend, 
the Providence College Men’s 
team is scheduled to send
Also eyeing a possible 
qualifying time is the 4-x-mile 
relay team for the PC Men. The 
team of freshman Chris 
Livesey, sophomores Hamish
Track, page 29
Off the 
Bench
Virginia 
Cheng
Summer 
fling
Most Providence College 
students will spend the summer 
either slaving away in an office 
somewhere or taking a relaxing 
vacation. Yet, PC athletes will 
have the grueling task of trying 
to enjoy their time off while still 
keeping in 
shape for 
the official 
practices 
that will 
start all too 
soon.
Junior 
Dane 
Smith, a
midfielder for the Men’s Soccer 
team, will be one of those 
unlucky athletes enduring a 
hectic summer schedule. He 
will have to commute from 
Providence to Boston every day 
in order to fulfill his duties at 
Mintz-Levine, a law firm, 
which will prepare him for law 
school after he graduates from 
PC. However, Smith still plans 
on putting in many hours at the 
gym everyday and will also be 
involved with several club 
soccer teams throughout the 
state of Rhode Island. All this 
for the sake of keeping his skills
Season continues, page 31
PC ends headache season with split
by Matt Young ’01
Asst. Sports Editor
In softball, there is no better 
feeling than winning a game in 
your last at bat. On the other 
hand, there is no other feeling 
that leaves you feeling as 
deflated as losing a game in extra 
innings. The Providence College 
Lady Friars experienced both the 
highs and lows of late inning 
heroics on Tuesday afternoon in 
their season finale against cross­
town rival Brown University. 
The Friars won the opening 
game 1-0 and dropped the 
second game 2-0 in eight 
innings. With the split, the Lady 
Friars finished the season at 21- 
28 overall, 3-13 in the Big East.
Heather Nathan finished out 
her career as a Lady Friar in 
dramatic fashion, as she led off 
the bottom of the seventh inning 
with a double to the left 
Centerfield gap before she was 
lifted in favor of a pinch runner. 
Freshman Amber Carr then 
followed with a solid base hit 
past the shortstop to give the 
Friars an exciting victory. The 
ball was hit so sharply it 
appeared that Melissa Francz 
would be unable to score. 
However, the ball was bobbled 
by the Brown outfielder, and 
Francz scurried home 
unimpeded.
“It meant a lot; we won the 
game,” said Nathan when 
describing the feeling of getting 
the hit which helped propel the 
Friars to victory in her next to 
last game as a Friar.
Freshman Melissa Peterson 
picked up the victory for the
Robyn West got the nod on the 
hill as she held Brown at bay 
until the fifth inning when she 
ran into problems. Brown 
pitcher Erin Durlesser led off 
the inning with an infield single 
and reached second on a 
sacrifice bunt. Cory Schreier
the potential rally quickly, as 
she induced a pop up and a 
ground out to work her way out 
of the jam.
From there the game 
remained scoreless until the 
eighth as Peterson suffered with 
some control problems. After
--------- — -• . - .............. -_________________________ • - ■ ----------------------------------- ------ -
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Jami Servidone ’00 takes a healthy cut against Villanova on Sunday.
Friars.
In the second game, the 
Friars put up a tough fight, but 
eventually fell, as they were 
unable to mount any serious 
offensive threats. Junior
then fought off a tough pitch up 
the middle to load the bases. 
Head Coach Dana Fulmer then 
opted to go to the bullpen, as 
she brought in Peterson to 
relieve West. Peterson halted
hitting the 
leadoff man 
with a pitch, 
Peterson then 
proceeded to 
walk Brown’s 
next hitter. The 
free passes 
came back to 
haunt her, as 
Brown catcher 
Liz Lefler 
smashed a RBI 
double. A 
sacrifice fly 
rounded out 
the scoring for 
the Bears.
Fulmer 
maintained that 
the Friars 
inability to hit 
consistently 
ultimately hurt
them in both games.
“We did not hit. We came 
through with the hits we needed 
in the first game and in the
Softball, page 29
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